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CHAPTER I
Publicity Stuff
On the televisor screens of lovers of sport in the
metropolitan area appeared the playing field of Meadowbrook
Polo Grounds. From the loud-speaker, his pleasantly
compelling voice fairly dripping honey, came the words of the
announcer.
"And that, Mr. and Mrs. America, is the present setup in the
world of polo. The third chukker is about to start, so we are
returning you to our sports announcer. The next voice you will
hear belongs to that ace of columnists and sports reporters, Mr.
Louis Shayne.

"This championship match is coming to you through the
courtesy of Rainbow Slumber Vitamin Pellets—R.S.V.P.—
that marvelous concentrate which relaxes, reposes, and
replenishes your mind and body, all at the same time. Take one
nutritious, iridescent pellet upon retiring, and see your dreams
in technicolor. Ladies and gentlemen—Mr. Shayne!"
Louis Shayne, lean and wiry, almost angular, casually
shrugged his tailored shoulders and stepped from the side of
the nearby spectator box. He approached the telecaster
equipment, deliberately turning his back upon the brunette
beauty that was Elaine Elliot, Three Dimensional Pictures'
glamor girl. There were a number of other big shots in the
cinema star's company, but that didn't bother Shayne, either.
He had rubbed shoulders with the great and the near-great
until all his illusions were tarnished. He had exploited so many
punks and palookas on the air and in his column that he didn't
believe in anything. He was bored and fed up with public
glitter stuff, platitudinous advertising, and phony build-ups. In
short, Mr. Shayne had worn a hole in his cheek, and his tongue
was sore. Three Dimensional Pictures was just another
exploitation.
A fat little man, Maurice Rynder, first vice-president of
Three Dimensional Pictures, trotted alongside the natty
reporter.
"Ps-s-s-t, Shayne!" he hissed, tugging at the younger man's
sleeve. "Don't forget to pour it on thick—about Elaine, you
know."

"Yeah," Shayne grunted laconically without looking back. "I
know."
He certainly did. In the box with the star sat John Hartman,
owner and publisher of the Star-Tribune Newspaper and
Telecast System. Next to Hartman sat Colonel Henry
Thomlinson, financial wizard of Wall Street, international
banker, and the one man who had all ten fingers on the official
pulse at Washington. There was this little blimp, Rynder, who
had tagged after him, a big noise in the newly developing
three-dimensional picture company.
But it was John Hartman who could successfully holler
"frog" at Shayne and get a resultant hop. All three had money
invested in Three Dimensional Pictures, but Hartman alone
was Shayne's boss.
"And that makes me the goat again," Shayne observed to
himself in great irony. "I ladle out a lot of boloney about
Elaine Elliot, whose real name is probably Mamie Schultz and
who doesn't know what it's all about, anyhow. But she's a swell
looker and can memorize double talk and people will pay to
see her and fight for her autograph."

Shayne did Miss Elaine Elliott grave injustice, but he wasn't
aware of it. Elaine, besides being a beautiful young actress,
was from Missouri and knew a lot more than any pretty girl
was supposed to know. She was more sick of hokum and tinsel
and publicity gags than Louis Shayne could ever hope to be.

But there was a subtle difference between them. Where Shayne
was cynical, Miss Elliot was blasé. Where Shayne was
disgusted, Miss Elliot was annoyed and alertly suspicious.
Shayne stepped in front of the oscillators and addressed the
mike. As he spoke, he let his weary gaze wander over the
scene before him.
"It's a beautiful day, sport fans," he said in his crisp, dry
style of delivery. "There isn't a cloud in the sky—except that
one gray speck directly overhead, which I mentioned before.
The game at the end of the second chukker put the South
American team in the lead, as I told you. That last-minute goal
by DeVry was a beauty. That Brazilian centaur is a seven-goal
wizard if there ever was one. And there they go galloping out
onto the field.
"The stands are crowded, color and style everywhere. Many
well known people are here, friends. In the box on my right sits
none other than that sensational beauty, Elaine Elliot, that
gorgeous and glamorous girl from Missouri who is taking
America by storm in Three Dimensional Pictures. Perhaps I
can get her to the telecaster when the game is over. Anyway,
we will get a good shot of her presenting the silver cup to the
winning team.
"But back to the game! Did you see that long shot? That was
Paul Morton, star of the American team. That powerful backhanded swing looks like a sure—No! That demon of the
pampas, Jeffery DeVry, neatly blocks that shot and—Boy,
what a splendid underhand return he makes! Both teams are in
a sweet mêlée in the middle of the field. Looks like the

Brazilians might break through with another try at—What the
devil? Hold tight, folks! Something is happening that isn't as
per schedule.
"That cloud isn't a cloud at all! It's—it's a dirigible! No, it
isn't. It's a stratosphere ship of some kind, all enclosed, like a
cigar in celophane, gray and shiny. It's settling in the very
center of the field. It'll be in your line of vision in half a
second. It's stopped the game! The players are galloping madly
out of the way to save their necks!
"What the hell? Pardon me, friends and censors, but this is
crazy. Listen to that thunder. It was a keel rocket blast. Hear
the people screaming and shouting? My God, what a spectacle!
Nobody's hurt—just mob hysteria. Grab your chairs and watch
for yourselves while I go out on that field and see what this is
all about. Here, Jack. Keep this equipment in focus."

Shayne vaulted out of the stand and started running toward
the center of the polo field. Recovering from their amazement
at the thunder and roar of blasting rockets, which had ruined
polo playing for the day on this field, a few others followed
him. Only Elaine Elliot turned accusing eyes on fat little Mr.
Rynder.
"What's this, Maurice?" she asked in a savage whisper.
"Another publicity stunt of yours?"
"A stunt of mine?" ejaculated the cinema vice-president, his
eyes bulging. "You know we ain't got any airships like that,

Elaine. I never saw one before. You tell her, Mr. Hartman."
John Hartman, big and massive and piercing of eye, was
studying the cause of the uproar with narrowed eyes.
"A genuine stratosphere vessel of some kind," he stated
tersely. "Streamlined—crystal observation ports—rockets—
By Jove, it has an air-lock! A rocket ship with an air-lock. That
machine has come from Europe as sure as we're a foot high.
There's nothing like it in America, Thomlinson, or I'd have
known of it. But what made the fool set her down in the middle
of this polo field?"
"I still think it's a gag," asserted Miss Elliot, crossing the
legs which were destined to make millions for Three
Dimensional. She glanced suspiciously from her companions
to the center of the field.
"I'd bet money on it," agreed Henry Thomlinson in his deep
bass voice as he stroked his thin and ascetic face with long,
tapering fingers. "I also suspect Hartman and Rynder, Elaine.
But it's an expensive stunt. Somebody will have to refund all
the money and repair this field. I wouldn't be surprised if that
pilot sleeps in jail tonight."
Unaware of this discussion—he would have been skeptical
had he heard it—Louis Shayne pushed his way through the
gathering circle of people and indignant polo players. He
surveyed the queer ship with shrewdly appraising eyes.
He hadn't had time to describe the spectacular landing to his
televisor audience. The wingless ship had been hovering far
above like a motionless cloud. Suddenly spiraling down like a

silent hornet, it was maneuvered with speed and flexibility that
were little short of marvelous.
It had hovered above the center of the field like a humming
bird at the lip of a flower while the frightened polo players
scattered out of the way. Then it had settled its tubular length
on the ground as lightly as a feather. Its only noise and damage
came from that one bluish-yellow flare of keel rockets.
There was no doubt in Shayne's eyes that, this was a
remarkable piece of aerial equipment. It compared with the
most advanced aircraft of the day as modern aircraft compared
with primitive ox-carts. Despite its size and obvious weight—it
must have been fully a hundred feet long and thirty feet in
diameter—it had handled as beautifully as a darting swallow.
There were no signs of military armament about the solid,
sleek sides of the craft. But there was no telling what sort of
equipment, lethal or otherwise, might be housed within that
rounded, tapering hull of gray metal.

Shayne heard the faint whine of machinery from within the
satiny hull. A circular port in the belly of the ship, just below
the blunt nose and forward of the keel, slowly opened to reveal
what could only be an air-lock. It was like the opening of the
massive door to one of Colonel Thomlinson's bank vaults. A
tubular, skeletal framework of metal steps cranked out, and a
man boldly stepped upon the still smoking ground.
But what a fantastic man! Fully two inches taller than six

feet, broad-shouldered and rangy, he made Louis Shayne—
who was no midget—feel like one. Upon his head was a closefitting metal helmet that shone in the afternoon sun like
burnished gold. It was rakish and becoming, with a pair of
wings like those of Hermes, plus a pair of earphones.
That was only starting at the top. He wore a blouse which
fitted snugly at wrist and waist and molded his muscular torso
beautifully. His trousers fitted him like an exaggerated pair of
riding breeches. His feet were encased in a pair of glittering
boots that looked exactly like flexible glass. Around his waist
was a sort of harness with studs and buttons, like an instrument
panel.
"Good lord!" muttered Shayne. "What an outfit! Rainbow
Pellets in person. Now who the hell thought up this stunt?"
The stranger played it straight. He had rugged but nice
looking features, and keen blue eyes which he permitted to
sweep over the gathering crowd soberly. Then he bowed
solemnly and addressed himself to Shayne, although he
included everybody within hearing.
"Greetings, my friends," he said in a resonant, mellow voice
which had the exquisite diction and ring of a fireside chat. But
his expression was dead-pan and his bearing solemn as a judge
pronouncing sentence as he went on. "From the people of
Xzorculu to the inhabitants of Earth, I bring salutations."
A few of the quick-witted listeners caught the intonations of
his voice and promptly began laughing. He raised his eyebrows
slightly and glanced around in a seriously questioning manner

but without embarrassment or annoyance. He seemed to be
studying and tabulating the facial expressions of mirth, about
him. Expectantly he turned back toward Shayne.
"Xzork-yew-loo?" repeated the sports reporter phonetically.
"What's that? A new breakfast food?"
"I beg your pardon," answered the stranger politely. "I do
not comprehend you. Xzorculu is the fourth planet in this Solar
System. It is known to your astronomers as Mars."
"I get it," said Shayne wearily. "Candy. At first I thought it
was Rainbow Pellets. Your company believes in doing things
in a big way. You're dolled up foxier than the Beechnut girls."
"Candy? Rainbow Pellets? Beechnut girls?" Puzzled, the
stranger's fine blue eyes centered upon the reporter's ironic
face. "I don't perceive your meaning, but you cannot be jesting.
You are not mirthful, like these others."
"You said it, brother. It takes Weber and Fields to make me
laugh, and you know where they are. Your firm isn't going to
laugh, either, when they find out how much this stunt of yours
is going to cost them."
Obviously they were getting nowhere. Louis Shayne waited
patiently.
"But you don't seem to understand," protested the other. "I
admit I cannot follow you. I just informed you that I have
come to Earth from Mars on a special mission—and in all
friendship."

An irate polo official, flanked by two uniformed police
officers, came bustling through the crowd. He angrily
confronted the tall stranger in the burnished helmet.
A couple of the polo players dismounted and were pushing
forward, swinging their mallets grimly.
"You've ruined this field!" stormed the official. "You've
broken up this championship match. What the hell do you
think you're doing? Who do you think you are? This is no
airport!"
"Oh, I'm sorry," said the stranger. "I had no idea you people
of Earth took your play so seriously. I will remedy that at
once."

CHAPTER II
Llamkin's Mission
He touched a stud at his belt and deftly twisted a dial.
Instantly there sounded the hum of machinery from within his
queer craft. The skeletal steps withdrew. The heavy circular
port swung shut.
"Please stand back!" he cried in a ringing, carrying voice.
"There will be no rocket blast. But it would be a calamity if
anybody were injured because of my—"

"Not so fast, buddy!" rasped the nearer of the two
policemen. "Who's operating that dirigible? Who did you talk
to over that radio outfit you're wearing? Let's see your license."
Before the accused could answer, there was a silent rush of
air. The gray ship seemed to leap from the ground, giving
Shayne the dizzy impression that it was falling away from
Earth. It shot straight upward, dwindled rapidly to the size of a
prism crystal and then simply winked out of being.
"There's no one aboard my vessel. I merely sent it up into
the stratosphere by remote control." He touched his belt and
then frowned at the parched, honeycombed ground. "I did spoil
the playing field somewhat, didn't I? Forgive me."
The grounds official became inarticulate. One of the
policemen laughed curtly.
"That ship's no dirigible," said one of the halted polo
players, catching Shayne by the arm. "I know something about
aviation, and that craft was a heavier-than-air machine with
some new sort of motive power."
"The guy's crazy!" The field official finally found his voice.
"Arrest him!"
Shayne pulled out of his daze.
"Hold on!" he snapped. "This is screwy as hell, but you
needn't get tough because a guy pulls a gag like this for
publicity. He was only obeying orders. His sponsors will pay
for all the damage, of course. All right, my futuristic friend,
drop the act and start talking. What's all this about?"

The man in the weird garb shook his head in bewilderment.
"This situation is beyond me. And I was rated highly on
Xzorculu in my knowledge of Earthmen."
"Okay, Flash Gordon," said Shayne. "Let's go over to the
office and straighten out this business."
"Gladly," agreed the other. "But what did you call me? We
discarded the system of personal names a thousand tenarcks—
years—ago on Xzorculu. I am legally known as X-two-threeZ-four-seven-nine-eight-nine. That's as close as I can translate
Xzorculuan digits to your Arabic numerals. However, I am
known to my intimates as Llamkin, an archaic family name."
Shayne almost choked on that one. "Lambkin huh? Lambkin
—kid, for short, and you're certainly a kidder. The Kid from
Mars, with a social security number as long as my arm: Well,
come on, my lamb, let's go kid the Meadowbrook moguls, the
cops, and the Federal aviation authorities out of this rap."

With a curious crowd trooping after them, Shayne led his
bizarre companion off the field. Closely flanking them were
Bixby, the grounds official, and the two grim-jawed
policemen. It didn't prove necessary to go to the club office.
Several officials were gathered in front of the Thomlinson box,
and Hartman beckoned to his ace reporter.
Shayne made one more effort to give some good advice.

"Better drop your Mars role, brother. That's my big boss,
and he doesn't care for clowning in private. The thin, whitehaired gent with him is Colonel Thomlinson—as if you don't
know. He's the biggest national colonel in civilian life you'll
ever meet."
"Thank you," said Llamkin in some perplexity. "I thought I
understood the thought processes of your civilization fairly
well. Now I am inclined to believe I have much to learn."
"Bull!" retorted Shayne.
"A male ruminant quadruped of Earth," Llamkin responded
promptly. "Used for certain primitive types of work, for food,
and the hides for a barbarous material called leather. But you
will shortly pass out of that crude era. You are now entering
the stage of plastics."
Shayne surveyed him through narrowed eyes. The face of
the man from Xzorculu was innocent of guile.
They halted in front of the box. With the heated assistance
of Mr. Bixby, Shayne gave a brief account of the matter. When
they turned to the cause of the disturbance, they were amazed
to see him standing before the box. His muscular, sinewy,
bronzed hands were gripping the railing as he stared reverently
at the eye-filling Miss Elaine Elliot. Elaine, calloused to the
idolatry of thousands, was undergoing the optical treatment
with admirable equanimity.
"You!" said Colonel Thomlinson in his deep voice. "The
gentleman from Mars. I say there."

But the gentleman from Mars was lost on Venus. A queer
look had come into his intensely blue eyes. His lips parted, and
he began speaking, almost chanting in lyric prose.
"Beauty congealed in living flesh," he said. "That intangible
essence so lightly imprisoned in the heart of the Queekas
flower of the Burning Desert. Hair as black and sleek as the fur
of the fabulous Chee-Chee bird. Eyes that gleam in black
softness like the Kolsord blossoms along the banks of the
Great Znarotl Canal. At last do I behold womanly beauty such
as has vanished from the entire world of Xzorculu these five
hundred tenarcks. Earth maiden, what is your name?"
"Say, listen, Shelley," began Shayne. "I've already admitted
you've got a good act. But snap out of it now and talk sense.
This is serious, and it's going to cost somebody plenty."
"What language!" exclaimed Maurice Rynder rapturously.
"You should be a press agent instead of even such a glorified
sandwich man. I pay men a thousand dollars a week who can't
sling adjectives like that."
"And not one of them has anything to do with a ruined polo
field and a postponed championship match," said Colonel
Thomlinson dryly. "Come, man, before these officers cart you
off to jail. Who are you? What are you advertising?"

The blue-eyed stranger came to himself with a start as
Shayne nudged him. The fervent glow faded from his eyes.

He bowed politely.
"My name is Llamkin. I come to Earth from the planet you
Earthmen call Mars. My mission is a peaceful one, but of vital
importance to my own world. I ask that you call a conference
of your men of science so I can explain my quest and ask for
desperately needed assistance. Xzorculu has lost a precious
ingredient without which it is doomed to perish. The people of
Mars have lost something which they must regain. You
Earthlings have that secret in great abundance despite your
many other faults and failings."
"See?" said Shayne to Hartman with a shrug. "Nutty as a
pecan grove. So hoked up, it smells to heaven."
"Just what is this lost ingredient?" demanded Hartman.
Louis Shayne groaned. It was just a matter of time before
the phony blundered.
"It is difficult to put into words," said Llamkin slowly. "For
want of a better description I must call it—call it a—a sense of
humor."
"What?" shouted Thomlinson, scarcely audible above the
sudden roar of laughter.
"There!" cried Llamkin helplessly, indicating the grinning
faces all about. "That is it. I—I can't explain it. In fact, it seems
idiotic to me. But the most brilliant scientists of Xzorculu
concur in the opinion that—that this humor, which we do not
understand, is the vital catalyst needed so terribly on our dying
planet. I cannot explain here. It will take time for me to put

into words of your language the meaning for which I am
groping."
"What the hell has this nonsense to do with polo?"
demanded Bixby. "Ten thousand people here—the cream of
the Social Register—and we are subjected to an exhibition like
a balloon ascension at a county fair. I demand the arrest of this
man at once and the filing of suit against the company which
sponsored this outrage!"
"Just a minute, Bixby," said Colonel Thomlinson. He turned
to Llamkin. "You claim to be from Mars. Are you denying that
you are a human being?"
Llamkin pondered the question.
"I see and feel the atmosphere of incredulousness about me.
I find it inexplicable. To answer your query—I am cell for cell
a replica of yourselves. If by human being you mean a native
of Earth, I am not human. But surely you know that the energy
concept we call life follows a definite pattern. Just as there are
only so many elements in the entire Universe, which are
universally distributed, so are the spores of life. In our own
Solar System, three planets offered something like the same
general living conditions—Venus, Earth, and Mars.
"Venus has just put the reptilian age behind her. Earth is in
lusty childhood. Mars—poor Xzorculu—is facing senility.
There are other forms of life on our sister planets, but they
have developed in fashions beyond our ken. Xzorculuan
scientists have long studied the mysteries of space through
their radio-telescopes. Later, we will gladly put our greater

knowledge at your disposal. But now we have come to you for
aid."
John Hartman jerked his head for Shayne to follow him
around to the back of the box. The reporter hastened to meet
him.
"Shayne," said the publisher in swift, sharp tones. "That
fellow may be a crackpot as you suggested. But, lunatic or not,
he's got something tremendous in that stratosphere craft. If it's
only half as good as it looked today, we've got to keep that
invention in America."
"Yes, sir, but the setup smells high to me," said the cynical
reporter. "You know, Mr. Hartman, we've seen some mighty
slick stunts pulled in our time. I've even thrown a few curves
myself when—"
"This is no curve!" snapped Hartman. "This is an order! You
get back there and take that nut under your wing, understand?
Freeze to him tighter than his own skin. I'll get him out of this
mess. But you hang onto him until we can get hold of the plans
of that rocket ship or whatever it is."

CHAPTER III
Men Working

Louis Shayne should have been hardened to such
assignments. He found he wasn't.
"But if he keeps up this Kid from Mars stuff I'll go batty," he
protested. "Why, that guy's liable to want to flood the subways
with sea-water just to see if the cars can swim. If he's turned
loose in Manhattan in that goofy garb he might—"
"Get him out of those slapstick clothes. Promise him
anything he wants. Tell him we'll call a meeting of every
scientist in the world and stage the party at Lake Geneva. I
don't give a damn what you promise him. But stick to him until
we get hold of that ship. And I don't want anybody else to beat
me to it. Understand?"
"Yes, sir," said Shayne. His eyes went disgustedly out of
focus. Hartman might not have liked that look if he had not
been too busy to notice it.
"All right. Get around there and collar that freak. I'll talk
things over when we have more time."
The publisher went back to the box while the sports reporter
hastened around to the front. Bixby was raising his voice in
renewed demand for legal reprisals. Hartman thrust forward to
the railing and held up his hand.
"The farce has gone far enough," he called out in a clear,
curt voice. "Can't you understand, Mr. Bixby? The fame of
Elaine Elliot's beauty has traveled so far that Mr. Lamb—er—
Mr. Kid has come down from Mars to see her in person. Didn't
you hear him eulogize over her?"

Bixby's mouth gaped. Maurice Rynder shuddered slightly in
relief and then relaxed with a sigh.
"You—you mean—this is just a publicity stunt?" blurted the
club official.
"I wouldn't say it was a publicity stunt," reproved Hartman
quickly. "I said the gentleman from Mars came all the way to
see Miss Elliot. In recognition of his ardor, Three Dimensional
Pictures will gladly guarantee indemnity for all damages. You
have my pledged word, Mr. Bixby."
Bixby bloomed like a morning glory under the early Sun,
but Rynder uttered a yelp. Colonel Thomlinson looked along
his thin nose at the publisher and kept his own counsel.
Louis Shayne, for once undecided whether to laugh, sneer,
or cheer, took his cue from his big boss. He yelled for the
televisor equipment to be focused for a closeup at the box. He
leaped in front of the oscillators and began talking in rapid-fire
sentences.
"The greatest event of the age, folks! That stratosphere ship
was none other than the private liner of Lambkin, the Kid from
Mars—Yes, Mars! Mr. Lambkin came forty million miles to
lay his heart at the feet of Miss Elaine Elliot, the star of Three
Dimensional Pictures, the only star for the Kid from Mars! Just
a minute, folks. I'll have Lambkin address you while your
screens pick up a close shot. Have you got a surprise coming!"

He left the microphone and hurried over to grasp Llamkin
by the arm. The man from Xzorculu was once more gripping
the box railing and staring in fascination at the face of Elaine
Elliot.
"Elaine," he murmured softly. "Elaine! I like that name."
Miss Elliot sighed, like a bewitched person coming out of a
spell. She gazed at the fantastically attired Llamkin. A cold
little smile froze her lips as she withdrew behind her casehardened exterior shell. But there was a faint shadow of regret
lurking in her great black eyes. She sighed.
"So it was a gag after all," she stated through her set teeth at
the slowly recuperating Mr. Rynder. "There are times,
Maurice, when I actually hate you."
"Elaine," began the vice-president weakly. "I'll swear—"
"And a very clever gag it is," cut in the firm voice of John
Hartman. "I congratulate you, Rynder. I didn't think it would
work at first, but I'll have to admit it's the best publicity stunt
you've ever pulled. This will send Three Dimensional stock
soaring." Then, sotto voce: "Play it up, you fool!"
All of it was incomprehensible to the man from Mars.
Llamkin became aware of the insistent tugging at his arm. He
whirled around so quickly that he almost upset the sports
reporter.
"Oh!" he said. "It is you. Do you realize that you haven't
even told me who you are?"

"Just call me Louis," said Shayne, adjusting himself to the
vibrant strength he had felt surging through the other's frame.
"We're practically going to be cellmates in the same asylum.
Come on over to the telecaster and speak a few words to your
public. At least ten million people are looking and listening in.
Give them that welcome speech and that peroration on Elaine."
Llamkin nodded in quick understanding, but he suffered
himself to be led from the presence of Elaine Elliot with
obvious reluctance.
*****

Among the crowd that milled about the ruined polo field,
stood a man named Dr. Percival Folkstone. He had watched
the strange airship through a pair of powerful binoculars until
it had disappeared out of sight in the blue. The curious crowd
trooped after the garish principal in this queer little drama. But
Dr. Folkstone returned his glasses to the smart black leather
carrying-case and walked briskly off the field.
Nobody observed his maneuver, although Dr. Folkstone was
worthy of notice. He was tall, blond, with light blue eyes, a
crisp little Vandyke which made one think instinctively of
professional Vienna. He was dressed in the height of fashion.
Nor was it amazing for Dr. Folkstone to be carrying such
magnificent binoculars. For Dr. Folkstone was a highly
successful optometrist, and lenses were his mania.
Eminent, impeccable, thoroughly successful, Dr. Folkstone
catered to the wealthiest and most influential people. He was

not a sportsman in the accepted sense of the word, but he had a
hobby. This was, oddly enough, aviation. He shared this hobby
with Ed Caroll, his valet and chauffeur, a red-faced ex-sergeant
of the U.S. Army air force.
He found Caroll standing beside the limousine in the
parking area beyond the grandstand. No one else was around.
Caroll was gazing up at the sky, scratching his chin
thoughtfully.
"So you saw it, too," Folkstone remarked.
"Yes, sir," his chauffeur replied. "It looked like one of those
Goodrich dirigibles, only different."
"It was different," said Folkstone, getting into his car.
"LaGuardia Field, as quickly as possible."
Within the hour the limousine drew up at the airport.
"Going up this afternoon, Dr. Folkstone?" asked an
attendant.
The two men had walked swiftly to the hangar, where the
doctor kept his low-wing, sealed-cabin monoplane.
"Right, at once," Folkstone replied. "Check the oxygen
equipment, Caroll."
Not a word of astonishment nor the slightest look of surprise
was exhibited by his chauffeur. In a few minutes he had the
huge radial twin motors of the metal plane warming up.

Folkstone joined him, taking the co-pilot's seat. Both men clad
themselves in heavy, fur-lined suits.
"Take her up," directed Folkstone, adjusting his earphones
and oxygen mask. "Altitude."
The motors revved up into a sweet roar of power. The plane
rolled majestically down the field at the takeoff instruction
coming from the loudspeaker. The pilot banked the plane in a
wide spiral. Dr. Folkstone flipped a switch, and cut off
communication with the ground.
"Now, Caroll," he ordered. He opened a compartment and
began assembling a small telescope. "If the pilot of that ship is
obeying orders, the ship we want to see is cruising around high
above the Meadowbrook field. Find it."
"Easy, Doctor," said Caroll confidently. "There ain't a plane
in the East that has the ceiling this baby has. We darn near
broke the English altitude record, fifty-four thousand, a month
ago."
"We may have to break it today," Folkstone replied grimly.
"That ship definitely has something valuable."
"I'll find it if it's even close to Long Island," promised
Caroll.

Caroll proved correct, but they didn't examine the odd craft
which had landed Llamkin. Late in the afternoon, at an altitude

of fifty thousand feet, Dr. Folkstone sighted the gray cigarshaped vessel—fully two miles above them! He pointed it out
to his companion.
"There she is," he said. "Climb."
The pilot's voice choked with astonishment in the doctor's
earphones.
"What d'you mean—climb? Look at the altimeter! We're at
fifty-two thousand now, practically our ceiling. Can't you feel
that? Listen to our motors. Look at the ice forming. You're
breathing almost straight oxygen."
The fashionable optometrist uttered an exclamation as he
took the small telescope from his eye and glanced at the
instrument panel.
"Grosse Gott! It's impossible!"

"Oh, I don't know," returned Caroll. His attention was
centered on the piloting of his own ship, depriving him of the
telescope and the opportunity for close observation. "That
Picard guy from Switzerland went pretty high in his balloon."
"That ship is no dirigible!" snapped Folkstone. "It's a
heavier-than-air machine. I saw it on the field. It has some
marvelous new method of propulsion. And, Gott, it isn't
moving at all!"

"Helicopters?" suggested Caroll.
"There is nothing but that streamlined hull!" growled the
doctor angrily. "Here, you take a look while I nurse more
altitude out of this ship."
Caroll focused the telescope and stared. Folkstone used all
his considerable skill to spiral the specially built monoplane
higher. It was no use. Fully, ten thousand feet above them,
serenely indifferent to the metal hornet buzzing futilely below
it, the queer stratosphere ship hung poised. It seemed glued up
there.
"Gott, Gott, Gott!" moaned Dr. Folkstone in angry despair.
He studied the belly and sides of the sleek vessel through his
telescope while Caroll fought to jockey upward a few hundred
more feet.
"Fifty-five thousand is the top," he announced finally. "It's
no use. There ain't any heavier-than-air machine that'll do it.
And the word, in America, is 'God'."
"Descend," said Folkstone reluctantly. "We have business to
attend to."

CHAPTER IV

A Gag Explodes
At ten o'clock that night, Dr. Folkstone was seated in the
bare back office of a huge warehouse which extended out to
the jaws of a U-shaped wharf. This was the headquarters of the
Mammoth Mercantile Importing Company, on East River.
Opposite the optometrist sat a stocky, grizzled man with a
benevolent face that didn't match his gimlet eyes at all. Mr.
George Crown, head of the company, had once been know as
Herr Hauptmann George Kranz. But that was long ago and far
away. Mr. Crown was now a loyal, naturalized, flag-waving
American who apparently viewed the Bund, Communism and
Fascism with manifest horror.
"I tell you, Crown, this thing is immense!" Dr. Folkstone
was saying. "Caroll and I couldn't get within ten thousand feet
of it. With such a weapon we can subjugate the whole world. I
described the ship to you as thoroughly as I could.'"
"I believe you, Doctor," nodded the heavy-set listener. "You
could not tell whether this man Lambschen represents a
European inventor, or whether he himself is the inventor?"
"I could not. I didn't linger to follow him. I went to check on
the ship."
Crown nodded again. "I think you did right. But we must
contact this Lambschen at once. I rely on your aeronautical
judgment. We must get that ship for our homeland. These
verdammte Americans change their construction plans so
rapidly, it is useless to steal blueprints. They order a hundred

ships from a test ship, and then demand important changes
before the first contract ship is built."
"There won't be any sudden changes in this ship," declared
Folkstone. "And it isn't American, I know. Should I contact
this Lambkin and make him an offer?"
"And expose yourself? Nein. Besides, this may be some
insane advertising scheme, after all. These crazy Americans! I
will set things in motion. You watch Colonel Thomlinson. If
he shows an interest, we will know it is good. And then we
will strike!"
"But suppose Lambkin has already made a deal?"
Crown smiled. His jovial face was momentarily transformed
into a lethal mask.
"Leave that to me, my friend. This Lambschen will never
deliver."
"How high dare we bid?"
"Bid? Who said anything about bidding? At the right time,
Lambschen will give his wonder ship—and his life—freely to
our cause. Go now and put Thomlinson under strict
surveillance."

Charles J. Keene, president of Rainbow Pellets, Inc., was in
a high rage, though it was almost midnight. The directors'

room on the top floor of the Rainbow plant in Queens was
ablaze with light. As he pounded on the end of the massive
conference table, half a dozen white-faced yes-men looked and
listened timidly.
Mr. Keene was indeed something for the eyes and ears.
Clean-shaven and red of face, heavy of jowl and paunch, bald
on top and fringed with gray at the timber line, nevertheless he
trotted his avoirdupois around with bovine dignity.
"Bah!" he roared, banging his fist. "What kind of associates
do I have around me? I pay you the highest salaries you ever
received in your lives, and what do you do? You sit around and
let the greatest sensation of the year get up and walk away
right under your parosmiacal noses!"
"But, C.J.," hesitantly offered Putnam, the vice-president.
He was a thin little man with a long nose which had often been
accused of a distortion of the sense of smell. "How was
Grosset to know that—"
"Shut up!" snapped Keene. "If you had been out there at
Meadowbrook this afternoon, you wouldn't even have seen this
Lambkin landing on the field in his ship."
"But, C.J.," protested Putnam, twitching his proboscis
nervously, "perhaps there is something to that stratosphere
ship, after all. Maybe, there's—"
"Damn the ship!" roared Keene, banging the table again.
"Let the U.S. War Department worry about it. Our business is
promoting Rainbow Slumber Vitamin Pellets. That was a
natural we didn't even have sense enough to take advantage of.

Grosset, I pay you thirty thousand dollars a year for publicity
and advertising, and you let the stunt of the century get away
from you! Why, I—"
Grosset, head of the advertising department, a sleek looking
gentleman in his forties, shivered and braved the lightning.
"But it all happened so suddenly. How was I to know who
was sponsoring that stunt? How could I tell just what—"
"What difference does it make who put on that show? That
was our broadcast, wasn't it? You were supposed to be in
charge of it, weren't you? It costs us five thousand dollars each
time we telecast one of those sporting events. And what did
you do? You let John Hartman and Maurice Rynder grab off
the glory for Three Dimensional Pictures! Five million people
on the tele-screens, and you let all that build-up go to a newfangled picture venture—and on our time! By tomorrow it will
be flashed all over the country, and we don't get a dime's worth
of publicity out of it."
"But Llamkin claimed he was from Mars! He disclaimed
any sponsors behind his publicity stunt. I wasn't sure of
anything for awhile."
Bang went the huge presidential fist. "I'm beginning to think
you never are, Grosset. You let that sports announcer, Shayne,
use the whole show for that picture concern Hartman is in up
to his neck. I hope he loses his shirt! If this fellow disclaimed
all sponsors that was all the more reason for grabbing him for
Rainbow Pellets. That's what I called this meeting for.
"Every one of you get busy right now and push advertising.

Get out news flashes, lithographed posters—everything. Twist
this sensation to the glory of R.S.V.P. Grosset, if you want to
hold your job, get hold of this Lambkin fellow at once and sign
him up for us. Get him away from that pirate, Hartman, and
bring him into our fold."
"But how?"
"I don't give a damn how! Kidnap him, choke him, bribe
him, steal him! But get him. Kill all that Three Dimensional
stuff the minute you land him. I'll sue John Hartman and his
picture concern in every court in the land! I'll teach him to steal
Rainbow glory!"
"But, Mr. Keene, suppose Llamkin is really backed by some
advertising firm! Suppose—"
"Suppose hell! What if he is? They've got a suit against
Three Dimensional themselves. Find out who it is and buy 'em
off. Get that? Pay 'em their price and get out of the picture
quick! This publicity is worth millions—millions to us, and
you let it slide through your butter-fingers! Now, get out of
here and repair that damage."
"You are giving me carte blanche?" asked Grosset
hesitantly.
"More than that," roared Keene. "I'm giving you the sack if
you don't make good. Putnam, take that twitchy long nose of
yours along and see that Grosset does a good job. Corner this
Lambkin fellow. Call me if you can't handle him, and I'll do
the job personally."

In the living room of Elaine Elliot's penthouse suite at the
Telecast Plaza, surrounded by his circle of sycophants and
gentlemen of the affirmative, Maurice Rynder was getting up a
good head of steam. He waddled back and forth across the rug
like an animated, fizzing firecracker. Waving his hands
eloquently, he spewed words and ideas as only a picture
magnate can.
"This is the finest thing of the year," he declaimed. Two
press agents and three stenographers jotted down his orders. "It
puts technicolor cartoons and other picture stuff positively in
the red. Sure it costs plenty of money, but we put Three
Dimensional Pictures over with the biggest bang in the
business. Jones, release the stories to the newspapers, and do a
good job. Young, handle the radio and television. Play up this
Kid from Mars like nobody's business. All for Three
Dimensional!"
"Yes, Mr. Rynder."
"Yes, Mr. Rynder."
"Fine," said Mr. Rynder. "Hop to it quick. Mr. Hartman
wants this played up big—and so do I," he added hastily.
"Yes, Mr. Rynder."
Gracefully smoking a cigarette in a long ivory holder, the
gorgeous and eye-gladdening Miss Elaine Elliot was not
yessing anything. Her black eyes were fixed disconcertingly on

the fat little vice-president's face as he tossed off orders and
scattered embryonic ideas right and left.
"So it was just another publicity stunt, after all," she said
aloud. "Of all the cheap and garish things I've ever seen pulled
on the public—"
"Cheap?" cried Rynder in great pain. "You call it cheap to
pay back ten thousand sport fans and repair a horse-croquet
field? You call Three Dimensional advertising that will make
you famous all over the world, garish? Elaine, how can you
say a thing like that?"
"Okay," the glamour girl responded languidly. "But I'm
pretty well fed up with this stuff. I warn you, Maurice. I won't
have the least thing to do with this brainstorm you and John
Hartman are having. Give me a fresh cigarette."
Both press agents leaped to their feet to obey. Maurice
Rynder waved them back as he produced a gold case and
offered it to Elaine.
"I'm paying you boys to do Elaine Elliot favors that show
box-office results, not to offer cigarettes at a thousand dollars a
week. Elaine, I swear to you I never—" Rynder broke off. He
realized he was about to disclaim credit before his yes men.
"I'll swear to you this is not cheap, and gaudy. Can't you see
how big and—and glamorous it is? Why, the whole thing's
tremendous. It's gigantic, colossal!"
"You're right," agreed Elaine with a straight face, and
nobody else dared so much as snicker.

"There!" beamed Rynder, waxing expansive. "Now, you
boys hurry along and start things popping along the various
lines I suggested. Keep in touch with me. This has to be done
quick. Elaine, I'm glad you understand. There is something you
must do. You have to play up to this Lambkin fellow. I want
you to be seen together. We got to make some stills. Jones will
fake some interviews between you, but we got to capitalize on
this before it gets cold."

"What!" Because she was tall, she almost towered above the
fat little man. "You are mad, Maurice Rynder! I'll submit to all
this fake publicity because my contract calls for it. But you're
not going to force me into the company of a lunatic who's not
even a good ham actor just for—"
"Hush, hush!" begged Rynder. "That will be all for the
present, girls. Transcribe your notes and get out those letters
for my signatures."
The stenographers promptly withdrew in the wake of the
two press agents. Rynder turned to pour soothing words at his
enraged star. They were in the midst of a stormy discussion
when the telephone began to ring imperiously.
In relief, the vice-president grabbed up the instrument. His
reprieve was short. Elaine watched him curiously as his eyes
bulged and his jaw dropped.
"What? What? Yes, I've just released every kind of publicity
I could think of. I— Huh? Kill it? But, Mr. Hartman, you said

distinctly to play it up, and I— Something else has come up?
What has come up? Never mind? I— But, listen, I've already—
Yes, yes, I'll try to stop it as best I can."
He pronged the transceiver, tottered over to a chair, and
dropped. He let out a temperamental screech that would have
done credit to Elaine at her best and madly clutched at his hair
with both hands.
"First he says play it up. Then he says kill it! Worse he is
than a thousand yes men." He bounced to his feet. "I'll talk to
you later, Elaine," he cried as he ran toward the door. "I've got
to stop Jones and Young—if I can catch them. Oh, what a
madman!"
"What is it?" Elaine asked anxiously. "What has happened?"
"I don't know," wailed Rynder. "Hartman just called from
Colonel Thomlinson's home. He told me to kill every bit of
publicity on the Kid from Mars."
"Why?" the girl demanded quickly. "Has—has something
happened to Lambkin? He left Meadowbrook with Louis
Shayne right after his broadcast."
"No, no—I don't know. Hartman just left Shayne and
Lambkin and went to see Thomlinson. They're here, in this
hotel!"
"Who? Hartman and Thomlinson?"
"No, Lambkin and Shayne! I've got to catch Jones and
Young." With a slam of the door, the harried Mr. Rynder was

gone.

CHAPTER V
A Medium of Exchange
Despite Rynder's attempt to kill the publicity, New York
took the Kid from Mars to its neon-lighted bosom for a full
week before dropping him cold. And that, said a smart
columnist, was remarkable considering that his act was a weak
warm-over of an old Martian radio gag.
Louis Shayne's handling of Llamkin proved more difficult
than the sports reporter and his boss had imagined. While the
man from Xzorculu played his role grimly to the end, he
proved to be neither a dope nor a dummy.
"The first thing to do," said Shayne as he got his charge
away from Meadowbrook in a closed car, "is to find you a
place to stay. I guess it won't do to show you around the
theatrical area. You'd be recognized."
"Why?" asked Llamkin. "Do I resemble any certain
Earthman?"
"We're alone, pal," said Shayne wearily. "You've sold us all
a nice bill of goods. So drop that nonsense with me when
nobody's around. It isn't funny."

"I'm sorry, Louis."
"That's better. Have you ever been in New York before?"
"I've never been on Earth before."
"I thought I said to drop—" Shayne began angrily. He was
halted by the grave expression in Llamkin's eyes. "Oh, hell,
take off that damned tin hat. You make me think of the
invasion of Poland to the tune of 'The Chocolate Soldier'."
"Gladly, if it annoys you. I don't need it for the present. But
it isn't tin. It's a special alloy comparable to your chromium
steel, but with certain sensitive properties. I use it to control
my ship."
He removed the helmet as he spoke, revealing to the reporter
a closely cropped head of blond hair which narrowly missed
being red.
"Damned if I don't believe you're a Swede, Lambkin, but
you speak a choice United States. What's your alibi for that?"
"I have been studying Earth languages for two years,"
answered Llamkin soberly. "After some consultation with my
associates, I selected Americanized English as the most
adaptable for our purpose. I purposely followed the style of
enunciation of your national spokesman."
"Not too subtle," grunted Shayne. "Mind if I take a look at
your war bonnet?"
"Of course not," agreed Llamkin, handing over the helmet.

It was a finely made headpiece. Shayne marveled at its
construction and at the obvious expense somebody had gone to
to put over this stunt. When he held it to his ear he heard the
subdued whine of a distant dynamo and the rhythmic clicking
as of a relay switch.
"You mean to say that you keep in touch with your ship's
crew with this two-way outfit?" he asked, gently touching the
earphones.
"I have no crew," said Llamkin gently. "I control the ship
through that helmet and several of the instruments on my belt.
I was sent alone to Earth on this mission. Perhaps when I can
permit you to examine the vessel you will understand."
"That," said Shayne, "is a date. Can you bring it down
tomorrow at a regular airport, or a private spot I will select? I
mean, so we can examine it."

For the first time a faint gleam of suspicion appeared in the
Kid's blue eyes.
"I can—-when the time seems auspicious. It appears to me
that you show more interest in my method of transportation
than in the fact and purpose of my arrival."
"Lambkin, how can you say that?" said Shayne
reproachfully. "After all the furor at the polo field!"
Llamkin's face brightened. "Then you do believe me?"

"Certainly," said Shayne, his tongue automatically fitting
into his cheek.
The guy must be from Scandinavia. He had to come from
somewhere with his remarkable ship, and it was obvious he
hadn't come from Central Europe. So he must be from some
part of Scandinavia. Even his helmet, now that Shayne thought
of it, had a sort of Norse motif.
But cynically Louis Shayne couldn't help believing that this
was some sort of gigantic hoax. He shrugged and turned his
attention to the garments of his companion.
"What kind of material is that stuff?"
"The Xzorculuan name would be unpronounceable to you.
But it is a synthetic cloth manufactured like your rayon and
nylon, with one major difference. This product is impregnated
with asbestos. That makes it practically indestructible. It is
loosely woven, so the body can have air. My boots are made of
treated silicon, pliable and, of course, electrically insulated.
You will achieve such results soon. Your scientists are at last
on the right track with the recently developed atom smasher."
Shayne passed up the startling chemistry offered him and
seized on technicalities.
"For a Martian, you're damned well informed on what we've
done here on Earth," he stated acidly.
"Why not?" asked Llamkin. "We have been studying your
planet for three centuries of our time. There are about six
hundred and eighty-seven Earth days to our sidereal year."

"You don't say!" retorted Shayne. "How did it happen that
you guys didn't contact Earth before? You've had plenty of
time—more than five hundred years."
"There always has to be a first time," Llamkin explained
patiently. "We are not like Earthlings. We do not explore nor
seek adventure for adventure's sake. There must be an urgent
necessity to make us brave space and a new planet. The matter
of Mars' dying involves thousands and thousands of years, not
a few months. First we had to decide that Earth has the element
we need. Then we had to prepare and condition a messenger
who could stand the drastic change in environment. Since I
was an infant, I was dedicated to this mission."
"Say, how old are you?" Shayne asked, carrying the
ponderous joke along.
Llamkin hesitated. "From birth, computed by your measure
of time, I am physically about thirty years old. Mentally, due to
the advanced evolution on Xzor—Mars, I am perhaps fifty. I'm
really just a youngster," he added modestly.
"Yeah," replied Shayne. "Just a kid—a kid from Mars."
"Precisely. It was noted that I would be more malleable,
more adaptable to Earthly concepts. For here I am to make
observations, as well as obtain certain specimens—" He broke
off abruptly, glancing sharply at the sports reporter. "I fear I
am getting ahead of myself," he apologized.
"You're pretty fast, and plenty slick," admitted Shayne. "But
you can't slide on barb-wire."

Llamkin puzzled this over as Shayne drove across the Triborough Bridge.
"As that remark appears to be irrelevant," he said at last, "I
infer that it partakes of that elusive sense of humor for which I
seek. Yet you have not given me the impression of being at all
what you Earthlings term a comedian."
"Kid, you ought to see me at a party. I'm a scream."
"Indeed?" said Llamkin politely. "This is an interesting
structure, this bridge. An excellent example of third-class
engineering."
"Indeed?" mimicked Shayne. "And what would you consider
first-class?"
"That," replied Llamkin gravely, "would be too intricate for
your comprehension. Engineers of the second class built my
space ship for me. When do I see Miss Elliot again?"
"I wouldn't know," choked Shayne. "If you can't figure that
out by first-class engineering, you'll have to ask Maurice
Rynder."
"Why? Is he her parent, or legal guardian?"
"No. He's just the little man who holds her contract for
Three Dimensional. As far as she is concerned, he's Santa
Claus."

"I see," said Llamkin in a tone which indicated clearly that
he did not see. "Earth cities are veritable labyrinths, aren't
they?"
"Rabbit warrens," agreed Shayne curtly. "Nothing like the
jungle you grew up in."
"There are no trees on Mars," replied Llamkin mildly. "The
only arboreal growths are dwarfed specimens, north of the
Burning Desert, in the sunken area of Kanobia. That is one of
the many reclamation projects the Council of Xzorcus has in
view. Xzorcus is the capital city of Xzorculu. What building is
that—the one just ahead of us?"
"Telecast Plaza, the swankiest hotel overlooking Central
Park. It costs a buck just to slip a question to the doorman, and
that's where you and I are going. Hartman said not to spare the
horses. So you and I are going to take the swellest suite
available—a penthouse, if I can get it."
To his relief, Shayne had little difficulty getting his
companion inside the hotel and into the regal suite, which was
the house name for the east penthouse. Everybody stared
furtively at the bizarre costume of Llamkin, but the guests of
Telecast Plaza were too well bred to act inquisitive. Llamkin,
for his part, surveyed everything with silent alertness, from the
ornate braid on the chest of the doorman to the instrument
panel in the express elevator.
Safe at last in the penthouse, Shayne sighed in relief. He
rang for Scotch and soda, and flung himself into the depths of
a brocaded divan.

"All right, Lambkin, sit down and let's go into a huddle. I'm
damned if I know just how to proceed. I certainly can't build
you up gratis for some manufacturer, and I'll go nuts if I have
to talk baby talk with you. But, damn it, we'll start with that!
Now, look. We've got a quaint system of paying for what you
get. It's called monetary exchange, and even the Russians
haven't found a satisfactory substitute for it yet. But don't let's
start a discussion on that subject. We'll take things as they are.
"If your outfit has studied Earth for three of your centuries,
you must know you can't just drop in on us and live on air.
Didn't you ask for a sort of expense account? As one visiting
tribesman to another tribe, didn't you bring anything to barter?
In short, what were you going to use for money—marbles or
chalk?"
"A pertinent question, Louis," admitted Llamkin. "While we
doubtless overlooked a number of things, we did not neglect
that."

He opened a sort of inner pocket, and drew forth a handful
of gray looking pebbles which he handed to the reporter.
"Uncut diamonds," he said. "They seemed to be the most
valuable medium of exchange that wouldn't prove too bulky."
"What? Holy smoke! Are these genuine? Then—then,
you've come from South Africa!"
"Genuine in the sense that they are pure crystallized carbon,

yes," said Llamkin. "They are synthetic, of course. They were
made by Dneirf in a sub-atomic pressure furnace. Dneirf is one
of the Council of Xzorculu. He was my chief mentor in my
upbringing. It is a long story, but I will relate it in your hall of
science before your savants. When will a time of meeting be
set?"
"Jumping Dutchmen!" exclaimed Shayne. "If these artificial
diamonds are real, you're in Dutch with Uncle Sam for
smuggling undeclared gems. This damned hoax gets crazier
and crazier. I've got to get legal advice on this."
"Hoax? I assure you there is no hoax, Louis. And if there is
to be a sort of tax on importation, I am ready to pay it. I know
what that is. Many centuries ago we had the same sort of
absurd system on Xzor—on Mars. Who is this Uncle Sam? A
relative of yours?"
"Don't talk—don't say anything," pleaded Shayne. "Just sit
down while I mix you a drink. I guess I'd better telephone Mr.
Hartman."
Llamkin sniffed delicately at the brimming glass Shayne
handed him. He tasted it experimentally, then nodded soberly.
"An intoxicant," he said sagely. "Affects the nerve system.
We discontinued the use of such stimulants on Mars long
before I was born."
"No wonder you have no sense of humor," snapped Shayne.
"Just put that stimulant under your belt and shut up."
Llamkin sipped while Shayne started combing the city by

phone for the publisher of the Star-Tribune. Without having to
ask the reporter for any assistance, he mixed correctly a second
drink. By the time Shayne located John Hartman and
concluded a conversation he had finished it. The sports
reporter hadn't missed any of this.
"You learn fast," he commented dryly as he pronged the
transceiver. "For a kid from Mars, you're doing okay."
"I've been trained in observation since I was a child,"
answered Llamkin calmly. "This beverage—it communicates a
sort of expansive sensation, doesn't it?"
"You're not kidding now, pal. But wait until you try
champagne, if you never have. Maybe that's an idea. In vino,
veritas."
"That," said Llamkin, frowning slightly as he marshaled his
thoughts, "is Latin. There is truth in wine. I fear that meaning
escapes me."
"So you know one of Earth's dead languages, too. Well,
what do you care as long as you're truthful?"
"What is there to be gained by being otherwise?" asked
Llamkin in surprise.
"I'm glad you feel that way," Shayne replied grimly. "That
was John Hartman on the phone. He's on his way here now
with a surgeon, a scientist, and an alienist. I hope you won't
feel hurt. All they'll want to do is turn you inside out."
"Not at all," said the Kid from Mars. "On the contrary, I will

welcome it gladly."
Shayne choked on his Scotch and soda.

CHAPTER VI
Preliminary Steps
John Martin put in his appearance with a whole retinue.
Immediately in his rear came three professional looking men.
Following them in single file stumbled half a dozen porters,
laden like a safari.
The three staff officers dismissed the portage detail and
checked over their supplies. The publisher came to the crux of
the business with admirable brevity.
"Did you have to pick a penthouse in this particular hotel,
Shayne? Isn't it enough that Three Dimensional Pictures is
paying for the one Elaine Elliot's using? Rynder is already
delirious over the expenses out at Meadowbrook."
"You told me to shoot the wad," replied the sports reporter
coolly. "You wanted the Kid from Mars corralled, didn't you?
Well, this was the safest and most exclusive place I could think
of. I'm beginning to think you'll wish I'd hired a private
sanitarium."

"We'll see about that," promised Hartman, turning on the
grave-faced cause of this commotion. "Now, young man, if
you are ready to drop this hocus-pocus stuff about Mars, I'm
ready to talk business with you. If not, I came prepared to call
your bluff." He grimly indicated the three men he had brought
with him.
"I am more than anxious to talk business," responded the
Kid from Mars in his melodious voice. "Are these gentlemen
the scientists to whom I am to address my message?"
The publisher's thawing smile froze upon his face. He
reddened angrily when he noted the cynical grin about the
sports reporter's lips. He cleared his throat. Shayne recognized
the signs and settled back to watch the fireworks in lazy
interest.
"Now see here, Mr. Lamsky," Hartman began. "It is
perfectly obvious that you chose this bizarre method of
approach to impress America with your stratosphere ship. I am
the first to admit that you have succeeded admirably. But
enough is enough. I am not interested in carrying the farce any
further. Where and when can I see the plans of your
inventions? How soon will you give a demonstration? What is
your price?"
"My name is Llamkin. There is no proper way of spelling it
with the Phoenician alphabet. If you have difficulty with it, just
call me by the first numerals of my Martian identification—Xtwenty-three. Did I understand you to say that Miss Elaine
Elliot is housed in this same domicile?"

The publisher strangled down a shout of fury.
"Just call him the Kid from Mars," suggested Shayne with a
blank face.
"Lambkin will do," roared Hartman. "And since you insist,
Mr. Lambkin, permit me to introduce these gentlemen. Dr.
Caldwell, Dr. Weidmar, and Professor Strauss. They are here
to examine you. Now will you stop your nonsense?"
"I am honored," said Llamkin, bowing. "I am at your
service, gentlemen."
Shayne sat upright in his chair.
"You mean you're going to submit to a physical and mental
examination, Kid?"
"Why not?" asked Llamkin. "Why should I object to
undergoing precisely what I shall ask a few Earthmen to do on
Mars?"
In Shayne's opinion, that was a hell of a screwy answer.
"Proceed, gentlemen," snapped the publisher.

It was like tossing a fish to a troupe of seals. Professor
Strauss pounced upon the burnished helmet which lay on the
table. The two doctors had Llamkin stripped from the waist up
in practically nothing flat. Hartman sat down and mixed

himself a stiff Scotch and soda, a grimly expectant smile on his
face.
Llamkin not only submitted with fearless dignity, but he was
usually a step ahead of his examiners. He was prodded and Xrayed and questioned and examined more thoroughly than
Shayne had ever seen anybody gone over outside a dissecting
room.
Llamkin examined the surgical and electrical equipment
used on him with as much interest as the doctors exhibited in
him. When handed a solution of bismuth to drink, while
Caldwell placed a fluorescent screen before him, he nodded
sagely.
"A solution of the metallic element with the atomic weight
of two hundred and eight. You wish to study a shadowgraph of
my digestive tract with your ray machine, do you not?"
"Exactly," replied Dr. Weidmar, the psychiatrist. "You have
been examined before? In Europe, perhaps?"
"On Mars, but not quite so crudely," was the calm and
matter-of-fact answer.
He hesitated only once when asked to remove the remainder
of his clothing. Then he agreed soberly. He took off his
intricately studded and dialed belt and laid it carefully on the
ornate white mantelpiece.
Professor Strauss put down the helmet, his lips pursed
thoughtfully, and turned to Shayne.

"I'd like to see those uncut diamonds."
"Here," answered the reporter, producing them.
It took just five minutes with a few tools and a microscope
for the scientist to raise a gleaming eye. He nodded, his lips
parted slightly.
"These are genuine," he informed the publisher. "There
seems to be evidence of synthetic crystallization. But they are
apparently flawless, and therefore, quite valuable."
While the publisher and the reporter goggled at each other,
the professor turned his eagle eye on the material of Llamkin's
garments. He verified everything the Kid from Mars had told
Shayne. He seemed puzzled at the results he obtained. Then he
walked over to the mantel to examine the queer belt belonging
to Llamkin.
At this, a startling thing happened. With one mighty leap the
nude man crossed the room. He caught the astonished
professor by the nape of the neck and fairly hurled him aside.
"Don't touch this!" he said. His blue eyes were blazing with
angry fires, his fine nostrils dilated. "Nobody must lay a finger
on this belt—ever! This is my only connecting link with my
ship, and my ship is my only connecting link with my world.
In your ignorance you must not tamper with forces you do not
understand. It that clear?"
Hartman shot a swift side glance at Shayne and then spoke
soothingly.

"Of course, of course, Mr. Lambkin. The professor didn't
mean to pry into your closely guarded secrets. He is merely
conducting a scientific examination."

The fire slowly died out of Llamkin's eyes, although his face
remained set in grim and serious lines.
"I am sorry," he apologized as Professor Strauss picked
himself up from the divan, uninjured but badly dazed. "I didn't
mean to be rude or rough, but this belt is the one thing that
must be inviolate. Do not think I am hiding anything from you,
my friends. I assure you I am not. I will gladly explain even
this belt to your gathered savants, but it must not be tampered
with in the meanwhile. I regret that I must insist on this."
"Sure, we understand," said Hartman cryptically. "Let the
doctors finish with you."
The examination was concluded without further incident.
Llamkin calmly sheathed his magnificently muscled body in
his queer clothing while the three professional men went into a
brief huddle.
"Shall I send you a confidential report, Mr. Hartman?" asked
Dr. Caldwell, putting away his instruments.
"Why not speak frankly, Doctor?" asked Llamkin solemnly
as he readjusted his belt about his trim waist. "Surely you
didn't find me particularly abnormal? I would like to know
how I differ from Earthmen."

"Let him hear it," said Shayne. "He can take it. If you can
crack him, you're better men than I am, drinking gin."
"That has a familiar ring," said Llamkin, looking at the
inscrutable face of the reporter. "Isn't that from the literature of
your race?"
"You win again, Mr. Poem Detective," replied Shayne
laconically. "I'll stooge for you on that one. I was paraphrasing
Kipling—as if you didn't know."
"Thank you. Paraphrase, to translate with latitude...."
Llamkin's voice trailed off into silence. Dr. Caldwell snorted
and addressed himself to the publisher.
"Physically, Mr. Hartman, this man is a splendid specimen
of manhood. I admit that I was somewhat amazed to find not
even a vestigial trace of the vermiform appendix, wisdom
teeth, or tonsils. But otherwise he is a perfectly normal and
healthy male animal of not more than thirty years of age."
"You mean he is as human as we are?" Hartman asked,
giving the listening subject a hard glance. "There's nothing
queer about his lack of those anatomical items?"
"I mean precisely that, sir. There have been other cases of
slightly advanced evolution recorded, although I admit I have
never found all such points in one case. But I wouldn't call it
more than remarkable."
"I see. And your findings, Dr. Weidmar?" Hartman looked
at the alienist and then at Llamkin's calm and politely

interested face with relish.
Dr. Weidmar stroked his trim Vandyke caressingly and
spoke in a judicious manner.
"While the patient seems to harbor an obsession, laboring
under an illusion—I wouldn't go so far as to call it a distinct
aberration—or a sort of hallucination regarding his point of
origin— That is to say, it is his idiosyncrasy to affect a certain
fixation—"
"You mean he's hipped on the subject of Mars," clarified
Shayne.
"Er—yes," Dr. Weidmar accepted the amendment. "In short,
aside from this obviously willful whimsy, the subject is as sane
a man as I have ever examined, and a great deal more
intelligent than most."
"That," said the publisher tersely, "is exactly what I
expected to hear. But I never thought I would be crazy enough
to spend money to convince an inventor that he isn't crazy.
Now, Lambkin, must I embarrass you further, or are you ready
to drop this masquerade and get down to brass tacks?"

"Masquerade?" repeated Llamkin, his keen gaze traveling
from one face to the other. "I don't believe I understand."
"All right," snapped the publisher impatiently. "You asked
for it. If you can't read the handwriting on the wall, Professor

Strauss will try to interpret it for you. Can you oblige us,
Professor?"
"With pleasure," said the scientist, briskly rubbing his
hands. He was still ruffled over the abrupt manhandling he had
received. "This whole business is absurd. I grant the
mechanical and chemical genius which indubitably lies behind
the evidence I have been permitted to examine—namely,
metal, synthetic diamonds, materials, and boots. That is
rendering sufficient homage to science. These things aside—I
am going to enjoy the rest of this!
"Mister Lambkin," he addressed himself to the gravely alert
Llamkin. "I'd like to propound a few questions in simple
physics to you. Will you answer me as glibly as you have run
through your examination?"
"Gladly, Professor, if I can," responded Llamkin, patently
oblivious to the sarcasm. "But I do not claim to be an authority
on the subject. However, if I cannot enlighten you on the
matter which puzzles you, I can promise you the correct
information later from M-fifty-four-W-fifty-five-sixteen. He
was my instructor in the physical sciences, and one of the
greatest savants of Mars."
"Do the best you can," said Strauss acidly. "Perhaps it will
be good enough. First, roughly, what is the mass and volume
of Mars as compared with that of Earth?"
"That is so elemental that you should know it," said Llamkin
politely. "Mars has approximately one-seventh the volume, and
one-ninth the mass, of Earth. Is that what you mean, or do you

wish specific figures?"
"That will do nicely," said the professor smoothly. "And
what, if you please, is the surface gravity of Mars—again as
compared with that of Earth?"
"Let me reflect," said Llamkin, without pausing to do much
reflecting. "Mars has a density of three-point-nine-two
compared with Earth's five-point-five. The surface gravity is
thirty-eight one-hundredths."
"Correct. Then, an object weighing, say, thirty-eight pounds
on Mars would, on Earth, weigh—" Strauss paused
interrogatingly.
"One hundred pounds," Llamkin informed, his attitude as
free of condescension as a patient father to a faltering child.
"Precisely," almost purred the scientist. "Just what was Mr.
Lambkin's weight again, please, Dr. Caldwell?"
"A hundred and ninety pounds," supplied the surgeon.
"Ah!" snapped the professor. "Do you weigh about the same
at home—on Mars—Mr. Lambkin?"
"Certainly."
"Which would make your weight—to your muscles—the
equivalent of five hundred pounds here on Earth! Yet you
move around agilely, you jump like a professional athlete, and
throw men about as lightly as I would toss a ball. By all rights,
you should scarcely be able to drag your own weight around!

How do you account for that, my fine Martian fellow? How
about the atmospheric density? The oxygen content? Why
aren't your Martian lungs compressed under the pressure, or
fairly burnt up by the high percentage of oxygen here on
Earth? Do you think we are simpletons?"

CHAPTER VII
Quiz and Result
Llamkin gaped at the triumphantly chattering group in
amazed bewilderment.
"Gentlemen! Gentlemen! What a trifling matter to be
puzzling you. But you couldn't know, of course. I was
dedicated to this mission as a child. From virtual infancy, I was
brought up in a specially constructed laboratory on the
southern edge of the Burning Desert, where all Earthly
conditions were imposed on me. Never once was I permitted to
experience the natural conditions prevailing upon my native
planet.
"Hence, I am a full ten inches shorter in stature than the
average adult Martian, due to the gravitational drag constantly
applied to me. My frame is sturdier, my muscles thicker. In
fact, I am more nearly like an Earthman than a Martian,
although there is fundamentally little difference in our races.
But I shall explain all of this and much more when I address

your scientists."
Professor Strauss waved his hands in angry defeat.
"I give up. How can I do anything with a lunatic who seems
to know science forward and backward, and then gives me a
ridiculous answer like that? I can't check facts against such
childish fabrications, Mr. Hartman."
"Do you imply that you doubt my veracity?" Llamkin
demanded.
"No, not at all," soothed the publisher quickly, winking at
the annoyed professor. "You simply confound the professor. It
doesn't matter. That will be all, gentlemen. Send me your
respective statements for your services, and I'm sure I needn't
ask you to consider this entire matter confidential. Shayne, I'd
like a word with you."
The board of examiners began to pack up their stuff, and
Shayne called the desk for special porter service. While
Llamkin watched this procedure with alert eyes, Shayne
followed his employer to the kitchen of the suite.
"Now look, Shayne," the publisher stated earnestly to the
reporter. "I see that it's not going to be easy to handle this nut.
Is he deliberately going on with this hoax, or does he really
believe that stuff?"
"Frankly, I don't know," admitted Shayne. "What difference
does it make? Now that you've come to take over the nursing
job, I'm going home."

"You're going to stay right here and guard that lunatic,"
retorted the publisher firmly. "He's smart enough to know how
important that airship invention of his is. I want it! But, damn
it, I'm not trying to steal it."
"I turned professional a long time ago, Mr. Hartman,"
replied the sports reporter. "I play games only for money."
"All right, you'll get it. Your job is to freeze tight to this
idiot and keep everybody else away from him. Show him a
good time. Thaw him out. Draw him out. Do anything you
have to, but get me an option on that ship and a chance to
examine it. We've simply got to have that ship for America.
Colonel Thomlinson will handle things at Washington. But
first we've got to get our hands on that ship before any foreign
power or agency has the chance. Understand?"
"I'm beginning to," Shayne replied. "And if you're in such a
hurry, you'll get further with him by staging that meeting he's
hollering for."

Hartman could scarcely speak for a moment.
"And make the Star-Tribune the laughing stock of the
world? Besides, practically inviting every espionage agent in
the country to nose in ahead of us? Now you're talking as crazy
as this Llamkin fellow. No, we'll handle this quietly. It may
take a little time and persuasion. You've got to gain his
confidence. And heaven help you if you make a bobble. I want
a daily report of your progress. I'm going over to talk to

Colonel Thomlinson."
They returned to the drawingroom of the suite, where
Shayne gestured at the handful of synthetic diamonds.
"What about these ice cubes?" he asked stiffly.
"I thought," spoke up Llamkin, "we could place them with
some honest lapidary, to be cut and polished in Earthly style
before disposing of them."
"That won't be necessary," vetoed Hartman. "Put them in the
hotel safe, or in a deposit box for the present. As our guest, Mr.
Llamkin, you will have no need for money or its equivalent."
"Just as you say," agreed Llamkin, in simple trust. "When do
I address your body of scientists, Mr. Hartman?"
"It will take a few days to assemble them," evaded the
publisher. "While you're waiting, just relax and enjoy yourself.
Mr. Shayne will see to your slightest want. I presume your
airship is safe, wherever it is?"
"Perfectly safe as long as I do not lose my control belt."
"I see," nodded Hartman, forbearing to press for
information. "Good night, gentlemen. And, Shayne, don't
forget what I said about watching our guest carefully."
"How can I forget?" asked Shayne in a flat voice. "It's lucky
I'm not married."
When the publisher left, Llamkin turned a worried

countenance to the reporter.
"I simply must isolate that elusive sense of humor, Louis,"
he said earnestly. "I cannot over-emphasize its importance."
"Brother, you've got one and don't know it," Shayne
advised. "I'll try to help you discover it. Suppose I take you to
see a few of the current productions that're cluttering up the
theaters under the quaint delusion that they are comedies.
Come on, let's go to bed."
"Very well— You are kind to me, Louisa and I shall not
forget," said Llamkin gratefully. "There is so much I must
learn about Earth before I return to Mars. And—and, if it can
be arranged, I would like to spend a little time in the company
of Elaine Elliot. She affects me strangely."
"You shall, you shall," promised Shayne between clenched
teeth. "Somebody else ought to suffer a little, and it won't hurt
the glamour girl. She's just about your speed on the double
talk. What have I ever done to deserve all of it?"
"I beg your pardon?"
"Don't mention it. I'm just trying to think of a tailor I can get
here before breakfast to measure you for some clothes."
"You don't think mine are adequate?"
"Kid, they are more than adequate," Shayne assured him
solemnly. "They are eloquent. I'm going to dream about them
all night."

John Hartman was conferring with Colonel Thomlinson. It
was the conversation that resulted in the apparently
inexplicable reversal of orders to Maurice Rynder.
But at that moment, another conference was taking place in
a corner of the cocktail lounge of the Telecast Plaza. Messrs.
Grosset and Putnam, of Rainbow Pellets, Inc., were busily on
the scout.
"Yes," said Grosset, in answer to the unspoken question of
his mild looking but long-nosed companion. "He's here—in the
regal suite. Hartman and some other men left just before you
and I came in. There's nobody up there with him but that sports
reporter. It cost me ten dollars to get that information from the
night bell-captain. All we have to do now is get him out of
here."
"All we have to do?" quavered Putnam. "Did you say all?"
"Practically all," amended Grosset, flexing his biceps and
doubling his well manicured fists. "Once we get him away
from that dyspeptic, Shayne, the rest will be easy. Rainbow
Pellets can offer him so much more than Three Dimensional
that we'll dazzle him."
"And if we don't?"
"We'll string him along while our staff shoots pictures of
him endorsing Rainbow Pellets. I've got those newsreel men
planted at the Canary Club. The telecast equipment is set up

and waiting in the Peacock Room of the Ritz-Astor. Between
now and morning, we will get a million dollars' worth of
advertising out of him, free. And then, if we can't handle him,
we can call C.J. to close the deal in person."
Never had William Grosset voiced a truer prophecy.
"Yes, I know," said Putnam, his thin nose twitching like a
rabbit's. "But how are we going to spirit him away from here?"
"Money, Mr. Putnam, unlocks many doors," Grosset
explained. "You be ready to talk hard and fast to this Llamkin
bird. If Shayne starts to interfere, just leave that reporter to
me."
Putnam looked more like a rabbit than ever. Even his ears
quivered, and his Adam's apple bobbed convulsively.
"I—I don't know just what to say," he protested weakly. "I
don't think C.J. meant to go as strong as kidnaping."
"See here, Mr. Putnam," said Grosset in a terse voice.
"There are a lot of things I don't go in for myself. But you
heard the old man threaten to throw me out on my ear if I fail.
You may have enough put away to retire on, but I haven't. I'm
not going to have the can tied onto me over a crackpot stunt
like this Meadowbrook business. We're going to nab this
Llamkin guy if only to strike back at Hartman. Look what he
did to us over his own telecast hookup on our honestly bought
time. Besides, who said anything about kidnaping?"
"N-nobody," chattered Mr. Putnam.

"All right. Swallow your drink and come on."
Quaking in his number-seven French-last shoes, Ebenezer
Putnam followed Rainbow Pellet's go-getter. And Bill Grosset
was a bull when his ire was aroused. In this case, his ire and
hire both were up and fighting. Grosset may have looked soft
and effete, but that was just an external impression. Inside, he
was harder and colder than refrigerated steel. He had had to
fight out of the gutter to reach the first rung of the ladder to
success. He still had a few marks and all the tricks of that
brutal, ruthless battle.

Unknown to Putnam, who knew almost everything his
subordinate had been doing, Bill Grosset had been making
plans and distributing largess since eight o'clock. Now, at
eleven, it was time for a few of his arrangements to come to
fruition.
He led the vice-president to the men's lounge in the first
basement. A Telecast Plaza porter met them there. Without a
word being spoken, he led them toward the luggage room. One
of the freight elevators was waiting. On its floor stood a large
wardrobe trunk.
"Get in," directed Grosset.
Putnam entered the elevator, pointing mutely at the trunk,
which was open and empty.
"In case we have trouble," informed Grosset, "Llamkin gets

a free ride in a trunk. Don't look so troubled. We're not going
to hurt anybody. Now listen carefully, Putnam. This freight
elevator only goes to the top floor of the hotel. We'll have to
walk along a wing corridor and climb the stairs to the
penthouse level. We'll come back the same way. You see, the
idea is to get Llamkin out of the hotel without attracting
attention or suspicion."
"How do we get into the regal suite?" was Mr. Putnam's
natural problem.
"Like this," said Grosset, indicating the trim bell-captain
who stepped into the cage at that moment. "Got the keys,
Flannigan?"
"Yes, sir," answered the captain, holding them up.
"Okay. Let 'er go, Powell. This little job is costing Rainbow
Pellets five hundred fish, Putnam, and we don't know anything
about these two men. It may mean their jobs. Better start
keeping an expense account."
The two hotel employees exchanged looks, then stood in
silence as the cage shot silently up to the top floor. Here
Flannigan took charge. Powell locked the freight elevator and
followed the others. In this order they traversed the corridor
and mounted to the roof.
Flannigan led to the garden entrance of the east penthouse
and quietly inserted the key. The door opened and they filed in.
They passed through the dark, deserted express elevator foyer.
A second key job, and the suite itself was open to them.

"Pssst!" warned Flannigan. "There's a light in the bedroom
on the right."
"Wait here," ordered Grosset, advancing into the gloom of
the living room. "Come on, Putnam."

CHAPTER VIII
From Night Club—
Just as they reached the middle of the room, there was a soft
click. The place was flooded with light from the ceiling fixture.
At the threshold of the room stood the bizarre figure of the
man they sought. He was fully dressed.
"Llamkin!" exclaimed Grosset softly, while Putnam uttered
a little yelp of alarm.
"Yes," answered the Kid from Mars. His keen eyes darted
over the group, returning to the natty advertising manager. "I
remember you. You are the radio announcer I saw this
afternoon."
"Wrong," said Grosset, shaking his head. He added
significantly: "I am the man who paid for the announcing.
You're thinking of Jack Bachelor. My name is Bill Grosset.
Where is Shayne?"

"Asleep in his room. How did you get inside this
apartment?"
"With the magic password 'money' and a couple of keys. I
came to see you. This is Mr. Putnam, vice-president of the
company."
"How do you do," said Llamkin, bowing. "Mr. Hartman sent
you two gentlemen?"
"Yes," replied Grosset promptly. "He wants to confer
privately with you. Can you go with us?
"Certainly," said Llamkin agreeably. "Wait here and I will
call Louis."
"Let him sleep," offered Grosset easily. "He needs the rest.
You'll be back before he can get dressed."
"Perhaps that would be more considerate," agreed Llamkin
trustfully. "I am ready."
Like a lamb, indeed, he turned out the light in his bedroom
and accompanied them. The two hotel employees in the
doorway stared in amazement.
"Powell," breathed the bell-captain, "if you'd of told me they
still grew this dumb, I wouldn't of believed you."
"Start talking Rainbow Pellets in an easy way," whispered
Grosset, giving the vice-president a little push and covering the
retreat personally.

"Ah, yes," gulped Putnam hesitantly. "I see you don't sleep
well, Mr. Llamkin. You should take a Rainbow Slumber
Vitamin Pellet upon retiring."
"The novelty of my surroundings absorbs my attention. I can
sleep or stay awake at will. I need no panacea."
"Ah, but the dreams induced by Rainbow Pellets make sleep
a delight. We feel we are the benefactors of mankind. You
really ought to make a trip through our laboratories and view
our various processes. Why, a visit to our research department
alone would open your eyes to the wonderful nature of our
work."
"What a hell of a spiel!" muttered Grosset under his breath.
"How did Putnam ever get to be vice-president?"
He didn't breathe easily until Flannigan relocked the last
door. Not a sound was aroused in the sports reporter's
bedroom.
"Say!" the bell-captain whispered. "If those pellets are that
good, I think I'll take a few. Colored dreams ought to be
something!"
"Thank you, Mr. Putnam," Llamkin was saying. He paced
the little man down the stairs to the floor below. "I would
indeed like to visit your plant."
"I'm dreaming now," Grosset answered the bell-captain.
"Come on."
Llamkin made no comment as he was hurried to the freight

elevator and whisked to the basement. It had been much too
easy. And Grosset found that out shortly.
From the basement, Powell conducted them to the steps
leading up to the parking circle. Between Putnam and Grosset,
Llamkin mounted to a closed car that waited with softly
purring motor.
"Where is Mr. Hartman?" Llamkin asked.
"At the office of the Rainbow plant," stated Grosset
promptly. "He asked us to show you some of our methods of
advertising on the way. Promotion work, you know—far
superior to Three Dimensional Pictures."
"We have nothing like that on Mars," replied Llamkin. "We
don't seem to have any need for amusement."
"Now isn't that too bad," sympathized Grosset, helping his
purloined guest into the car. "Head for the Canary Club,
Mike."

The Canary Club on East Fifty-third Street was a swanky
night spot where people with social position went to be seen
with heels, gamblers, racketeers, and glamor girls like Elaine
Elliot. Tawdry and ghastly by day, at night the Canary Club
had a glitter and glamor and fascination all its own.
This was the spot Grosset had chosen for flashlight photos
and a newsreel sequence to connect the Kid from Mars with

Rainbow Pellets. There was only one slight flaw in his
calculations, but he couldn't have foreseen that. Maurice
Rynder and Elaine Elliot had a midnight reservation at the
Canary Club.
The first whiff of trouble began at the hat-check room.
Llamkin flatly refused to check his helmet.
"But, sir," said the head-waiter, after being called by a page,
"I must insist. No gentleman enters the Canary dining room
with a hat."
"I do," said Llamkin firmly, "or I don't enter."
"Ver-r-ry well," replied Emile, the head-waiter, drawing
himself up in the dignity which had frozen greater personages
than this garish actor. "There is no room. All the tables are
taken."
"Now, here, Emile," said Grosset. "You know better than
that. I reserved a table by phone. I spoke to you."
"Yes, sir, I know," Emile said doggedly. "But I cannot
permit a hat, not even the—er—headgear of an actor who has
come from the theater in costume."
There was a sudden flash of light. A photographer had
snapped a picture of the group.
"Label that one 'The Kid from Mars refuses to enter the
Canary Club until Emile produces proof that he takes Rainbow
Pellets,'" ordered Grosset coolly. "Here, Emile." He thrust an
ornate vial of opalescent pellets into the astounded head-

waiter's hand. "Take this shot, Harry."
Again the flash and the click of a camera shutter.
"Label that one, 'Emile produces the proof,'" said Grosset.
"Now, Emile, if you want us to release that second shot, you'd
better get wise to yourself. Do we go in, or don't we?"
"The Kid from Mars?" exclaimed Emile. "Why didn't you
tell me this meant publicity for the Canary Club, Mr. Grosset?
But certainly! Come this way, gentlemen."
He turned to lead a personally conducted tour.
"I don't understand," protested Llamkin.
"Neither do I," admitted Mr. Putnam dazedly. "C.J. would
be crazy if he tried to fire Grosset. Come, Mr. Llamkin."
Emile seated the three of them at the most conspicuous table
in the dining room. Over in one corner, a floodlight blazed on
and a pair of newsreel cameramen began cranking away.
"I thought there was just to be a little filming of various
celebrities tonight," apologized Emile abjectly. "I am so sorry,
Mr. Grosset. I will see that you have every possible attention.
Er—here is your vial of Rainbow Pellets."
He snapped his fingers. Two waiters came scurrying
forward.
"Keep the pellets," said Grosset. "Have some pleasant
dreams for a change. Sit here, Llamkin. Send over the

orchestra leader, Emile."

Llamkin seated himself in the designated chair, staring
around him in wonder. The highly tailored orchestra conductor
approached, and Grosset casually slipped him a crisp bill.
"Fifty bucks on your expense account, Putnam," he directed.
"Order something for us. Maestro, how about a nice
announcement to the crowd? Just say that the Kid from Mars is
here to find out what splendid entertainment it takes to keep
café society out of bed—with a bottle of Rainbow Pellets in
their hands."
For fifty dollars the maestro did an overwhelming job. A
cow-eyed débutante put down her drink and stared at the
colorful Kid from Mars.
"For a dream like that," she murmured ecstatically to her
escort, "I'd take a hundred Rainbow Pellets."
"Oh, yeah?" returned her companion surlily. He twisted his
head and scowled at the handsome features of Llamkin. "Well,
if that nightmare makes a pass at you, I'll cram that silly tin hat
down his throat."
That was no idle threat. Peter Van Horst, the Third, was
three things. He was as tall as, and huskier than, Llamkin. He
was a gridiron star, who happened to be in love with
Gwendolyn Sumner. He was reaching that stage of intoxication
known in the vernacular as practically boiled. A bad

combination for Gwendolyn to buck, perhaps, but Gwendolyn
was a stage ahead of her massive boy-friend.
"Yes," she snapped back. "I think he is adorable."
Promptly Mr. Van Horst, the Third, levered himself erect.
"So I'll amble over and just change his looks," he said
negligently.
"No," the girl cried. "Peter, sit down. Peter!"
The swelling music of the orchestra covered her frantic cry.
She rose to follow her burly escort among the tables and
through the crowd that was rising to dance. Just then, Elaine
Elliot and Maurice Rynder appeared at the entrance archway.
Completely unconscious of impending calamity, Grosset
was earnestly expounding the glories of Rainbow Pellets to
Llamkin. Putnam sat nodding and smiling happily. It was the
little man who first saw trouble coming. His smile froze on his
face. He tried to speak and point at the same time. Either job
would have required all his attention.
Peter Van Horst approached from the side. He snatched up a
bumper of champagne from an ice bucket, raised it above his
head. Viciously he brought it down with a crash on Llamkin's
burnished helmet.
The bottle shattered. The carbonated beverage showered
over Llamkin's vivid clothes in a silvery spray. The force of the
blow shoved his helmet down over his ears.

"Make a play for my girl, will you?" roared Van Horst. "I'll
show you pretty boys how to get penalized for being offside."
He lunged forward to grasp his adversary by the shoulders.
A shout of excitement arose and a woman screamed. Grosset
and Putnam were too startled to move.
But Llamkin was not. A terrible expression of alarm on his
face, he twisted to one side and darted erect. His chair stood
between him and the angry Van Horst. His hands shot first to
his head and readjusted his helmet. Then they zipped to his
broad belt. He touched several buttons and dials in rapid
succession.
The alarm on his features turned to relief that swiftly
changed to anger. Van Horst kicked the chair out of his way
and made another grab for the eelish Llamkin while he aimed a
haymaker.
Waiters came charging up. Patrons fell back out of the way
in mounting hysteria. At the doorway, Elaine Elliot caught
Rynder by the shoulder.
"Look!" she cried. "For heavens' sake, Maurice—look!
There's the man whose publicity you've been claiming you had
to kill!"

Maurice Rynder had only time enough to let out a bleat like
a stricken goat. There wasn't time for anybody to do anything.

Llamkin deftly twisted away from the wild swing Mr. Van
Horst uncorked at him. Then he leaned forward. Before the
husky football star even finished his swing, Llamkin grabbed
him by the neck and the crotch. He lifted him above his head
and whirled swiftly. He actually hurled the heavier man at the
liquor bar.
The involuntary projectile skimmed the top of the bar like a
gull gliding over the Hudson. He flew onward to crash into a
pyramid of bottles, glassware and paneled mirrors. For only
two hundred and ten pounds of man, he did nearly a thousand
dollars' worth of damage. And the nearest waiters, instead of
halting, made the error of grabbing at Llamkin.
The Kid from Mars snatched up the ice bucket and crowned
the first. The second he sprawled across a table with a backhanded swing. He grabbed up his chair to meet the attack of
the third and fourth.
Now people were shouting and screaming. Missiles began to
fly. Grosset never got out of his seat. A silver sugar bowl
cracked him on the back of the head. He squashed his face on
the table and let it stay there. Putnam, all but rigid with fright,
managed to slide under the table.
Indiscriminately—like in the movies—all the males got into
that fight, or started others of their own. The orchestra became
involved when a flying bottle went through the bass drum.
More waiters elbowed into the mess.
Gwendolyn, the innocent cause of the entire affair, had
fainted against a convention delegate from Terre Haute, who

sat with a bottle of catsup running down over his lap. His wife
cowered beyond him, wringing her hands helplessly.
The reason for the fight had long been forgotten in the
general chaos. All attention was untenderly focussed on
Llamkin.
Emile, like a good general, directed the attack from the
safety of the bar. His strategy was so successful that it wrecked
the Canary Club completely, reducing its costly fixtures to a
heap of junk. Only the newsreel men in the corner kept their
heads and managed to keep out of danger at the same time.
They ground away at their cameras until the lights failed.
Screaming through the street, the riot squad arrived. In the
middle of the dance floor, surrounded by wreckage and
unconscious forms, the splintered remnant of a chair in his
hand and master of all he surveyed, stood Llamkin, practically
unscathed.
"He—him—the R-r-rainbow Pellet man!" shouted Emile to
the bluecoats. "He has r-r-ruined the place! Ar-r-rest him!"
The red-faced sergeant advanced stolidly through the mess.
His men were cautiously spreading out to flank him, riot guns
in hand.
"Okay, buddy," said the sergeant to the victor of the fight.
"Take it easy now or ye'll be takin' a trip to the hospital instead
of the station."
"Oh, I'm not injured at all," said Llamkin gravely, dropping
his fragmentary cudgel. "But I'm afraid a number of these

queerly acting people are."
"Ar-r-rest him!" shrilled Emile.
"All right, all right," said Sergeant Reilly. "Holy Dempsey,
what a scrap this must have been! What's it all about, Rainbow
man?"
"I don't know," answered Llamkin. "Nobody bothered to
inform me."
"Good heavens!" moaned Maurice Rynder in the ante-room
to Elaine. "I've got to telephone John Hartman."

CHAPTER IX
—To Night Court
Wilberforce Martineau, city magistrate, was finishing his
week on the night shift, and his disposition was sour. The
judge was an able man, worthy of better things and in line for
appointment to a Federal bench. In the meantime, even a jurist
had to feed his family. So Judge Martineau made his circuit of
the city courts and waited grumpily for better times.
Of all his highly unpleasant tasks, Martineau found the night
courts most distasteful. Vagrants and drunks, domestic brawls
and liquor, petty thievery and stew bums, juvenile delinquents

and booze—but particularly the night courts reeked of booze.
Judge Martineau was a teetotaler himself.
It was nearly two o'clock in the morning. The sober judge
was hurriedly closing his court so he could get home to a glass
of hot milk and a slice of whole wheat toast.
Huddled down at the end of the front bench, his coat collar
turned up about his ears and his slouch hat pulled down over
his eyes, sat Frank Bronson, night court reporter for the PostTimes. He, too, was weary of the endless stream of cases
flowing before the august presence, but at least he could doze
—which he did. Cops and complainants, detectives and
defendants, they all came and went, and nothing ever
happened. Even the unusual uproar of half a dozen persons
being hauled into the courtroom did not arouse Bronson until
the irate justice began pounding with his gavel for order, then
just for some quiet.
Standing before the high desk of the judge was a juicy
looking group. Others, some of them pretty important,
crowded behind the railing. A squad of bluecoats herded the
yelling mass.
"Order! Quiet! Silence!" roared the judge.
Bronson snapped awake and took a good look.
"Holy smoke!" he gulped. "Peter Van Horst. Gwendolyn
Sumner. Emile of the Canary. Grosset and Putnam of Rainbow
Pellets. And the maniac of Meadowbrook. And behind the
railing— Hell, I'm seeing things. Elaine Elliot and Maurice
Rynder!"

He certainly was seeing things, but the things were true. Cut
and scratched in a dozen places, which had been treated by a
police surgeon, Peter Van Horst, the Third, was trying to climb
over the judge's desk. He mumbled names of importance and
large sums of money in the same breath.
Head bound up like that of a swami, Bill Grosset, white of
face and sick, wobbled on his feet and tried to think his way
out of this one. Gwendolyn was in tears. Emile was sliding
around the floor, waving and shouting wildly. Putnam was
wringing his hands and twitching his long nose helplessly.
Only Llamkin seemed at all calm. He was taking in the
entire scene with wide and curious eyes.
"Silence!" roared the judge again. The hubbub died slowly.
"What's the charge against these people, Sergeant?"
"Drunk and disorderly, your honor," answered Sergeant
Reilly. "Sabotage and wreckin' the Canary Club."
"No, no, no!" broke in Emile, pointing dramatically at
Llamkin. "Only that one. He has r-r-ruined the Canar-r-ry!"
"And who are you?" demanded the judge coldly.

Emile was amazed. "I am Emile!"
"Head-waiter of the joint," explained the sergeant. "He's
preferrin' the charges."

"Get down off my rostrum!" bellowed the judge at young
Van Horst, who had finally clambered to his elbow. "What's
your name?"
"I just told you," said Van Horst, nervously springing down.
"I'm Peter Van—"
"Don't give your right name, you fool!" yelled Bill Grosset.
"Peter Vanderbilt," finished Van Horst lamely.
"And who are you?" demanded the judge, fixing his cold
eyes on Grosset. "His lawyer?"
"I'm Bill Grosset, of Rainbow Pellets, Incorporated,"
answered the advertising manager firmly. "That fellow was
drunk and started all the trouble for no reason at all. But he
comes of a good family, and there's no reason for stirring up a
lot of—"
"Really?" said the judge witheringly. "This court recognizes
no favorites. All men are equal before the law—at, least, in my
court. What's your name, young woman?"
"You mean me?" quavered Miss Sumner.
But Peter Van Horst had caught on thoroughly.
"Her name is Nelly Gwynn, your honor."
"Of historical fame, no doubt," said his honor acidly. "And
who are you, little man with the nervous nose?"

"Ebenezer Putnam," confessed the little man, trying to
conquer his nose. "I am the first vice-president of Rainbow
Pellets, Incorporated."
"And who are you?" asked Judge Martineau of Llamkin.
"The spirit of the Rainbow?"
"My name is Llamkin," answered the Kid from Mars
politely.
"Give your full name," droned the voice of the police clerk.
"X-two-three-Z-four-seven-nine-eight-nine," obliged
Llamkin.
"He didn't ask for your address or telephone number,"
snapped the judge, banging his gravel.
"I gave you only my name."
The judge glared with red eyes. Frank Bronson leaped to his
feet and mounted the dais to whisper in the magistrate's ear.
The judge's eyes popped and then narrowed as he nodded
grimly.
"I see. But nobody is going to make a mockery of my court
to exploit a commodity. So you were drunk and disorderly, eh?
Drunk, all of you! Disgraceful! Wrecked the Canary Club, did
you? Will one of you maniacs kindly state the case before I
remand every last one of you to the clink without bail?"
"Your honor, I'm putting up bail for Miss Gwynn and
myself," spoke up Van Horst quickly, digging into his pocket.

"How much is it?"
"State your case," Sergeant Reilly prodded the excitable
Emile. "Make it snappy. The judge is getting sore."
Emile rushed to the front of the magistrate's desk and
proceeded to paint a vivid word picture. It was half-true, halffalse, thoroughly garbled, although thoroughly voluble. While
he was spouting, Maurice Rynder endeavored to attract the
attention of the gravely listening Llamkin. He was threatened
with expulsion by a burly officer.
The head-waiter didn't know Llamkin, and he was well
acquainted with the Van Horst patronage. The result was
inevitable. The judge turned a cold eye upon the culprit.
"How do you plead to this charge, Rainbow Llamkin?"
Bill Grosset charged in quickly to explain the other side of
the story. Bang! The magisterial gavel cut him off.
"You will have ample opportunity to state your own case,
Mr. Grosset," said his honor icily. "One more interruption out
of you, and you will be fined for contempt of court."
"But, please, your honor," protested Grosset. "This has all
been an unfortunate mistake. It means millions to Rainbow
Pellets. I tell you we're innocent, but I'll guarantee satisfactory
settlement to everybody, and—"
"Which has nothing to do with a trial in my court,"
interrupted his honor, utterly unmoved by this impassioned
plea. "Now, Mr. Llamkin?"

Bill Grosset had sense enough to know when he had run up
against an immovable object.
"Very well, your honor. May I at least have my legal right to
use a telephone?"
"Take this pest to the ante-chamber and let him call a
lawyer," the magistrate ordered a bluecoat. "Then return him to
the court."
But Grosset didn't want a lawyer. He got in touch with none
other than Charles J. Keene. When he had the irate president of
Rainbow Pellets on the wire, it took him less than two minutes
to outline the situation. Mr. Keene's voice roared back at him.
"Get back into that courtroom and block that infernal
magistrate! Demand an adjournment of court long enough to
get him into his private room so you can explain things to him.
Tell him the truth. I'll send Addison and Blake down there
right away to help unsnarl the legal tangle. Of all the dumb
things—"
"But the judge won't listen to me," protested Grosset. "The
next crack out of me, and I get fined for contempt."
"Get back in there and stall then!" bellowed Mr. Keene. "I'll
be down myself as quick as I can get there."
Back in the courtroom, Llamkin was at last answering the
charge.
"I don't quite follow your quaint legal procedure—if this is a
legal proceeding. But I think I am being accused of wrong-

doing. Is that conclusion correct?"
Judge Martineau snapped forward, clutching the gavel like a
mace.
"Young man, I'll slap you into jail in two minutes for your
impudence. Have you a license for this street advertising stunt
of yours? Well, have you?"
"I beg your pardon. Am I advertising anything? I was under
the impression that I was being shown what advertising is. Mr.
Putnam and Mr. Grosset were explaining this odd Earthly
custom of advertising a quasi-medical product when the
inebriated young man yonder attacked me without the slightest
warning."
"Are you denying that you were drunk yourself?" demanded
the judge scathingly.
"Why should I deny what was never asked me?" said
Llamkin earnestly.
Bang! "Answer the original question! Guilty, or not guilty?"
"Hey, wait!" came the high voice of Maurice Rynder from
beyond the railing. Breaking away from the clawing hand of a
policeman, he rushed through the gate. Elaine Elliot followed
on his heels. "I was just entering the club with Miss Elliot
when the trouble started. Llamkin is not to blame. I saw the
whole thing. I demand that I be summoned as a witness!"

The judge was beginning to glower wildly. He banged his
gavel violently and focused his gaze on the new disturbance.
"Who are you?" he snarled politely.
"Maurice Rynder, vice-president of Three Dimensional
Pictures, and personally acquainted with the accused man. He
is employed by Three Dimensional Pictures. I can vouch for
his honesty and sobriety."
"You can what?" roared the judge. "Why, the man smells
like a distillery right now!"
"That's the bottle of champagne that young fool broke over
his head," stated Rynder. "He grabbed it up, positively
unopened, and crowned Llamkin. If it hadn't been for the
helmet, it'd be a murder case instead of a night club riot you
would be trying."
"He's lying!" cried Putnam. "Llamkin doesn't work for Three
Dimensional Pictures. He is under contract with Rainbow
Slumber Vitamin Pellets, Incorporated. It's all our idea. That
piratical picture concern is trying to steal our stunt."
This was the first explanation Maurice Rynder had heard of
the incomprehensible affair. He whirled indignantly on the
speaker and shook his fist under the little man's long nose.
"So that's the dirty snake-in-the-grass business? You
kidnaped Llamkin away from Louis Shayne! Or did you bribe
Shayne? Trying to use him to exploit your crazy pills, and
making all this notoriety that will ruin his value for Three
Dimensional."

"Us, ruin him?—Snake-in-the-grass?" shouted Putnam
angrily. Visions of the ponderous Mr. Keene stiffened his
backbone. "You are the snakes! On the very telecast time we
bought, you exploited Three Dimensional Pictures. Rainbow
Pellets has a strong case, and I can assure you that we are
going to sue for damages."
It took four bluecoats to separate the two little vicepresidents. Judge Martineau banged madly for order.
Miss Gwendolyn Sumner by now had sobered sufficiently to
renew her allegiance to her wounded hero, Mr. Peter Van
Horst. She sprang to her feet and pushed forward to the space
in front of the magistrate's desk.
"That man is lying!" she repeated, pointing at Maurice
Rynder. "Your honor, this,—this Flash Gordon masquerader is
to blame for the whole thing. He almost murdered my escort.
Look for yourself. The police surgeon had to take a dozen
stitches and use oodles and gobs of tape and bandage, and—"
Elaine Elliot moved sinuously forward. She gripped the
younger girl's wrist and jerked her around.
"You're the liar, you silly, drunken, old deb!" she shrilled. "I
saw it all. That big bruiser you call an escort is guilty of assault
and battery, mayhem, and attempted murder!"
"Oh!" cried Gwendolyn. "Oh! How dare you call Peter Van
Horst, the Third, a big bruiser? Oh!" And she aimed a wild
swing at the gorgeous Elaine.
Elaine blocked the blow with the ease of professional

practise. She brought her beaded vanity bag down on Miss
Sumner's head so hard that the post-deb saw the lights and
heard the music of her coming out ball two seasons back. She
let out a scream of rage and charged to take up the gage of
battle.
Two more bluecoats wallowed in to put the stopper on this
shrieking angle.

CHAPTER X
Freedom for All
By now the courtroom was a corner of bedlam. Spectators
were bursting in from various sources to hear the case. Frank
Bronson was writing like mad at the clerk's table. Then he
made a dive for the telephone, and Peter Van Horst clamped
down on him.
"No, you don't, you sneak!" shouted the Society Mauler.
"Call up any newspaper at all and I'll twist your head off."
Judge Martineau was denting his desk with hammer like
blows of his instrument of office. His face was purple, going
toward black, with outraged dignity. Police officers were
racing from all directions. Sergeant Reilly practically had to sit
on Emile to prevent him from attacking everybody impartially.

It was Llamkin who quelled the riot.
"Your honor," he cried in his vibrant, carrying voice. "I still
do not comprehend what goes on. But am I to infer that full
payment, for the damage inflicted at the Canary Club will
straighten out this tangle?"
"It will straighten out everything but the charge against
you," replied the judge. "How do you plead?"
"I plead that you release all these—these excited persons. I
will gladly reimburse everybody for everything."
"Then you admit your culpability!" roared the judge.
"Not at all. I am unhappy to see all this unhappiness, which I
still do not understand. But I came to Earth on a mission of
peace. If I can help in this present emergency, I'll be only too
glad to do so."
"And just what is your security to make good five thousand
dollars' worth of damage?" demanded the judge in ominous
tones.
Llamkin, in faint contempt, pulled a small pouch from his
belt. He upended it to spill a fortune in uncut diamonds on the
desk.
"The smallest of these will be more than enough," he said
soberly. "I give it without hesitation."
Judge Martineau's eyes bulged, for his hobby was precious
stones.

"Blue diamonds!" he gasped. "Uncut stones!"
He snatched up one faintly glowing lump and held it to his
eye, staring at the light as he circled his other hand around it.
Slowly he lowered his hands and brought his attention back to
the now silent group before him.
"These are apparently genuine," he said. "Where did you get
them?"
"I brought them from Mars," answered Llamkin.
"Smuggled in!" exclaimed the judge, his face growing hard
with suspicion. "Undeclared valuables! Stolen directly from
the mines in the first place, no doubt." The Federal
appointment loomed suddenly nearer to the zealous magistrate.
"They were not mined," said Llamkin. "They were made."
"A likely story," replied the judge. "Because of the women
involved in this Canary Club affair, I assess fines of ten dollars
apiece and dismiss the case. As for you, Llamkin what's-yourname, I remand you to jail on the charge of possessing
smuggled, uncut diamonds. You will be held for investigation
by the United States Customs Department. This property will
be retained as evidence."
"Holy hell!" groaned Bill Grosset. "Why did all this have to
happen to me?"

The floor trembled as a bulky weight came stampeding
along the central aisle. Charles J. Keene, dwarfing a pair of
lawyers, had arrived.
"Here, here, your honor!" he called out. "Don't dismiss this
case yet. You can't hold these men without bail. I demand to
know the charges against them. I will go bond for them. What
—"
"And who the devil are you?" interrupted Judge Martineau
in his most majestic voice.
"I am Charles J. Keene, president of Rainbow Pellets. I
demand my right as a property-holder to go bail. I demand that
you assess a fine which I will pay here and now. I demand that
you quash this entire ridiculous proceedings! I demand—"
"Hold everything!" shouted a new voice from the rear of the
room. Every head twisted—even that of the Bullish Keene.
John Hartman and Colonel Henry Thomlinson were
hastening into the courtroom. Trailing them was an angry
looking sports reporter by the name of Louis Shayne.
Bang! Bang! Bang! In a frenzy of juridical rage, Judge
Martineau beat futilely against the rising clamor from all sides.
Everybody was talking and yelling at once. The gathering
inside the railing was swelling to the size and violence of a
mob. Only Llamkin remained calm. Standing against the
judge's desk, hemmed in on all sides, he watched
developments in grave-eyed amazement.
The abused gavel splintered. The judge began pounding

with both fists to gain attention. Only the appearance of
nightsticks in the hands of officers halted the tumult.
"And so, Mr. Charles J. Keene," the judge continued
shouting. "You admit being the employer and backer of this
diamond smuggler, do you?"
"Diamond smuggler?" bellowed Keene. "What are you
talking about?"
The meek Putnam finally gained his side and ear.
"That's right, C.J.," he squeaked. "This Lambkin fellow has
a sackful of uncut diamonds that he smuggled into the United
States from somewhere."
Keene's eyes threatened to squeeze out of his head. He
envisioned a thousand kinds of complications all in the bulging
of an eye. His color receded and his jaw dropped. But he
recovered himself instantly.
"What diamond smuggler are you talking about?" he
demanded of the judge on the bench. "I came here to free
Putnam and Grosset, two valuable members of my
organization. Get busy, Addison, Blake! What did I hire your
firm for, anyhow?"
"I am referring to this—er—rainbow trout who calls himself
Lambkin," grated the judge. "Evidence has already been
offered that indicates—"
"Who? That nut!" The president of Rainbow Pellets pointed
in mighty indignation and surprise. "I never saw the man

before. I know nothing whatever about him."
"That's the smartest statement you ever made in your entire
career, Keene," said John Hartman in a grim voice. "Are you
swearing to that? You've made no attempt to kidnap, hire, lure,
or bribe Lambkin?"
"Are you mad, Hartman?" demanded Keene virtuously. "I
don't know the first thing about him."
Colonel Thomlinson climbed the dais and bent over to
murmur in the distraught magistrate's ear.
"Accept that statement, Judge Martineau," he advised
crisply. "Fine them and clear the courtroom."

Judge Martineau stared at the influential colonel with
glazing eyes. Here was one man whose name he didn't have to
ask for. Colonel Thomlinson could make or break him.
"But—but, Colonel Thomlinson," he muttered incoherently,
indicating the pile of bluish-gray pebbles before him. "I can't—
That is, this Lambkin— These diamonds—smuggled. I can't
—"
"Get rid of the night club crowd, quickly," explained the
colonel. "We'll take up Lambkin's case afterward."
The judge reached for his gavel. It was no longer there. He
finally pounded with his inkstand. The ink spilled over his

hand and desk. When he banged the stand into the puddle, it
splashed, of course. Blindly he put his hands in the mess and
leaned forward tensely.
"Charges dismissed against all but Lambkin!" he grated
hoarsely. "Sergeant, clear the court!"
Emile let out a wail. "But the r-r-ruined Canar-r-ry! What
about the damages?"
"Get out," said Hartman, grabbing the head-waiter's
shoulder. "Take these drunks with you. I'll fix up your
damages."
Bluecoats peremptorily began clearing the court. Charles J.
Keene halted in front of his advertising manager.
"You're fired, Grosset!" he stated savagely.
"He is not fired," contradicted Llamkin, stepping forward.
"Make one move to oust Mr. Grosset, and I will appeal to the
peculiar laws of your courts for redress. Mr. Grosset was
acting under your orders when he requested me to accompany
him. I will not see him suffer for it."
"What?" blurted Keene. "You—how—huh?"
"You heard me," said Llamkin in cold disgust. "Mr. Grosset,
while I do not approve of your tactics, I admire your spirit.
Those pictures you made at the Canary Club, you have my
permission to use them as you wish. They belong to you, not to
Rainbow Pellets."

"You have pictures?" demanded Keene of his advertising
manager.
"I had everything in the bag," growled Mr. Grosset, "until
that lunatic, Van Horst, started the fight."
"And we can use them?" Keene urged Llamkin.
"Mr. Grosset may use them," corrected Llamkin.
"Let's get back to the plant, Grosset," beamed the president.
"I spoke hastily. I apologize. What were you saying?"
"I said," replied Bill Grosset promptly, "that I've got a
headache no Rainbow Pellet will ever ease. Perhaps a salary
raise might."
"I can cure it," agreed Mr. Keene.
"So long, Lambkin," said Grosset. "All I can say is that, nuts
or not, you're a swell egg. It's been fun knowing you."
"Not so fast you two!" said John Hartman harshly. "Try to
capitalize on this man's ignorance one inch, and I'll instigate a
law suit that will turn Rainbow Pellets into poison."
"You're too late to kill the publicity now," said Louis
Shayne. "Frank Bronson of the Post-Times ducked out of here
as we came in. Kid, what did this Grosset do—hypnotize you?"
"Not at all," answered Llamkin. He explained, concluding:
"It all seems juvenile to me, but if my endorsement will help
Grosset, I see no reason for not giving it to him."

"Let 'em go, Mr. Hartman," advised Shayne. "They won't
dare use any of the stuff they have until Lambkin gets clear of
this Federal charge."

Elaine Elliot stared at Llamkin with a hurt look in her black
eyes. The man was utterly inexplicable to her.
"So you're a publicity agent, after all," she said bitterly.
Llamkin opened his mouth to protest, but his attention was
called back to the judge's bench. Colonel Thomlinson had been
talking with purpose and to the point. He had also signed a
bond for the confused Judge Martineau.
"Here, Mr. Lambkin," said the magistrate. "Take your uncut
diamonds back. I don't understand any single part of this entire
mess. But Colonel Thomlinson vouches for you, and that is
enough for me. Case is dismissed—er—I mean postponed.
Court is adjourned. I'm going home and take an Alka-bromo."
"Perhaps you had better let me take charge of these stones,"
suggested Hartman. "Then there won't be any more trouble
over them."
"Gladly," agreed Llamkin, turning the pouch over to the
publisher.
"The stones came in handy at that," commented Colonel
Thomlinson. "They spiked Keene's guns. We won't hear any
more from Rainbow Pellets."

"But the damage has been done," growled Hartman. "Now,
see here, Lambkin. You are going back to that hotel with
Shayne, and you're going to stay with him. Understand? You
do exactly what he tells you to do. Don't even talk to anybody
unless you ask Shayne first. With the counsel of Weidmar,
Strauss, and Caldwell, I think we can clean this mess up at a
preliminary hearing. But I don't want any more nonsense."
"Mr. Hartman, I am not here to publicize Three Dimensional
Pictures, either," protested Llamkin. "I am simply waiting for
you to assemble your savants so I can—"
"You bet you're not!" agreed Colonel Thomlinson in his
deep voice. "You sit tight while I arrange a meeting between
you and certain authorities in Washington."
***
Down the street, after the last principals left the night court,
an immaculately clad gentleman by the name of Dr. Percival
Folkstone stepped into an all-night drugstore. He went into a
telephone booth. He dialed a number, got a response, and
spoke.
"Crown? This is Folkstone. Colonel Thomlinson just came
to night court to get Lambkin out of a Federal smuggling
charge and a five-thousand-dollar damage suit for wrecking the
Canary Club."
"Ah!" came back the voice of the managing head of the
Mammoth Mercantile Importing Company. "So! It is that
important, eh? Very well, we will lay our plans. Transfer your
attention from Thomlinson to the inventor."

CHAPTER XI
Getting Nowhere Fast
After that wild nightmare, Louis Shayne had "day-jennies"
for the rest of the week. The first three days, particularly, were
tough. He had his hands full keeping Llamkin pacified and
while he warded off the swarm of reporters, cranks and rubbernecks who tried to get to the Kid from Mars.
Inside of seventy-two hours Llamkin was receiving as much
mail as a moderately successful cinema star. Shayne had a
temporary secretary sent over from Hartman's main office to
handle it—a man, because Llamkin apparently was susceptible
to women, and vice versa. The secretary was installed in a
hastily arranged office in the elevator foyer where he
intercepted all mail and messages.
Dozens of letters solicited funds for every conceivable
purpose. Seven invitations asked him to speak before clubs,
besides half a dozen society invitations, two tentative offers of
advertising jobs, three proposals of marriage, and one official
document from the United States Government. This was an
Immigration Department request for Mr. Khidmar Llamkin to
show proof of American citizenship or, if foreign, to prove
lawful entry.
Shayne got rid of that headache by turning the matter over to

John Hartman. Through Colonel Thomlinson, the reporter
knew, the technicality could be handled in Washington. It was
really a shame, Shayne admitted to himself, to kill all this swell
publicity. But the Kid from Mars had persisted in his denial of
being the agent of any nationally known product or the
emissary of any foreign power. Nobody stepped forward to
claim him after the Rainbow fiasco. There was plenty of reason
to play him down now. So the sports reporter clamped the iron
hand of censorship on telephone, telegram, telecast, mail, and
personal callers, while he strove to entertain and quiet his
charge.
Needless to say, Llamkin didn't see any of this
correspondence. Shayne breathed with relief when the flood
slackened in a few days and he could dismiss the special
secretary. It was a hectic period for the harassed Mr. Shayne.
Nor was this all. Llamkin talked him dry on every subject
about which the reporter had heard even a rumor. They reached
an impasse only when Shayne, exhausted and crowded into a
corner of ignorance, resorted to a wise-crack to get out of the
cul-de-sac.
This irrelevance never failed to puzzle Llamkin, who
approached the most insignificant matter with the solemnity of
an owl. At the same time, it was a constant source of
amazement to the cynical reporter how much his companion
knew in the abstract and yet how little he seemed to understand
emotionally. If his mind had not been so alert and brilliant,
Shayne would have called it bucolic naiveté. Actually it was as
though Llamkin had studied life, people, history, and progress
exhaustively, but isolated in some monastery.

Hinting about the revolutionary type of aircraft which had
landed Llamkin at Meadowbrook, Shayne made no progress at
all. It was not that Llamkin objected to talking on the subject or
retreated suspiciously whenever Shayne mentioned it. On the
contrary. But he always got to babbling some Martian
nonsense that had the angry reporter completely at sea in no
time.
The closest Shayne ever got to an intelligible description of
the stratosphere craft was the morning Llamkin turned from the
window. He had been staring down at the motor cars crawling
like ants on the street far below. He started a discussion on the
development of transportation by man.

He listened attentively. Shayne gave a brief condensation of
the subject from the crude sledges of cave-men down through
the invention of the wheel, the domestication of animals, the
development of steam and motors and, finally, the wing, the
aerial propeller, and radial engines. Nor was water navigation
neglected. Shayne had to describe it from the first floating log,
to Diesel-motored battleships and submarines.
Whenever the reporter faltered or groped, Llamkin
immediately prompted him with a shrewd question. It was with
difficulty that Shayne rejected the sneaking idea that his
listener was slyly ribbing him. But what lover of humor, from
satire to horseplay—even a nut—would submit to a three-hour
discourse about which he knew more than his lecturer, just for
the sake of a joke?

"It is remarkable!" exclaimed Llamkin at last, his fine blue
eyes almost sparkling. His firm lips were parted in his nearest
approach to a smile that Shayne had yet seen. "If I had had the
slightest doubt of the common origin of Earthmen and
Martians, this would have made me discard it. Step for step,
making allowances for the different planetary environments,
you have related the history of Martian man's conquest of
transportation—as far as Earthmen have advanced, of course.
Or have they gone further?"
"So that's your explanation of how you know so much about
it."
Shayne smiled cynically. "No wonder Professor Strauss
gave up. Are you kidding me, Kid? You know damned well we
haven't got any further—until you came along with your new
stratosphere ship. We've only been experimenting with rocket
propulsion, so far. You've solved it."
"Oh, yes, we solved rocket propulsion long ago," Llamkin
dismissed the subject casually. "But you labor under a
misapprehension, Louis. My vehicle is not a stratosphere
rocket craft. It is a space ship."
"Grab your hats, boys," said Shayne aloud. "Here we go
again. All right, it's a space ship. I don't give a damn what you
call it. But what makes it go?"
"Not rockets. The problem of weight and bulk of fuel
precluded that."
"You mean you haven't reached atomic energy yet?" asked
the reporter in mock surprise.

"Of course we have, long ago. Practically all machinery on
Mars is powered by atomic motors. But the navigation of
space, Louis, requires more than blind energy. There is the
inflexible law of gravitation, not to mention three-dimensional
navigation between worlds that have spatial movements of
their own. Briefly, the principle by which my ship functions is
the power to reverse the poles of gravity.
"Instead of a given planet attracting a body thus magnetized,
it repels it. By setting my gravitators against the pull of the
planet I am on, and toward any given celestial body, I can
navigate my vessel through space. I change my variables
occasionally to guide my course. You grasp the essential idea,
do you not?"
"I do not," said Shayne bluntly. "Why the rockets, then?"
"For emergency, though I didn't need them then. When I
show you the interior of my ship, I can explain more fully. I
think I shall extend you, for purely personal reasons, an
invitation to accompany me to Mars. Of course I will return
you to Earth. Until then, I can best describe my ship's motive
power by saying that I use the force of gravity for flight,
building up varying speeds by the various combinations of
gravity repellents and attractants on my control keyboard."

"Thanks for the ride," said Shayne dryly. "You mean the
gimmicks on your belt?"
"No. My belt merely raises and lowers the ship short

distances by remote control. The keyboard is inflexibly set on
an Earth constancy right now. The nearest comparison I can
think of, at the moment, is that it faintly resembles the banks of
manuals on your larger pipe organs."
"Music of the spheres," commented Shayne ironically.
"In a manner of speaking, yes," agreed Llamkin gravely.
"Now do you understand?"
"Perfectly—and I am the reincarnation of Sir Isaac Newton."
"I beg your pardon?" Llamkin was immediately puzzled.
"How do you arrive at that extraneous conclusion? Isaac
Newton was the first Earthman to propound the law of gravity.
He corresponds to the Martian scientist, Kcud Dlanod, who
lived nearly thirty thousand tenarcks ago. That would be
approximately fifty thousand of your Earth years. But I do not
understand your deduction.
"Reincarnation ... Let me see ... That comes under the head
of theism ... It fits into one of your Earthly theologies ...
Reincarnation—transmigration of souls—Buddhism! But,
Louis, I fail to see the connection. Do you subscribe to the
teachings of this Gautama Siddhartha, surnamed Buddha, who
—"
"Skip it," retorted Shayne. "It's a family secret."
The arrival of the tailor with a complete outfit, including
half a dozen suits and a flamboyant tuxedo in pastel shades,
rescued them from the theosophic morass into which they had
floundered. And all Shayne had learned about the stratosphere

ship was a generalization on gravity and an invitation to make
a round trip to Mars. A hell of a report to submit to John
Hartman, an offensively militant realist.
Llamkin became enthralled with Earthly sartorial splendor.
He submitted to the fussing of the tailor, who wanted to be
satisfied with the final fitting before he would take his
departure. Llamkin's interest in garters, suspenders, cuff links,
and other trappings, was lively. The tailor began volunteering
fragments of information on such details as how buttons came
to be on coat sleeves, and why the lapel was notched. When at
last he took his okayed bill from Shayne for Hartman and
departed, Llamkin turned to the reporter.
"Interesting," he said. "A well informed man. Are all the
tradesmen as well versed in the history of their professions?"
"That crackpot probably reads the liquor ads for his dope. Or
maybe the 'Strange If You Believe It' feature in the papers."
"Liquor ads? Dope? That, of course, would be the quaint
slang phraseology which we discussed as an odd offshoot of
the English language, but—"
"Don't go into a tail-spin. I'm sorry I mentioned it. Climb
into that haunting dinner outfit again. We have a double date
today, you know—a matinee and then a dinner engagement
with Elaine Elliot. We won't have time to change later."
"Oh, yes, that comedy-drama you are going to show me.
And then, the charming Elaine."
"Yeah," grunted Shayne sourly. "This will be your first real

night out since that girlish escapade with Bill Grosset. I want
you to behave."
"I'm sorry about that," said Llamkin as he obeyed
instructions. "Perhaps it is because I do not understand your
way of life that I cause so much trouble."
"Let it lay," Shayne replied wearily. "You'll see real people
this time. Maybe you'll get it. Just want you to keep trying."
The reporter proceeded then with his own dressing. He
returned his attention to his companion in time to see Llamkin
struggling manfully with his final adjustments.
"Here," said Shayne impatiently. "Let me tie that bow for
you. The guy who invented bow-ties should have strangled
himself with it before springing it on us. And take off that
Buck Rogers belt! Haven't you done enough to make yourself
ridiculous, trotting around like a one-man band?"
Llamkin gulped in dismay. "But, Louis, I don't dare let this
belt out of my possession. I am willing to lay aside my
customary attire—even my induction helmet. But I must guard
my ship control."
"Where the hell is that crazy ship of yours? And don't tell
me it's just drifting around in the stratosphere, waiting for you
to call it down."
"Exactly. And if I lost this belt, I would be lost indeed."
"Well, you can't wear it, and that's flat. How about
disconnecting it so nobody else can monkey with it?"

"But suppose somebody removed it?" Llamkin asked.
"We'll lock it in the wall safe. Or hide it under your
mattress."
"That is an odd idea, but it gives me a good one," said
Llamkin, his eyes brightening. "I can hide it. Wait here."
He hurried into his own bedroom. He was gone only a
minute. When he returned, a couple of his pockets bulged
slightly. But he was minus the belt, apparently.
"That's better," approved the reporter. "You're not fooling
me, though. You've got the damned thing on under your
clothes. Our tailor friend would have a hemorrhage if he could
see you, but at least it's out of sight."

CHAPTER XII
Experiment in Laughter
The show they went to was a flop. Shayne had already seen
it, and Llamkin couldn't detect anything funny in it.
It was a disgusted sports reporter who led his companion
into the cocktail lounge, on the mezzanine of the Telecast
Plaza, at seven o'clock.

However, the pride and joy of Three Dimensional Pictures
was waiting for them, and not too happy about the whole thing.
She was talking with Maurice Rynder, but she wasn't
complaining. She had her orders from Maurice, and Maurice
had had his from John Hartman.
Neither of them recognized Shayne's companion for a
moment.
"Why, Mr. Llamkin!" beamed the fat but immaculate vicepresident suddenly. "You look elegant. Shayne certainly is the
man to show you the ropes. Eh, Shayne?"
"He's got me hanging onto them," growled the reporter.
"Good evening, Miss Elliot. So we meet again. A positively
minute world, isn't it?"
Elaine was lovely in one of those strapless evening gowns of
pale blue and gold which display perfect shoulders and make
men hold their breaths. Her makeup was just right. Her
coiffure must have caused herself and the French hair-dresser
of the Plaza salon a couple of hours of exquisite agony. Her
general ensemble was marvelous. Yet Elaine gave the reporter
a very ugly look out of her Kolsord blossom eyes. (The simile
was Llamkin's.)
"So I have you to thank for this charming evening, Mr.
Shayne," she murmured in a voice that dripped sweet poison.
"Some people," observed Shayne, glancing at Rynder, "talk
too much. We all have our cross to bear. Maybe a round of
cocktails will lighten the burden. Will you order, Rynder?"

Llamkin had kept his attention turned solely to the girl. The
significance of the by-play escaped him. As he bowed before
her, he spoke only two words, and then simply repeated them.
"You're lovely," he said. "You're lovely!"
With those words he again threw that spell over them, that
bewitching something they had felt at Meadowbrook days
before. Distinctly there was a charm about the Kid from Mars
that wasn't met at every kaffeeklatsch of café society.
On the magical wings of the music from the concealed
orchestra—they were playing "Stardust"—all four of them
were transported to the plane where all things are possible and
all dreams come true.
For the first time in her smart and sophisticated young life,
Elaine Elliot experienced a distinct heart throb. It didn't
frighten her until late that night.
Alone, save for her maid and her companion-secretary, in
the imperial suite which was the west penthouse, she prepared
for bed. Sitting before her dressing table and brushing her
glossy raven hair, she came to her senses. She stared with
horror at her reflection in the mirror.
"Now what in the name of hell was the matter with me? Was
I hypnotized? Falling under the phony spell of a cracked
inventor just because he looks like a Greek god and talks like a
Persian poet!"
But that, of course, came much later. Just now she felt as
though she were suddenly strolling in a fairy garden of

enchantment. She waded through gorgeously queer flowers,
was dizzied by exotic and exciting perfumes, while jeweled
nightingales sang heart-shaking threnodies of love and despair.
She saw this strange man, Llamkin, with clearer eyes than
when she had first beheld him in his outré garb on the polo
field. Yet, paradoxically, he seemed less substantial and
distinct.

Two rounds of cocktails and four courses of dinner came
and passed into oblivion with only Shayne and Rynder being
any the wiser—or poorer. The music shifted from Johann
Strauss to Victor Herbert. It was impossible to make small talk
with Llamkin, and Elaine frankly said so.
"Then don't," he answered softly. "I wouldn't understand,
anyway. I try so hard, but things of the lighter vein escape me,
perhaps for that very reason. Yet I am not despondent nor
gloomy. I simply do not understand how to isolate and analyze
that quality for which I seek."
"You certainly are an unusual man, Mr. Lambkin," she said,
a trifle unsteadily. "What on Earth makes you so sober?"
"Nothing on Earth," he assured her earnestly, his melodic
voice blending with the dreamy background of the music. "It is
the heritage of ten thousand years. Think of it, Elaine! Imagine
a world, strangely different from this, and yet beautiful in its
own alien way. Think of a whole race of grave, intelligent
people who are far advanced in the arts and sciences. They

have advanced so far that certain fundamental qualities have
been lost from their personalities, and they are unaware of their
loss.
"Theirs is a dying world, Elaine, but unified work and
intelligently directed effort will save it. The great scientists
know how, and they cannot induce the people to follow their
lead. There is no concern for the slow death of a once fair
world, for what is death but a mere state of transition? There is
no will to struggle, no incentive, no ambition to progress still
further.
"The men of that world have reached a condition of mental
apathy, an appalling indifference to the course of destiny. What
is this priceless, vital spark that is lacking? They have lost their
sense of humor. On Xzorculu, no man has even smiled for
more than five thousand years. They have forgotten how."
For the moment Elaine permitted herself to be swept along
on this stream of pensive fancy. She permitted herself this
poignant peek at the fabulous city of Xanadu. Again the fair
Elaine—Elaine, the Lily maid of Astolat—was adrift in her
barge upon the waters of poetic prose.
"How terrible!" she whispered. "Have they no hearts, these
men of Xzorculu? Are there no women there? No children? No
things of joy and beauty? No—no music? Listen to that! 'Ah,
Sweet Mystery of Life.' With music like that, how can man fail
to conquer his environment?"
Llamkin studied her rapt face in secret amazement. Was this
the double-talk Louis Shayne had meant?

"Yes," he murmured, sighing faintly. "They have all of those
things, even music. But the vital fire is missing. Their music
has rhythm, of course—rhythm set to mathematics. It has no
soul. What was that music being played when we met in the
cocktail lounge?"
"'Stardust,'" answered Elaine dreamily.
"How symbolic!" he said, repeating the title. "How
beautiful! I wonder, Louis, if it might be played again."
Shayne welcomed his rescue from the production figures
and expense panegyrics of Maurice Rynder. Rynder may have
had an interesting viewpoint of his own, but the sports reporter
couldn't find it.
"Yes," he said, looking at his watch. It was time to report to
his boss. "I'll see to it. Excuse me for a few minutes."

He passed on the request for a repetition of "Stardust" and
found a telephone booth. It didn't take him long to report the
day's summary to the publisher.
"And that's all you can give me on the sixth day?" said
Hartman in heavy sarcasm. "I thought you were an ace
reporter!"
"I never qualified as an attendant in a bughouse," Shayne
rejoined hotly. "I can't make this guy out. I'm beginning to
believe we didn't even see that ship of his. We're the ones who

are crazy."
"Quite so," was the acid response. "In the face of what, you
just told me about that two-way radio belt of his—that he even
sleeps with it strapped around him so he can stay in touch with
his crew. You are with him constantly, and you can't even
catch him in communication with his assistants. Six days at an
expense of better than a hundred dollars a day, not counting
your salary and bonus—and all you get is an invitation to
Mars!"
"I can't help it!" snapped Shayne. "Why pick on me? I've
kept everybody else away from him, haven't I? And you didn't
do so hot that first night with your three trained seals of
science. I didn't claim to be a scientific man, but Lambkin is
making me believe I'm a helluva lot better informed than I
thought I was. I'm taking him to that Broadway hit, 'Hades,
With Popcorn,' tomorrow night. So I won't be able to report
until after midnight. He's still diligently searching for humor,
and he's getting restless about that scientific meeting, too."
There was no answer to this, and Shayne jiggled the
telephone hook.
"Mr. Hartman? Are you still there?"
"Yes," came back the deep, measured tones of the publisher.
"I was just thinking. Keep up your work. You never can tell
when something will break. That's all. Good night."
Shayne returned to the dining room just in time to hear the
closing strains of the request number. To his stark shock, he
saw Elaine and Llamkin gliding together across the dance

floor.
In the manner of a small boy carefully holding a kitten,
Llamkin's arm gently enfolded the girl. Their eyes were
locked, as though a magnetic bond had drawn them together.
"More gravity," the reporter muttered sourly. "The Kid from
Mars had better turn off his pipe organ control."
"What did you say?" asked Maurice Rynder, turning his
head as Shayne resumed his seat. "Don't they make a
handsome couple together? I didn't know Mr. Lambkin could
dance."
"Don't bother your head about him," advised Shayne.
"You're better than I am at finance, so you take the check."
Later, as they were retiring, Llamkin spoke sadly to the
reporter.
"I still cannot see humor in the things you tell me are funny,
Louis. I just don't understand it. They can't be very comical, for
even you do not laugh. Come to think of it, you seldom laugh,
Louis. Is humor an elusive will-o'-the-wisp for you, too?"
"Lately, it's been too much of an effort," admitted Shayne.
"Elaine!" breathed Llamkin as he removed his trousers.
He stood holding them in his hand, a ludicrous athletic
figure in his shirt tail, shorts, gartered socks and shoes. Shayne
had to concede that the Kid from Mars looked better in his
Martian outfit than in partial modern dress.

"Elaine!" repeated Llamkin. "You know, Louis, the only
part of the day that seemed worthwhile to me was the time I
spent with Elaine Elliot. I've never danced before in my life,
but I believe I could dance on with her forever."
"You should have visited America during the marathon
craze," said Shayne; "At that, you're showing sense if not
humor."

CHAPTER XIII
The Snatch
Shayne began to have qualms of uneasiness when Llamkin
started looking at him in the middle of the first act of "Hades,
with Popcorn." The academic altercation began between them
during the first intermission. With allowances for the various
logical interruptions, it kept on until they stepped into the
taxicab after their visit to the Harlem night club.
"This—this spectacle," said Llamkin gravely. "Is it really
supposed to be funny?"
"You see everybody around you roaring with laughter, don't
you?" pointed out Shayne. "It is funny. Even I will admit it.
That comedian could make a corpse laugh at his own funeral.
He combines minute observation and a touch of pathos with
sophistry. In short, he's a plain slapstick artist."

"But I am not laughing," mourned Llamkin. "What you
point out as comical seems either perfectly logical or perfectly
silly to me. For instance, why don't the actors confine their
incomprehensible antics to the stage? Their constant running
out into the audience made for greater confusion. And forcing
a spectator to accept a block of ice—when he insisted that his
home was equipped with electric refrigeration—struck me as
being most annoying."
"It was annoying to that man. That's what made it funny to
everybody else. It was a joke. Even the victim understood that.
And it was harmless. No sensible person likes harmful
practical jokes."
"I grant you that it was harmless enough. But what was
funny about it?"
"The absurdity of it," snorted Shayne. "If it had been logical,
it wouldn't have been funny. The very refusal of the actors to
recognize a barrier between stage and audience makes the
business shockingly funny. That might be termed the
incongruity of fixed ideas. Just like an actor in a costume play
of, say, ancient Rome, walking out onto the stage, wearing
shoes of the twentieth century. That would bring down the
house because it would be an anachronism.
"I once saw a performance of 'Hamlet' in which the shoes
worn by the ghost squeaked loudly when he walked. Ghostly
apparitions don't wear shoes. This was concrete evidence that
he did, and was therefore material. The actors went on
pretending to believe he was a disembodied spirit. The
audience fell into the aisles."

"I don't see it," said Llamkin. "He wasn't really a spirit. Why
shouldn't the embarrassing squeak have been overlooked? As
for the anachronism you suggest, that could never happen upon
a Martian stage—if the theater were still extant on Mars."
"I can well believe it," said Shayne shortly. The reporter
with increasing frequency found himself accepting the Martian
premise unconsciously. He often surprised himself by arguing
against it as if it were an actual fact. "Would you have thought
it funny if the guy who got the ice suddenly pulled out glasses,
liquor and a bottle of vichy and proceeded to mix drinks?"
"No. Would you?"
"Certainly. Say, it isn't bad. Maybe I can do something with
it. You see, that would've turned the gag on the comedian, who
would've laughed louder than anybody else."
"I would have thought that the sensible thing to do," said
Llamkin. "It would have utilized the melting ice."

Shayne waved his hands wildly in defeat.
"You're impossible!"
"But I'm not. I am only trying to see what is funny. You say
a thing is comical. But when we analyze it, it proves to be
simply stupid. Let us consider that line which caused a gale of
laughter in the second act. It struck me as being irrelevant.
'Confucius say, man who kiss girl on hillside not on level.'

Explain that to me."
"That's a play on words or phrases which have a double
meaning. 'Not on the level' is a slang term which means that
such a person is dishonest. It also means that a hillside, being
an inclined plane out of the horizontal, is not on the level."
"Your second explanation is obvious, and I will concede the
first. But what is pleasant or comical about a man having
dishonorable intentions toward a woman?"
"Damn it, that isn't the funny part!" howled Shayne. "Only
the ludicrous combination is funny. Tear anything to pieces the
way you do, and it's as flat as a day-old pancake."
"I think so, too," solemnly agreed Llamkin. "And why the
vague reference to Confucius? He was a profoundly
humanitarian Chinese philosopher of about twenty-five
hundred years ago. And why the clipped style of speech?"
"Association of ideas," explained Shayne patiently.
"Confucius made pertinent observations. These new
wisecracks are pseudo-sage reflections. So they are attributed
to him. The clipped wording comes from what is termed pidgin
English—a style of speech employed by a few Chinese and all
movie writers."
"Thus, it seems that the entire conclusion is shakily built on
a number of uncorrelated premises," observed Llamkin. "Why,
therefore, is it funny?
"To people like you it isn't. It depends on the knowledge of
the listener. The average human being has a sufficient fund of

miscellaneous information to enable him to correlate all or
most of the points covered in a joke. The speed of it is
generally the important thing. If he has to stop laboriously,
figure it out, the joke falls flat. Sometimes the audience figures
it out swiftly, and it still falls flat. That is what is known
professionally as laying an egg."
"Wait a minute!" exclaimed Llamkin. "The humor of any
given situation does not depend on the antics or words of the
performer, but upon the receptivity of his audience?"
"My God, you've got it!" cried Shayne in mock triumph.
"Nothing is particularly funny about a comedian—in himself.
Nothing is funny about a good story with a twist or a ludicrous
situation or anything like that—in itself. It always depends on
the point of view of the listener or the reader. Everybody
doesn't laugh at everything that passes for humor. But
everybody laughs at something. It is a universal trait. Without
it, man would be lost, drowned in his own melancholy."
"That is what I have been trying to make you see," said
Llamkin. "The men of Mars are drowning in their own
melancholy. But we are not gloomy people. We simply don't
see the funny side of things. The point of view ... perhaps if I
could apply that principle to the familiar things of Mars, I
could comprehend what you mean. On Earth, it is pointless to
me; I must give it some thought."

Shayne expelled his breath with relief.

"I'm glad that argument is settled. I'm damned if I see
anything funny about it, myself. If you've had enough of this
night club, suppose we try something else. I've done my best
for you. It's up to you to find something to start laughing about.
It's your funeral."
"I fail to see anything to promote risibility about a funeral.
But I am grateful for what you have done, Louis. Perhaps, with
the other part of my mission accomplished, you have helped
Mars more than we know."
"Back on the merry-go-round," observed Shayne as he paid
the check. "Let's go, Horatio."
"Why do you call me that?"
"There seem to be more things in heaven and hell than were
dreamt of in your philosophy."
"I never doubted it," said Llamkin.
Shayne handed their hat checks to the beauty of the
cloakroom.
"Perhaps I should have called you Yorick."
"Ah!" nodded Llamkin, his face brightening. "I comprehend
your allusion. 'Hamlet' again—Shakespeare!"
"Screeno!" said Shayne. "And shake a leg."
The braided doorman under the canopy hailed a taxi for
them. The reporter ushered Llamkin inside the cab. He

followed closely on his heels—to find the cab uncomfortably
crowded.
A gun was jammed into his ribs hard enough to make him
grunt. The cab door slammed. They streaked from the curb.
"A stick-up!" yelled Shayne.
"Stow it, lug!" snarled a harsh voice. "Take it easy and you
won't get hurt. Let out a single yowl, and I'll bang your brains
down your throat. How's his nibs doing, Marlowe?"
"Quiet as a lamb."
Shayne went rigid all over at the mention of that name. He
placed "Chick" Diller and "Soapy" Marlowe, as vicious a pair
of crooks as still roamed the jungles of Manhattan.
Diller, tall, thin, and wiry as a steel cable had been a torpedo
in the old beer baronial days. How he had escaped the general
holocaust and withstood the present legal and economic
pressure, nobody knew. Shayne realized he would hood for
anybody who flashed enough of the stuff it takes.
Marlowe, big, hearty, bubbling over with fake good humor,
was an artist in soap. He used soap to seal the cracks of safes
he intended blowing, for making neat impressions of keys and
other things. And he soft-soaped prospective victims.
"Don't start anything, Kid," Shayne warned quickly.
"Everything will be all right."
"Of course," answered Llamkin's calm voice. "But why is it

necessary for all of us to sit on one seat?"
"Funny chap, aren't you?" chuckled Marlowe.
"Wise guy!" snapped Diller. "Don't take any chances with
him."
"I never take chances," was Marlowe's pleasantly grim
response.
"All right, Diller," said Shayne soothingly. "You've got us. I
didn't know you went in for smalltime heisting, but you never
can tell in this changing world. My wallet is in my inside
breast pocket. The Kid hasn't any dough on him."
"Shut up!" rasped Diller. "So you know me, smart guy?
Well, this ain't a heist. It's a snatch. And whether you come out
of it safely depends on how you behave."

Louis Shayne subsided in his crowded corner. He thought
harder and faster than he had ever thought in his life. The
gloom of the cab was eerily lifted only by the occasional pallid
glow of the street lights which the taxi passed. The reporter's
bitter conclusion was that he had failed Hartman a second time,
and had finally got Llamkin into a bad jam.
For there was no doubt in the sports reporter's mind that they
had been kidnaped at the instigation of some European or
Asiatic espionage agent. Such a spectacular demonstration as
Llamkin had staged at Meadowbrook couldn't have gone

unheeded by other interests than the Hartman combine.
So now Llamkin's fun and frolic was over. If he persisted in
his Martian act, he was due for a violent awakening.
He stood to have his invention wrested from him for
nothing, his throat cut, and his body dropped in the bay
wearing a suit of concrete. The best he could hope for was
confinement in a concentration camp until he revealed all the
details of his stratosphere ship. And just where did that leave
the man who had been the inventor's intimate for a week or
more? Shayne groaned.
"Bellyache?" sneered Diller.
"Well, it's something I can't digest," admitted Shayne
ruefully.
"A gastric disturbance," observed Llamkin sagely. "Do you
know, a study of the entomology of words in the English
language would be of absorbing interest. I only wish—"
"Nuts!" cut in Diller savagely. "Button your lip, or I'll give
you both some hot lead you couldn't begin to digest."
"I don't like the tone of your voice, Mr. Diller," said
Llamkin, his own voice taking a metallic edge. "And there is
the implication of a threat in your words. If—Ooff!" He broke
off with a gasp as his own captor jabbed him deeper with a
gun.
"Take it easy, Kid!" pleaded Shayne. "We're in a jam."

"Oh, of course—I forgot," agreed Llamkin mildly, relaxing.
"But I consider this in rather poor taste, Louis."
This brought another chuckle out of Soapy Marlowe.
"Isn't it, just? And it isn't polite to point, but pardon the
snoot of my gun."
The taxi driver twisted his head and spoke out of the corner
of his mouth.
"Almost there, Diller."
"Okay," said the leader of the trio. "Now listen, you two
guys. Where we're taking you ain't none of your business. So
are you gonna be good boys while we blindfold you, or do you
want to be sapped?"
"Sapped?" questioned Llamkin.
"Knocked on the head," translated Shayne swiftly. "We'll
take the blindfold."
"Just as you say," was Llamkin's docile agreement.
All the reporter knew was that the cab was approaching the
lower East Side and working over toward the river. More than
this he could not ascertain before Diller produced a piece of
heavy, dark material from his pocket. Shayne was wondering
how the crook expected to keep him under a gun and blindfold
him at the same time.
"Take it and put it on," his captor ordered. "It's a black hood,

but you won't suffocate. And no funny moves."
"The same goes for you, pal," Marlowe said to Llamkin.
"Put on your thinking cap. It won't come down below your
chin."

In reluctant silence, Shayne complied. From the sounds in
the opposite corner he knew that Llamkin was obligingly doing
the same. There was silence for a few minutes.
Then the cab rumbled over rough cobblestones, turned left
down a sharp incline, and halted with a ratlike squealing of
brakes. The tonneau door on Llamkin's side opened. They saw
light being flashed into the car, below their loose hoods.
"Get out first, Marlowe," directed Diller. "Caroll, open the
door."
The jingle of keys preceded the clicking of a lock. The smell
and raw feel of water told Shayne they must be close to the
East River. But he could hear none of the usual river sounds.
Without being able to see, he understood that in a few
moments.
In single file a gun in each of their backs, the two prisoners
were ordered to march ahead. They crossed the threshold of the
building. The door was closed and locked behind them. The
never-to-be forgotten smell of a warehouse swept under his
hood and reached the reporter's nostrils. He counted mentally
when they were marched nearly a hundred steps along. They

halted while one of their captors knocked at a wooden door.
"Enter," bade a gruff and obviously disguised voice.
There was plenty of light about them as the two prisoners
were conducted forward and halted.
"Very well," spoke the gruff voice again. "Unhood them."
The gun pressure at their backs relaxed. Unseen hands
snatched the obscuring hoods from their heads. They blinked
uncertainly in the bright light.
Shayne knew they were at the rear office of a huge
warehouse of some sort, perhaps even out over the water.
Gradually he became used to the light. He observed that it
shone full upon them from a cone reflector just above their
heads, throwing the rest of the room in semi-shadow. The three
kidnapers arranged themselves behind the captives, automatic
pistols in hand....

CHAPTER XIV
Unwilling Victim
But it was the fantastic scene before them that riveted
Shayne's attention. Behind a long wooden table, well back
from the cone of brilliant light, sat two men. Their hands,

white and rather ghastly against their somber black garb, were
in view on the table. Their heads and torsos were mantled by
one-piece hoods and capes, only there were eye holes in the
hoods and a white swastika was painted on the breast of each
cape.
"Off with the old hood, on with the new," observed Shayne
sardonically. "What is this—a game?"
There was no immediate response to this. Two pairs of eyes
stared coldly at the prisoners through the holes in the masking
hoods, glittering in the light that reached them. There was no
sound but the heavy breathing of a crook behind them, and the
faint lap-lap of river water against piling.
Llamkin, whose uncertain reaction to this business Shayne
was anxious to know, appeared quite at ease. He stood beside
the reporter. Perfectly balanced on his feet, shoulders thrown
back, blondish-red hair boyishly tousled, he looked as utterly
self-possessed as though he had just stepped out of a Fifth
Avenue men's shop. His hat, of course, had been left behind in
the taxi-cab.
Then the heavier of the two seated hoods spoke for the first
time. His voice was guttural and cold as the North Sea.
"It is the game of war, gentlemen," he said in precise
English, with just a trace of Germanic accent. "We regret the
necessity of bringing you here in such a manner, but it was
unavoidable. We are men of few words and I will state our
proposition briefly. Kindly pay close attention.
"You, Herr Lamchen, are the inventor of a new design of

airship. It is our purpose to examine this craft immediately. If it
is so good as the report of our agents leads us to believe, you
will be offered a fair price for the plans and this model of your
invention. If it is not, you will be released without harm. It will
be necessary for you to accompany the persuasive gentlemen
behind you by boat.
"An isolated spot has been selected out on Long Island. You
are to radio your ship to meet us there so our experts can
examine it. It is up to you whether you will agree to this
willingly or whether we shall be compelled to use force. It is
optional whether or not you wish to take your companion,
Herr Shayne, along with you."
His voice ceased, and there was expectant silence. If he had
thought Llamkin was going to protest or agree, he was
disappointed. Llamkin remained mute.
"It sounds like a secret lodge initiation, Kid," said Shayne.
"But the identity of these tough eggs behind us tells me it's the
real McCoy."
Llamkin remained silent. He merely shifted his troubled
blue eyes from the hooded figures to the natty sports reporter.
The slenderer of the hooded men cleared his throat.
"Come, come," he said in his harsh, disguised voice. "What
is your answer? Be quick!"

It was Shayne again who broke the silence.

"What is the alternative if Lambkin refuses to be
intimidated?"
"A few hours in the hands of Diller and Marlowe will make
him beg to talk. I would regret to be forced to use such harsh
methods as they are capable of devising. Hurry, Herr
Lamchen, and give me your answer. Time is flying.
"Will you demonstrate your ship willingly, or do we use
unpleasant methods?"
Llamkin fixed his eyes accusingly on Shayne.
"Don't you think this has gone far enough? I still do not have
the right point of view. It isn't funny."
"Funny?" gasped Shayne. "You're damned right it isn't
funny! We're up against a murderous spy crowd who won't be
interested in your Martian fairy tale." He edged closer and
lowered his voice pleadingly. "Better kid 'em along for the
present. Maybe we can turn the tables—"
"Kindly let Herr Lamchen answer for himself!" rapped out
the hood with the guttural voice.
Llamkin's eyes seemed to cloud over with disappointment,
as though Shayne had missed his cue somehow—or played
him false. He turned and faced the hooded pair.
"No," he said flatly. "I will show you nothing before I
address a conclave of Earth scientists."
The heavier of the two men shook visibly with fury. The

other raised his hand in a signal to the three waiting crooks
behind the prisoners. Shayne noticed the gleam of an opal ring
upon his middle finger.
"Search him!" ordered Guttural Voice. "He wears his radio
communication belt constantly on his person. Strip it from
him. Perhaps that will loosen his tongue."
Before either of the two prisoners could move, Diller and
Marlowe leaped upon Llamkin. Savagely they twisted his arms
behind him.
Shayne tensed his own muscles in involuntary protest. He
heard Llamkin's tendons crack and his breath hiss between his
lips at the sudden pain. The thug named Caroll shoved his gun
viciously into the reporter's left kidney.
"Don't move!" he snarled. "I'll spill your nasty red blood all
over that nice blue dinner jacket."
His face draining, Llamkin came up on his toes and then
settled slowly back on his heels in the grip of the two
torpedoes. Swiftly Diller shifted his hold. Marlowe gripped
both of Llamkin's wrists in one powerful ham of an hand and
held Llamkin in a stranglehold with his other arm. Diller
moved in front to rip open the captive's jacket and shirt.
In spite of this painful position, Llamkin spoke distinctly.
"Louis," he said in a deadly voice. "I never thought you, of
all men, were of the mental caliber to stoop to such trickery.
Why do you seek to do this to me?"

His strange words, the very bitterness of his voice,
momentarily halted the hands of Chick Diller. The crook stared
at Llamkin's face through narrowed and puzzled eyes.
"I?" exclaimed Shayne in stark bewilderment. "What the
hell are you talking about?"
"I thought it was simply one of those incongruous situations
you had arranged for me. Now it looks like treachery of some
sort."
"Are you crazy, Kid?" panted Shayne. "These hoodlums are
going to kill us both, if you don't give up, or I can't talk or buy
our way out of this hole."
"You mean you have nothing to do with this?" demanded
Llamkin.
"Of course not!" groaned the reporter. "This gorilla's got a
gun buried so deep in my back right now, it feels like it's
sprouting."
"Ah!" breathed Llamkin as Chick Diller growled in his
throat and ruthlessly ripped open his shirt with fingers of steel.
"Why didn't you say in the first place that these men were not
your friends?"
And a miracle came to pass. Before Diller could more than
hook his fingers in Llamkin's silk undershirt, the Kid from
Mars expanded his huge chest. His strained arm muscles went

as rigid as iron bars. Even the powerful Marlowe could not
move them in any direction.
Suddenly he stooped, dragging the astounded Marlowe
irresistibly over with him. The crook's grip slipped helplessly
on those steel wrists. He released his hold and lashed out
wildly to keep from falling.
Instantly Llamkin's arms whipped around, locked behind his
head in a terrible hug about Marlowe's neck. He rose to his feet
with a sinuous shudder that was almost reptilian, and heaved.
The bulky Marlowe went catapulting over his head in an
involuntary somersault. He crashed squarely down upon
Diller's head. The pair of criminals collapsed, senseless, to the
floor.
"Well, I'll be a—" mouthed Caroll in startled terror.
He jerked his gun around in a short arc to blast Llamkin
down.
That was all Shayne needed. He pivoted on his heel, brought
his fist up in a reckless hook. But it caught the chauffeur under
the jaw with enough force to lift him to his toes. The gun
roared once as Caroll dropped it. The bullet went wild.
Before the chauffeur could even start falling, Llamkin
reached out and plucked him bodily off his feet. He hurled him
like a javelin at the two hooded figures, who were leaping erect
in fright.
The three of them went down behind the table in a tangled

snarl of confusion. Shayne snatched Caroll's dropped
automatic. He grabbed Llamkin's arm just in time to prevent
the raging Kid from diving headlong across the table. It was
like grabbing a bar of iron, and he was nearly jerked off his
feet.
"Nix, Kid, nix!" he sobbed out. "Lay off! It's time to go.
Let's get out of here before more rats come out of their holes."
The wild glare of battle faded from Llamkin's eyes. He was
a magnificent figure in the ruins of his dress shirt and dinner
jacket. But he was sane.
"All right," he agreed coolly.
Without another glance at the havoc he had wrought, he
turned and opened the door. He led the way unerringly along
the path they had trod blindfolded.

With the sense of a homing pigeon, he found his way
through the dark straight to the door which had admitted them.
Here Llamkin was temporarily stopped by the barrier. Angry
yells pursued them.
"It's barred," panted Shayne, thrusting the gun into
Llamkin's hand. "Hold 'em off. Shoot to kill. I'll get the door
open."
"But I can't do that," protested Llamkin. "Murder is not my
purpose on Earth."

"Damn you and your purpose!" growled Shayne, feeling
frantically for the bar in the darkness. "Those krauts are
playing for keeps."
They certainly were. A whistle shrilled at the rear of the
great warehouse. A string of naked light bulbs came to life
overhead, making the vast structure a haunted place of dim
light and gloomy shadows. Like a pack of rats, the reserve
minions of the two hooded men swarmed down on the
fugitives.
"Do not kill them!" came the shouted order from the rear.
The heavy-set man, still hooded, came running forward. "Take
them alive!"
He whipped off his hood impatiently, the better to see.
Shayne, had whirled about and placed his back to the door. He
let out a whistle of amazement. He recognized the spy leader
as George Crown head of the Mammoth Mercantile Importing
Company. Crown's careless unveiling meant a graver and more
significant thing. The reporter and Llamkin were not intended
to live any great length of time, captured alive at this moment
or not.
But there was no time for speculation. The dozen ruffians
were upon them. Ostensibly warehouse employees of this
going concern, they were plainly agents of the espionage ring
that had its particular head in George Crown. The reporter
knew the country was rife with spies. But he had given the
problem little concern, content to leave such things to the
F.B.I. It had become a personal matter at a decidedly awkward
moment.

Shayne had not seen Llamkin at work in the Canary Club.
Neither had the thugs. Contemptuously thrusting into his
pocket the automatic Shayne had handed him, Llamkin leaped
to meet the charge.
As the foremost spy aimed a blow at him, Llamkin sidestepped and deftly caught the fellow's wrist. He jerked the
extended arm across his shoulder as he turned his back. He
gave a slight heave. The screaming victim hurtled over his
head to crash into the barred door and drop, bleeding and
senseless, to the concrete floor.
Shayne luckily staggered back the second attacker.
"For God's sake!" he panted. "If you're not going to use it,
give me that gun, Kid."
"No," said Llamkin, springing out for the man Shayne had
hit. "We must not kill. It isn't necessary."

CHAPTER XV
Business as Usual
Instantly his sinewy form was engulfed in a tide of snarling
men and legs and arms. How he kept his feet seemed a miracle
to the frantic reporter.

Shayne found himself being rapidly beaten down by two of
the vicious gang. He fought valiantly, but physical exertion
had been a private don't of his for too long a time. Crown
slapped him across the head with a gun barrel, while the two
henchmen held him. That was the final subjugation of Shayne.
Knocked to his knees, the reporter stared up from between his
two burly captors through a haze of pain.
Llamkin had taken his fight toward a pyramid of packing
cases, leaving a trail of unconscious men in his wake. From the
rear, Caroll spitting blood and the tall, hooded man limping
painfully, came the remaining pair from the office. Of Diller
and Marlowe there was no sign.
Caroll had another gun in his fist.
"Lemme me blast him, Mr. Crown," he pleaded with a snarl.
"Break two of my teeth, will he?"
"No!" roared Crown. "You blockhead! You would kill
before we have what we want. We need this man to control the
other. Get over there and help subdue that madman. You two,
tie this fellow up good."
The burly pair willingly obeyed by hurling the reporter to
his face on the hard, grimy floor. One knelt on him while the
second lashed his hands firmly behind him. Then they tied his
ankles, dragged him to one side. Leaving him against a burlap
bale of something, they ran to take part in the other fray.
"Himmel!" said Crown in awe. "That inventor fights like a
tiger."

"I told you," said the man still hooded. "He wrecked the
Canary Club single-handed. You had better let those men wing
him a couple of times."
"Nein! Are you mad, too? Use clubs, men! Beat him into
submission!"
"Won't this noise be heard?" asked the hooded man
anxiously.
"Not by anyone who matters," Crown answered. "Only my
own men are on duty tonight as watchmen."
Shayne heard no more, for the pair moved away to follow
the progress of the running fight. And running fight it was.
Llamkin's adversaries were cut down to six men, in spite of the
addition of Caroll and the pair who had captured Shayne.
Llamkin had shaken free from the mob and was leading them
all over the huge packed warehouse.
It looked as though they had him cornered once. He had
leaped into the air and caught hold of the dangling chains of an
overhead crane. He went up the chains, hand over hand, like a
sailor. Reaching the top, he flipped himself up on the girder
and ran like a monkey along the skeletal braces high overhead.
Caroll lost his head at this. He began firing at the fleeing
figure that was disappearing in the blackness above the widely
spaced electric bulbs. The bellowing .45 awoke the echoes in
the building.
"Fool!" howled Crown, rushing forward and knocking aside
the chauffeur's hand. "If that man dies, so do you!"

"Hell, he'll get away!" snarled Caroll.
"He cannot get out. The warehouse is locked and barred at
every exit. Climb up there after him. Get him down!"
"He's got my other gun," protested Caroll. "Or did you find
it on the other bird?"
"They must have dropped it," said Crown. "He hasn't used
it."
"He doesn't appear to need a gun," commented the tall hood
nervously. "I told you what he did to the Canary—"
"So you did!" snapped Crown. "You go now and guard the
trap to the boat. As soon as we catch him, you must get away. I
will call you if I need you later."
"All right," agreed the tall man.
He turned and limped hurriedly back toward the office
where lay the two unconscious crooks.

The entire group drifted toward the back end of the
warehouse, leaving Shayne alone and helpless in his bonds.
Straining his eyes, he saw two of the gang laboriously
climbing to the girders above and grimly preparing to stalk the
elusive Llamkin.
Twisting around to see what offered in his immediate

neighborhood, the reporter noted that the bale he rested against
was one of a pyramid. It rose to within perhaps three feet of the
spiderlike girders above.
A wild cry from the depths of the warehouse made him start.
Each moment he was afraid they had captured Llamkin. Then
came another scream, which ended in a gurgle. Llamkin had
caught another rat with his fists.
"Hell, Mr. Crown!" bellowed Caroll's voice from the gloom.
"You better give me a rifle and let me pot this guy. Only three
of your shock troopers are left. He's scattered all the rest from
hell to breakfast."
George Crown uttered a roar of rage and plunged toward the
sound of Caroll's voice. The next moment Shayne caught sight
of a flitting shadow darting out of the gloom of the opposite
front corner. It was Llamkin.
Without a pause, the Kid from Mars ran straight to the side
of the tightly bound sports reporter. He scooped him up as
though he were an infant.
"Are you hurt, Louis?" he whispered.
"Not beyond repair," grunted Shayne. "But we're slated to
die—both of us. Get out of here while you're still in one piece.
Leave me here and run. I'll manage somehow."
There was a howl of triumph from the corner Llamkin had
just quitted. A pair of the human tigers came loping out of the
darkness. Llamkin didn't take time to argue. He started
climbing those bales of goods as though they were stairs. The

reporter was still held tightly under one arm.
He paused at the top only long enough to throw Shayne
across one shoulder. Then he was on the girders again and
running with sure, swift feet.
Shayne took one look at the concrete floor far below. He
snapped his eyes shut and swallowed hard.
"Sorry to carry you this way," apologized Llamkin. "But
there is no time. I have found a possible way out through what
must be a ventilator in the roof. Why are these men so intent
on capturing us?"
"They are—foreign spies," Shayne heaved in jolting spasms.
"They want your stratosphere ship—for their own country—"
"How odd. I intend giving the plans of that and a hundred
other things to your entire world. Why should they be so
impatient?"
"War," groaned the reporter. "As if you didn't know— They
don't intend for the rest—of the world to have it— Just like
Colonel Thomlinson and John Hartman—intend to see that the
—United States get it—"
"But it isn't an instrument of war," Llamkin declared. "It is a
gravity space ship, designed only for spatial voyages."
"Llamkin, you pick a hell—of a time to kid— If you know
of a way out of this place—find it quick— That gang will burn
—your feet off to make you—surrender that ship—if they get
their hands on you—"

"You mean they are enemies of your government?"
demanded Llamkin, halting abruptly at a cross-beam.
"What the hell did you think they were doing—playing
ping-pong?"

Shayne could feel the kid from Mars tremble slightly
beneath him. He held his breath while he feared they would
both plunge to their death below.
"Wait here," said Llamkin briefly, folding Shayne across the
bracing girder. "You'll be safe until I come back."
"Good Lord, don't leave me like this!" yelped the reporter in
dismay. "At least untie my hands. There's a penknife in my
pocket."
Llamkin did not trouble to hunt the knife. He merely
inserted his sinewy fingers beneath a strand and snapped it like
thread. Unwinding the rope, he clapped an encouraging hand
on the reporter's shoulder. Then he went off along the beam
with the sure-footedness of a structural steel worker. Shayne
could only cling there and tremble.
But from his aerial vantage point, the reporter saw a strange
thing happen abruptly. Llamkin met the two pursuers close to
the pile of bales. They saw him coming, and both of them
leaped to grab him. Llamkin brushed off the gripping hands of
the first, who plummeted, screaming in terror, down to his
death on the floor.

The second connected. Locked in mortal combat, the two of
them toppled forward and fell from the girder.
Shayne caught his breath in a sobbing gasp. The pair of
them hit the fourth or fifth step of the pile of bales and rolled
safely to the bottom. But only Llamkin arose from the floor.
The spy was out cold.
There was a bellow of rage, and Crown came racing out of
the shadows, a Garand rifle in his hands. Caroll ran at his
heels.
It looked like curtains for the Kid from Mars. Shayne
groaned weakly. He gauged his chances of dropping from his
perch and landing on the overwhelmingly armed man.
It wasn't necessary to attempt such a foolhardy stunt. For the
first time, Llamkin reached swiftly toward his belt. His hand
came up with a small black object just as Crown raised his
frightful rifle.
"Surrender," ordered the spy leader in an awful voice. "I will
kill—"
He never got further. A fine jet of whitish mist lanced out
from the weapon in Llamkin's hand. It billowed over both
Crown and Caroll before they could move.
The result was instantaneous, like magic. Both men went as
rigid as statues where they stood. Then they toppled fulllength, as a log falls, and lay perfectly motionless. It was like
knocking over pewter soldiers, for they remained in the same
stiff attitude they had been standing in. It was ghastly.

A shout of alarm roared from the direction of the office.
Llamkin sprang over his vanquished foes and headed for the
sound. There was reason for alarm.
A rising wail of sirens came from the direction of the street.
Shayne heard the squealing of brakes and the pound of running
feet along the outside of the great building. Axes began
thudding against the front doors. The front doors began
splintering.
The police had arrived. Obviously somebody had heard
Caroll's earlier shooting and had called the law.

Llamkin's stride did not falter. He charged into the office in
time to see the bulky Marlowe disappearing through a trapdoor in the floor. He aimed his queer gun.
A darting streak of white—and a statue of living stone
plunged down. It crashed upon the deck of a speedboat just
below.
There was a startled curse, a yell of terror in Diller's voice,
the sudden roar of an awakened motor. Then Llamkin was
hurtling down the steep steps, to the hidden landing beneath
the office, at the inner end of the U-shaped pier.
Once more his gas gun hissed softly. The last two members
of the espionage crew toppled lifelessly before him. Llamkin
calmly stepped aboard the craft and cut the switch.

Ignoring the bodies of the two American crooks, he gathered
up the stiff figure of the tall, hooded man. He sprang back up
the steps in time to come face to face with Sergeant Reilly.
"Jumping pixies!" yelled the sergeant. "You again?"

CHAPTER XVI
The Cockeyed Truth
Llamkin nodded gravely and set his burden on its feet.
Steadying it with one hand, he pulled off the cape and
obscuring hood with the other. The granitelike features of Dr.
Percival Folkstone were exposed under the cone of light. The
eyes glittered sightlessly.
"Mother of God!" murmured Reilly, crossing himself. But
he lowered his gun. "What kind of a spell did you be usin' to
kill him? I found two more stiffs like that out in the warehouse
among the litter of the dead and the dyin'."
"I am sorry, Sergeant, if anybody died. There are two more
like this down in the speedboat. Chick Diller and a man called
Marlowe. Louis Shayne identified them by those names."
"Hell, Sergeant," exclaimed one of the bluecoats behind
Reilly. "This stiff is that high society eye doctor—Folkstone!"

"How did you kill him?" demanded the sergeant again.
"He isn't dead," said Llamkin. "I merely anesthetized him
with this."
"What is it—a gas gun?" Reilly surveyed the small black
weapon with goggling eyes.
"Yes."
"Well, would you mind handin' it over, laddie boy? I'm
afraid you're under arrest again—if you don't mind."
"I do mind," said Llamkin to both question and statement.
He returned the queer little gun to his belt.
The sergeant scratched his chin in perplexity. Then he
waved a couple of his men toward the trap-door.
"Go down and bring up them other spalpeens. Who did you
say, Lambkin? Diller and Marlowe? Boy, do we want them
two birds bad! What the hell happened here? Do you tear up
every joint you go into?"
"Help!" piped a voice from overhead, in the gloom of the
warehouse.
Sergeant Reilly started, his gun leaping up.
"Louis Shayne," explained Llamkin quickly. "I fear I forgot
him for a moment. I had to leave him up there."
"Had to leave him up there?" repeated Reilly dazedly.

"Yes. His feet are tied. I'll bring him down."
Before the bewildered sergeant could say him nay, Llamkin
thrust the stiff figure of Dr. Folkstone at him. The Kid from
Mars sprinted out into the warehouse, where numerous officers
were rounding up the victims of this amazing one-man war.
In a matter of moments, Louis Shayne was safely on the
floor and giving a recount to the police.
"It's the darndest thing," the reporter concluded. "George
Crown is the head of a spy ring that included all of these men.
Diller and Marlowe we throw in gratis. They're the pair who
kidnaped Lambkin and me. If you need any more proof than
what we've told you, and what you can see here, you should be
able to sweat it out of some of these hoodlums."
"You can't sweat nothin' out of dead men," said the sergeant.
"But there is only one dead man," replied Llamkin gravely.
"He fell to his death when he missed his hold on me up on the
girder."
"And how about Crown and Folkstone and the three
others?" asked Reilly.
"They are not dead," reiterated Llamkin. "They are in a state
of unconscious paralysis, which will wear off in a couple of
hours."
"What kind of new gas is that?"
"It isn't new on Mars. It has no Earthly name. I merely

brought it with me solely as a possible protective measure."
"Eh? Oh, Mars," responded the sergeant vaguely, squinting
at Llamkin. "Well, I guess we'd better be going down to
headquarters. Come along."

Shayne had been examining the curiously stiff figures. He
straightened up and shook his head in wonder.
"We'll go with you Sarge," he said. "But I'm advising you to
get in touch with Colonel Thomlinson before you do any
talking. And it's true—these men are not dead. Caroll's already
going limp. He'll be right out of it."
It was only two o'clock when Shayne and Llamkin returned
to their hotel. It seemed like a century to the sports reporter. He
stopped by the bar for a couple of stiff drinks and a quart bottle
to take up to their suite. One highball after they got to their
quarters was all he could get Llamkin to swallow. Then, while
Shayne set himself to the serious business of drinking himself
out of the reaction shakes, Llamkin drew Caroll's automatic
from his pocket. He began examining the weapon with great
absorption.
"A rather primitive sort of firearm," he finally commented.
"The hell you say!" snorted Shayne, refilling his glass with
straight whisky. "You wouldn't be sitting here coolly
criticizing it if you'd stopped that slug Caroll fired out of it."

"Equally true of the primeval arrow," replied Llamkin with
equanimity. "Nevertheless it is far from having the efficacy of
the atomic-blast ray gun we use on Mars for hunting the
Krulogru monster."
"Nuts!" said Shayne weakly. "That gas gun of yours is tall
enough. But how the hell did you get out of that hammerlock
grip Marlowe had on you? Ju-jutsu?"
"Ju-jutsu? Oh—the Japanese science, isn't it? Yes, you
might call it the Martian equivalent of that. I simply applied
one of the fundamental principles of Zartocxl. That is the
system of complete mental control of bone and muscle, with
the addition of the simple physics of momentum and inertia.
Your East Indians and Tibetan llamas come closer to its
understanding than your Japs. I'm glad I didn't seriously injure
Diller and Marlowe."
"I'm sorry you didn't kill them both. They scared the hell out
of me. Say, what made you leave me stuck up there on that
girder and go back to get into a fight? And why didn't you
think of using your gas gun before? Were you planning to hold
that up your sleeve as a special bargain to offer with your
airship?"
"Not at all. The men were endangering you and
inconveniencing me. That left me no recourse save to capture
them and turn them over to the police for you."
Shayne solemnly poured himself another drink. He downed
it in two gulps before speaking. His tongue was getting just a
bit thick, but a warm glow was spreading to take the psychic

chill from his body.
"Well, you broke up one of the slickest spy rings I guess
there was in America, pal. And you saved my life in the
bargain. There won't be anything too good for you now. Kill
your publicity? What a laugh! Everything that happens just
puffs you up all the more."
Llamkin considered him thoughtfully.
"But I'm not seeking publicity."
"You don't have to. It seeks you. But tell me, with all the
stuff you've got on the ball, why did you submit so tamely to
being kidnaped in the first place?"
"I thought Diller and Marlowe were friends of yours."
"What? How did you get such a crazy idea?"
"When we got into that cab, one of them said something
about me. It led me to believe that he knew me. 'Quiet as a
lamb,' he said. And then you addressed the other by name. So I
thought, naturally—"

Louis Shayne interrupted with a shout of none too sober
laughter.
"That was just a coincidence, Kid—another one of those
plays on words. Never mind, don't ask me to explain. You

wouldn't understand. Sure, I recognized Diller by Marlowe's
name. I knew those two snakes traveled together. Just some of
that simple deduction and correlation of ideas I've been trying
to explain to you. Good Lord, what a ghastly joke! You
thought I was rigging you for a laugh. Kid, I gave you up as
hopeless when we walked out of that Harlem club. So that's
why I had a hell of a time convincing you that that Pittsburgh
Klansman stuff was the real thing!"
"Pittsburgh Klansman?" repeated Llamkin uncertainly.
"Yeah, those two black hoods with the Indian sign on them."
"I can't understand the devious reasoning of Earthmen," said
Llamkin, frowning, "It wasn't necessary to abduct me to learn
about my space ship. I shall give its secrets to the entire world
of men when Colonel Thomlinson gathers all your savants
together for me to address. How soon now do you think it will
be?"
Shayne raised somewhat bleary eyes and goggled at his
companion's serious face.
"My God!" he mumbled in drunken solemnity. "Do you still
believe in that malarky?"
Llamkin was pacing the rug in long, restless strides. He
stopped short and looked sharply at the reporter.
"Certainly," he answered. "Why shouldn't I? What do you
mean?"
Shayne began to laugh shamefacedly. He refilled his, glass

from the rapidly emptying bottle, spilling the liquor carelessly
as he did so. Then he hiccoughed with restraint.
"Lambkin, I've had a sneaking suspicion all along that you
were pulling my leg. But I'll be damned if I don't believe you
really can't see a joke even when it slaps you right smack in the
old puss."
"Joke? You mean that Hartman and Thomlinson are—are
jesting with me? Indulging in what you Earthmen call a joke?"
"What else could I mean?"
"They don't intend to call a meeting for me?"
"Oh, sure, but not with scientists to listen to a lecture on
Mars. Thomlinson's probably had a couple of private talks with
the President by now. I guess he's arranging a meeting for you
with the military experts at Washington. After what you did
tonight, it'll be a cinch."
"Military? But I don't want to meet with any war experts of
any government of Earth. I came here to appeal to a worldwide congress of scientists."
The sports reporter quit laughing. He even stopped smiling.
For a fleeting moment there was an expression of pity in his
eyes. When he spoke, in spite of his impeded tongue, his voice
was hard and flat.
"Kid, you're priceless. It's a shame to tell you the Easter
rabbit doesn't lay colored eggs. But, hell, somebody's got to
wise you up! It might as well be me. Hartman never did have

any intention of calling a meeting of scientists for a crackpot
like you. He's paying me to make you stop clowning and get
ready to sell your stratosphere ship."

Llamkin's face was a study of intolerable pain.
"No!" he said sharply. "Don't tell me that! Surely, none of
you would trifle with a matter of such grave importance as an
interplanetary mission, a mission to which my whole life has
been dedicated, a mission which is for the solemn purpose of
saving an entire dying world. I won't—I can't believe it."
"None of us?" jeered Shayne in drunken frankness. "All of
us! Why don't you drop this nutty Mars business and get down
to brass tacks. You don't have to call a meeting of scientists to
make the bidding brisk on your invention. Where would
Hartman and Thomlinson get a group of scientists from,
anyway? You think scientists would travel all the way to New
York from England, Russia, Germany—anywhere—just to
hear your crazy story? Forget it, Kid. Get wise to yourself."
Llamkin, his fine, bronzed face curiously white and drawn,
came over to the table and sat down across from the reporter.
There were actual tears in his eyes, but Shayne was too far
gone to notice.
"Listen, Louis," said Llamkin in a low, emotion-choked
voice. "Do you realize what you are saying, or are you too
drunk?"

"Sure, I know what I'm saying," hiccoughed the reporter.
"And I'm gettin' good and tired of the whole game."
"Is—is Elaine Elliot a—a party to this—this jest?"
"Elaine?" Shayne frowned as he strove to concentrate. "Oh,
sure. She had her orders from that blimp, Rynder, to unbend
her pretty neck and be nice to you—sorta entertain you."

CHAPTER XVII
Welcome to Mars!
Slowly Llamkin lowered his head upon his folded arms.
There was silence in the room for a long moment. Shayne
stared with bleary and unfocused eyes.
"Don't take it so hard, Kid. 'S'all a good joke. Buck up an'
laugh. Af' all, you got th' laugh on Hartman and th' colonel—
and the spies. Nawsir, they didn't get th' ship. Don't give up th'
ship, Kid!"
Llamkin raised his head.
"The ways of Earthmen are beyond my comprehension," he
declared sadly. "All I wanted was an open-minded audience of
intelligent people. Mars, my native planet, needs but one thing,
which you possess in such abundance on Earth that you waste

it. A sense of humor is the catalyst we need to start the
reclamation of our dying world. Our greatest scientists have
reasoned this after exhaustive research, and they can't be
wrong.
"I was going to explain all this and simply ask a few
outstanding humorists of Earth to go back with me to Mars,
carrying this priceless gift. If they could not explain it—as you
have tried to explain to me—our scientists could, by
examination, find it in them and analyze it. But now—"
"Huh?" hiccoughed Shayne, cocking his head and squinting
at Llamkin. "Whazzat?"
"I just wanted a few Earthmen to accompany me to Mars
and submit to mental tests and examinations," repeated
Llamkin. "It wouldn't take more than a couple of your lunar
months. I would have pledged myself to return them to Earth
safely. They would have high honors bestowed upon them by
the Council of Xzorculu, the highest governing body on Mars."
"Oh," mumbled Shayne wisely, nodding. "Jush a nice li'l trip
to Marsh? Why dincha shay that a long time ago? I tell you
what to do. No use askin' 'em. They wouldn't go. Tha's it.
Kidnap 'em. The Kid kidnaper!"
"Take people without their consent? I can't do that, Louis."
"Oh, you can't, eh? Well, then you won't take nobody—noo-body at all, shee? They won't go, tha's all."
"But it isn't ethical," protested Llamkin.

"Wha's wrong with it? Everybody hash nice time, honorsh—
come home in coupla months—ev'thing fine."
"Whom should I take, if I do what you suggest? Do you
know of anybody?"
"Take the biggest jokers in world," said Shayne sleepily.
"Hartman, Thomlinshon, Maurice Rynder, th' President of
United Statsh, Elaine Elliot—anybody."
"Johnny Olsen, the comedian?"
"Huh? Naw! Comediansh not funny in private life. Ask their
wives."
"Not funny in private life," repeated Llamkin musingly. His
gaze was speculative as he stared at the drooping head of the
reporter. "Didn't I hear you say once you were not married,
Louis?"
"Whosh married? Me? Ish a damn lie!"
One heroic hiccough, and Shayne knocked the empty
whisky bottle to the floor, and began to snore.
Llamkin stared at him for a long moment. Then he sprang to
his feet, his blue eyes beginning to glow.
"He's right! In vino, veritas, as he said once."
With feverish hands Llamkin stripped himself of his ruined
evening clothes. He dug out his original garb of flamboyant
hues. In a few moments he stood as he had first been seen upon

the playing field of Meadowbrook. Stepping swiftly to the door
that opened on the roof, he went out into the soft darkness.
Intently he began twisting dials and pressing buttons on the
massive belt about his waist.
Like a plummet, soundless and wingless, a torpedo shape
dropped out of the sky far overhead. Nearing the roof of the
tall hotel, it checked its descent as lightly as a smoothly
braking pneumatic elevator. Then it settled gently to within a
single foot of the terrace upon which Llamkin stood. A faint
drone of smoothly running machinery, and the bow port
opened to permit the projection of the tubular steps.
The Kid from Mars drew and exhaled a long breath, and
then climbed purposefully into his ship.
*****

Generally Louis Shayne awoke heavy of head, thick of
tongue, and surly of disposition. To his amazement he did not
awaken in such a sad plight. One moment he had been sleeping
soundly, the next he was drowsily awake.
It seemed to be morning. He was conscious of a feeling of
comfort and well being. The Sun was shining in a friendly
fashion upon the full length of his bed, bathing him from head
to foot in gentle and pleasant warmth. He yawned and
stretched prodigiously, never troubling to open his eyes. He
turned luxuriously over on his side for a secondary snooze.
Never had his bed felt so comfortable, so cozily fitted to his

form. Llamkin must have put him to bed last night after he
passed out. Good old Llamkin! A crackpot, but one swell guy.
He was going to have to—
Suddenly Shayne jerked wide awake. A queer thought
struck him. Not in ten years had he slept in a bed where the
Sun—morning or afternoon—could shine on him.
He flopped back over on his shoulders and opened his eyes.
For a moment he blinked in the soft golden glow that bathed
him. Bewilderedly he sought to orient himself. This was not
his bed, and that wasn't the Sun!
He was lying on a long and narrow couch of some soft,
resilient material that was pastel blue to the sight and velvet to
the touch. About six or eight feet above his head, like a
horizontal bar that paralleled the couch, was a glowing bar of
golden light. Literally that—a bar of warm yellow light that did
not glare. It seemed quite similar to the new tube lamps which
were gaining so rapidly in popularity.
As soon as he had assimilated this odd fact, he became
aware of the ceiling. No color-mad interior decorator had ever
blended such colors and designs on ceilings outside of a
madhouse. Yet the ceiling, taken as a whole, was soothing and
pleasing in effect. When his wandering, wondering eye sought
to trace a particular column of delicate color down to its
source, he saw that he could not tell where the ceiling left off
and the wall began. There was no break, no line of
demarcation. Walls and ceiling blended into each other as
completely as the soft colors did. It was like resting under an
opalescent bell jar.

Abruptly he saw the door beyond his feet. It was an opening
fully eight feet high. The upper part curved inward with the
gently curving ceiling and at the same time curved upward to a
point on the order of a mosque top. He recognized the queer
blending of architectural styles as bordering on the Gothic and
the Moorish.
At this point the reporter became aware that his couch and
bar of soft light were not the only ones in this strange chamber.
There were two others to one side of him and three more on the
other. In a neat row against the wall opposite the door stood
the six of them. And they were all occupied!
Now Shayne knew he was dreaming. He sat up abruptly. He
made further discoveries. He was fully dressed in his rumpled
but well tailored tuxedo. There was no coverlet of any kind on
his couch. The corners of the room were rounded like the
joinder of walls and ceiling. There was no other furniture of
any kind in the chamber. He saw no opening of any kind save
that one closed door.

An audible yawn and a slight movement from the end couch
caught his ear and eye. He got up and peered across the
slumbering form next to him. He got a double shock, for he
recognized both persons.
Colonel Henry Thomlinson snored gently beside him, also
clad in evening dress. John Hartman, in dinner jacket of sober
black, was the yawning, stretching gentleman on the end. In

growing panic and bewilderment the reporter looked quickly in
the opposite direction.
On the couch next to his reposed the plump form of Maurice
Rynder, clad in maroon silk pajamas and lemon-yellow
dressing gown. Beyond the vice-president of Three
Dimensional Pictures was a woman. It was Elaine Elliot,
looking like the Sleeping Beauty. She lay quietly there with her
raven tresses framing her neck and shoulders in a halo of
midnight glory.
The figure on the last couch, under an individual bar of
golden light, was that of a man in a cutaway coat and pinstripe
trousers. But he was lying with his face toward the far wall, so
Shayne could not recognize him.
"Now I know I'm batty," Shayne assured himself aloud. "I
never got a dream like this even out of Volstead gin and corn
whisky."
At his words, John Hartman sat upright with a snap. The
publisher glared around wildly. He caught sight of the sports
reporter, looked beyond him, and then brought his straining
eyes back to his employee.
"Shayne!" he cried in alarm. "What the hell is all this?"
"You're my dream, and you're asking me!" snorted the
reporter. "Or am I awake, and you and Thomlinson have pulled
another fast one—this time in technicolor?"
Maurice Rynder popped awake, puffing and blowing and
staring about him in big-eyed wonder.

"Heaven?" he gasped. "I'm in heaven?"
"In an outfit like that?" derided Shayne. "Saint Peter must be
color-blind."
Colonel Thomlinson started up, his lean, keen face
registering baffled amazement.
"In the name of God," he breathed, "what has happened?"
"It looks like Rainbow Pellets has turned the tables on us,"
Hartman declared. "Ask him. He says I'm a dream, and I
believe it."
A tiny scream prevented further comment. They all turned
quickly.
Elaine Elliot was clutching at her hair and staring wildly
around.
In a group, perhaps seeking mutual solace in proximity, the
four men ran toward the girl's couch. Shayne sought in vain for
the proper words of comfort to offer her.
The sound which had escaped her lips had aroused the sixth
and final sleeper. The man turned over, opened his eyes,
blinked. He stared in stark disbelief at the beautiful young
woman next to him. Immediately he sat bolt upright. Colonel
Thomlinson gave vent to a choking cry.
"Great Jupiter!" he gurgled. "The—the President of the
United States!"

It was none other. The great man lifted his head in that
familiar gesture of his, his solemn gaze seeking out the
financier! He blinked once more, smiled dubiously, and looked
again at the charming Elaine.
"Hello, Thomlinson," he said in his mellow baritone voice.
"I thought you were in New York. I've been in numerous
delicate and diplomatic situations in my life, but this is indeed
a rendezvous with destiny. Can you explain it to me?"
"Mr. President—Mr. President," faltered the colonel, "I—I
haven't the slightest idea what this is all about."
"No? Ah, that is John Hartman, too, is it not? At least I am
in good company. You might introduce me."
The colonel got sufficient control of himself to do so.
Maurice Rynder beamed happily at his introduction, then
glanced down at his strictly informal attire, and became selfconscious. Shayne took it in his stride. The reporter stood there
knitting his brows and scratching his head. He pursued an
elusive fragment of thought which seemed to have some
bearing on this crazy situation. But he couldn't seem able to pin
it down.
Elaine was a good trouper. "I am honored to make your
acquaintance, Mr. President," she said, smiling. "I only hope
I'm not dreaming."
"I hope I am," said Shayne fervently. "This—this beats me."

"You mean you had nothing to do with this?" demanded
Thomlinson.
"I certainly do," Shayne came back crisply, pointedly. "But
I'm not so sure of you and John Hartman."
At that instant there was a slight sound across the room.
They all looked toward it, startled. The door was open.
Llamkin stood there. He was bare-headed. For the first time
since Shayne had know him, the Kid from Mars was without
his special radio belt. His garb was different, too. Becoming,
but futuristic in cut, his slacks were pale green. His Russiancollar blouse was mauve and gold.
"Good morning, friends," he greeted in a warm voice. "You
awakened a full hour before we expected you to. Welcome to
Mars!"
"Mars?" repeated the President. Then he laughed pleasantly.
"I recognize you now, my friend. You are the—ah—gentleman
from Mars who broke up the championship polo match at
Meadowbrook last week, and, more recently, other things."
"Last month, sir," corrected Llamkin courteously. "You have
been in a state of suspended animation for three weeks."

CHAPTER XVIII

Where Are They?
All of them looked blank at this astounding remark save
Elaine. She turned to glower at the gaping Maurice Rynder.
"Maurice," she said in an angry but appalled undertone,
"you are going to land us all in Alcatraz with your mad
publicity. Do you know what the penalty is for kidnaping the
President of the United States?"
"Don't talk crazy," retorted the fat man with more spirit than
he had ever shown. "Would I go around kidnaping people
when I'm wearing clothes like this?"
Elaine became aware of her own charming dishabille. Her
night-dress was as becoming as a princess gown. She lapsed
into rosy confusion.
Shayne glanced automatically at his wrist-watch. It had
completely run down. Hartman shook with visible anger.
"What sort of nonsense is this?" he roared. "Where are we?
Who did this to us? How was it done?"
"Nonsense?" repeated Llamkin in the sternest voice he had
yet used. "You, sir, are the perpetrator of nonsense—you and
Colonel Thomlinson. But forgive me, I do not mean to lose my
temper. I have come to escort you to breakfast. Miss Elliot"—
and now his tone was coolly impersonal—"there is a boudoir at
your disposal, just across the corridor. Gentlemen, there is a
Martian substitute for a washroom adjoining this chamber.

Come, I will show you."
Colonel Thomlinson surprised them all by bursting into a
hearty laugh.
"All right, Lambkin, you win. I apologize to you. Now drop
all this movie stuff and explain the joke to the President."
"This is not a joke, Colonel Thomlinson," returned Llamkin
succinctly. "I'll explain gladly. But I thought you would prefer
postponing it until you have broken your fast."
At his words, they realized suddenly that they were hungrier
than they remembered ever having been so early in the
morning.
"I demand an immediate explanation," said Hartman angrily.
"Who is responsible for this high-handed outrage? How did
you accomplish it? Where are we?"
"Very well," Llamkin answered crisply. "I acted upon good
advice. You gentlemen refused to call a meeting of scientists to
hear my story and respond to my plea for such a little aid. All
that Mars required was a visit from a few men of Earth to
permit our own savants to isolate that mental condition known
to you as humor.
"After you deluded me and laughed at me, I simply entered
your various bedchambers and abducted you. First, each of you
was placed in a state of suspended animation. Then I put you
in separate cubicles in my ship, and brought you to Mars. We
arrived here some twenty-four hours ago. You have been
reviving under the vitamin tubes ever since. That is all."

"And how," asked the President in measured tones, "were
you able to penetrate to my bedroom in the White House
without detection?"
"Quite readily, sir. The rocket tubes of my ship were
designed for several purposes. One purpose is to spray a cloud
of anesthetizing gas over a wide area. I simply put everybody
on the grounds to sleep, lowered my ship close to the roof of
your residence, and entered your home unmolested. Louis,
Elaine, and Rynder, I removed via the roof of the Telecast
Plaza. Mr. Hartman and Colonel Thomlinson I procured by the
use of a hand gas gun. You were all asleep at the moment of
my entry and consequently knew nothing of it until this
moment."
"Impossible!" cried the President.
"Incredible! Ridiculous!" snorted Hartman and Thomlinson
together.
"I don't believe it!" yelled Rynder.

Elaine said nothing. Her eyes were twin pools of starry
wonder as she gazed at the speaker.
"You are here," pointed out Llamkin calmly.
This was unanswerable, wherever "here" was.
"This is the best dream I ever had," Shayne finally broke his

silence. "It practically makes sense. Kid, you're so true to form,
I almost think I'm awake."
"You doubt me," said Llamkin. "You refuse to credit the
evidence of your senses. And you, Louis— To think that you,
of all Earthmen, refuse to believe! Look!"
He pressed a stud in a row of buttons beside the door and
pointed toward the end wall. They followed his order.
On the wall, they saw a soft glow come into being and
expand outward like the light from an opening shutter on an
optical machine. As they watched, it grew to a six-foot square
and took on color and depth as though the wall were
dissolving.
Suddenly the wall wasn't there. It was as though they stood
before a magic window. They looked out upon an incredible
landscape.
"A Three-dimensional color projector!" exclaimed Rynder
excitedly. "Where and how did you get it, Lambkin? They
haven't even been released to the theaters yet."
"Again you delude yourself," said Llamkin. "You are
actually looking through the wall at the scene of the Burning
Desert outside this laboratory. The instrument I am employing
is what your television may some day become. I suppose you
would call it penetrision. Look! Where on Earth is there a
scene such as that?"
They looked. To left and right, stretching away toward
illimitable distance, were bleak and sheer and dreary barren

rock. The wrinkled crags seemed to cry aloud that they had
suffered the erosion and winds of untold centuries.
Across the foreground there trotted an incredible green
figure, a figment from a nightmare, a huge, eight-foot
monstrosity of green skin and egg-shaped head that shambled
its splay-footed course from right to left and disappeared from
view beyond the edge of the screen. After this bizarre creature
passed, there was no movement of life about the weird scene.
In the center lay nothing but the arid sand of a red desert.
The sand seemed to glow and ache with a sullen, fiery life of
its own.
Far away, in the middle distance, there twinkled and
glittered the spires and minarets and towers of what appeared
to be a fairy city. Through a dark and cloudless sky, as though
it were a medium of smoked glass, there shone a tiny Sun. The
yellow ball was about half the size of the normal Sun that
warmed Earth.
It was queer, bizarre, desolate. Yet that heart-rending scene
somehow made their throats ache. It made them queerly
homesick for the green and familiar things of Earth.
Elaine uttered a little sobbing, choking cry...
"How weirdly beautiful! How—how terribly sad!"
"Good God!" exclaimed Hartman, passing a trembling hand
across his brow. "What was that—thing?"
"You mean the green man?" asked Llamkin. "That was a

Kanobian—a member of one of the interior races. They are
employed at this experimental station as servants. Very likely
you would consider them highly intelligent, but they compare
to the ruling race of Mars as the Australian bushmen compare
to your Earth Anglo-Saxons."
"Well!" snorted Shayne. "That's the first green frogman I
ever saw that didn't come out of a bottle."
"Ah!" said Llamkin, smiling. "You are thinking of your
Arabian folklore of genii?"
"No," said Shayne. "I mean spirits of another density. Go on
with your lecture."
"You are looking south toward the rim of the Burning
Desert," stated the solemn voice of Llamkin. "The city you see
in the distance is Xzorcus, capital city of Mars. The Sun at this
time of the year is nearly one hundred and fifty million miles
distant. You are viewing this scene from the scientific
laboratory of Dneirf, my mentor, who is known on Mars as Zfourteen-Y-six-three-twelve.
"Everything within this building has been adjusted to Earth
conditions. It is where I spent my entire formative life.
Outside, exposed to the normal conditions of Mars, even I
would die in a short while. I am an exile upon my own world.
When I tried, Mr. Hartman, to explain this to your Professor
Strauss, he wouldn't even listen to me. Now do you believe
what I told you?"
"A better movie set I never saw in my life," said Rynder in
an awed voice. "I would give a million dollars to such an artist

to paint back-drops and design sets for me."
Hartman recovered from his spell at this remark.
He whirled on the fat little vice-president and grabbed his
shoulder in a cruel clutch.
"Confound you, Rynder!" he grated. "So you are in on this
crazy thing, too! I might have recognized your touch."
Llamkin made no sound as he pressed another button.
The scene faded back into the pastel-tinted wall. The
President turned gravely.
"You ask us to believe, my friend," he said, "that yesterday
we were on Earth, and today we are fifty or sixty million miles
away?"
"Three weeks ago you were on Earth," said Llamkin. "Even
a gravity ship cannot make a spatial voyage of fifty million
miles in ten hours."
"I fear I must concur in the general consensus," the President
answered. "This is ridiculous."
"At least, you will come to breakfast? Dneirf has gone to
considerable pains, to produce a typical Earthly meal. But I
have included a couple of Xzorculuan fruits that I think you
will like. Please feel at ease and perfectly free to ask about any
and everything strange you see. I will wait for you."

In sober silence, the six puzzled Earthlings filed out of the
room. They entered the lavatories Llamkin pointed out to them.
In the washroom, the men compared notes and made a slightly
disquieting discovery. Save for Shayne's watch, not one of
them had so much as a penknife.
"That man is a madman," declared Hartman forcefully. "And
we haven't the slightest thing we can use as a weapon."
"The Kid may be a screwball," Shayne corrected. "But we
don't need any weapons to fight him. I feel safer in his
company than yours. He saved my life from those spies."
The publisher reddened. "Now, Shayne, that spy business
last night—"
"Three weeks ago," corrected the reporter. "I insist on my
dreams being logical."
"I've already apologized," put in Thomlinson soothingly. "I
thought you were stalling us along, Shayne. I didn't know what
you were up against. Don't let us quarrel how."
"No, gentlemen," added the President. "The condition is
grave. It is obvious that we are being held somewhere for
ransom. If we cannot work ourselves out of this predicament,
we must remain calm until the F.B.I. locates us."
"Ransom?" exclaimed Rynder in comical dismay. "Six
people like us? Holy cameras, it will take the national income
to do it!"

"We might watch our chance and gang up on Lambkin—
catch him off-guard," suggested the colonel hesitantly.
"Before we even know the layout of this joint?" queried
Shayne acidly. "Besides, didn't you get your lesson about
trying to gang the Kid from Mars? Have you forgotten the
Canary Club? The Mammoth warehouse?"
They finished their ablutions, accepting the queerly designed
wash basins, burnished steel mirrors, oddly different combs,
brushes, and absorbent towels without comment.
When they returned to the corridor, they found Llamkin and
Elaine awaiting them.
Llamkin broke off a description of Martian communal life
and addressed the whole group.
"At the far end of this corridor is the observation room
where we will breakfast. It is the main laboratory of the
building. You will find the gravity and the atmospheric
pressure somewhat lessened than here, but I do not think you
will experience any particular discomfort. It is the chamber
where I always meet with my tutors, a sort of common
meeting-ground as it were. After breakfast, several of our
scientists will wish to visit you there. I trust you will offer no
objections?"
"I don't think we're in a position to object to anything at this
moment," said the President slowly, with a rueful smile.

"Thank you," responded Llamkin gravely. "I assure you that
you will be submitted to no indignities."

CHAPTER XIX
Search for an Element
Breakfast proved to be a meal that Llamkin's involuntary
guests never forgot.
In the first place, the setting itself awed them. It was a great,
spherical chamber. Around the circular, endless wall, were
banks and banks of odd looking machines and instruments.
Even the metal and materials used in their construction were
strange.
There were dials and gauges with unearthly symbols and
marks. There were long tables and benches vaguely
reminiscent of Roman design, but different in an inexplicable
way.
Save for two doors opposite each other, there were no
openings. The huge room was lighted high overhead by a
circle of the same golden-barred tubing as had been above each
of their couches.
"Artificial sunlight," explained Llamkin simply. "I have
spent my life under these rays. That is why my skin is bronzed

like an Earthman's."
In the center of this chamber was the only jarring note, and
the only familiar looking objects to the prisoners. This was a
table and seven straight-back chairs. Save for the unidentifiable
materials of construction, they might have come from the
dining room of the Telecast Plaza. That was precisely where
the design had come from.
Upon the table were what appeared to be an electric
percolator, toaster, and waffle-iron. There were napkins, china,
glass, and silverware. A beautiful crystal bowl in the center
contained fragrant fruits that reminded Shayne of an
impressionist's conception of unknown tropical varieties. Best
of all, there was food similar to good old ham and eggs and
coffee.
Yet about every one of these familiar things there was an
alien sort of feel which made even the tangible articles they
touched, such as knives and forks, seem as unreal, and yet as
reasonable, as objects in a dream. Perhaps it was the sense of
lightness of weight due to the lesser gravity, or the rarefied air
that made them faintly dizzy. However, the food was material,
and it was delicious. Except for the exotic fruit, it was as
normal a meal as they had ever eaten.
"I'm sorry I cannot offer you tobacco," said Llamkin with an
apologetic air. They had concluded their breakfast without
coming to blows over the little arguments that developed,
pertaining to their predicament. "But the rarefied atmosphere
of Mars and the appalling shrinkage of vegetation has made
such a minor vice obsolete. Now, if you please, I would like to

introduce the wisest scientists of my world. These savants,
with your assistance, will become the saviors of Xzorculu."
As if this were a signal, a door opened opposite the one
through which they had entered. Five strange and incredible
beings came into the laboratory.
They were not at all horrifying—quite the contrary—and
they were undoubtedly human. But they were giants. The
shortest and most delicately formed of the five was fully seven
feet tall. All of them were thin. Not one could have been less
than fifty years of age. And all of them, were completely bald.
They had an amazing breadth and depth of chest which
indicated a great lung capacity.
Dressed in a fashion similar to that of Llamkin, they
advanced. Their faces, individual and sharply distinct, were
normal-featured. But the stamp of a common solemnity
marked them all.
"These, my friends," said Llamkin, "are the five greatest
minds of science upon Mars. They are Dneirf, Zarcol, Bllyna,
Kartyl, and Xyttus. There is no need to introduce you. They
have already examined each of you and know you by name.
They have been busy preparing such things as these for you
while you were sleeping."

As their names were called out, each Martian stepped
forward and bowed gravely. The first, Dneirf, spoke.

"In the name of the world of Xzorculu I greet you, men of
Earth. We feel particularly honored to receive as our guest the
President of one of your greatest nations."
His voice was deep and not unmusical. But it enunciated in
an accent different from any the Earthlings had ever heard
before. They didn't know whether to laugh or accept the
situation seriously. The President solved the matter by
answering for all.
"Accustomed as I am to meeting with all kinds of people,"
he said in his splendid voice, "I see no reason for drawing the
line of democracy here. At least, you are treating us royally if
irregularly. We, perforce, respond to your greeting."
All five of the seven-foot giants listened in grave courtesy
while he spoke. Then the third, Bllyna, turned eyes of onyx
black upon Llamkin. He began speaking rapidly in a jargon
that musically mixed gutturals, consonants, and a sort of
sibilant whistling together. Llamkin nodded soberly and
replied in the same tongue. The five elderly giants began
conferring in low tones among themselves. But their sharply
alert eyes continued to study the group about the table.
At last the Kid from Mars turned to the Earthlings.
"Bllyna asked me if yours were not the voice whose
intonations I adopted in learning to speak English," he
explained to the President. "Before you return to Earth I will
show you the radio-penetrision equipment by which we have
been enabled to study Earth so closely. Now, if you are ready,
they want to converse with you. They will ask you many

questions, some of which may seem puzzling and strange.
"Please bear in mind that their purpose is to analyze the
mental quirk Earthmen have which makes them laugh in the
face of adversity, jest in the face of death, and stand shoulder
to shoulder to give battle to their environment, to—to whistle
while they work. Don't hesitate to answer in English as they all
understand your language perfectly."
Maurice Rynder banged his fist down on the table.
"I don't believe anything I'm hearing and seeing," he
declared violently. "This is all fake. Five side-show giants
strutting around and spouting pig Latin, that's all they are!"
This outburst relieved the strain. Elaine laughed a bit
hysterically. The others joined in, all but Shayne. The reporter
was staring from Llamkin to the five pale and bald-headed
giants, shaking his own head slowly in frowning perplexity.
At sight and sound of the laughter, the five Martians leaned
forward in solemn intensity. Then they drew back as the
laughter subsided and began clucking and piping and jabbering
together like a group of excited Chinese laundrymen in a fantan house. In a moment they drew forward several of their
queer benches and sat down.
Bllyna singled out Elaine and began asking eager questions.
"Why did you laugh? Was what Rynder said humorous? If
so, why?"
It wasn't any time until all five giants were asking questions

on all manners of subjects and listening gravely to the varying
answers. After a period of time it became apparent that they
were following an involved system of their own. It was to the
Earthlings, like playing a new type of cross-questions and silly
answers, the rules of which they had not yet learned.

Through the entire session, which lasted about two hours,
not once did one of the five take down a single note or crack
the slightest smile. It was the most bizarre experience the
prisoners had ever had. Llamkin participated in the discussion
by talking incomprehensible jargon with his confreres and
explaining certain points in English to the Earthlings. Shayne
noted that they were slowly becoming interested in the weird
interrogation in spite of themselves.
At the conclusion of the meeting, the five abnormally tall
Martians gravely took their leave through the door they had
entered. Llamkin turned his full attention to his guests.
"Two hours at a time is long enough for each examination,
according to Dneirf," he explained. "They would like to meet
you here at four-hour intervals—except during rest periods and
mealtimes, of course."
"What?" exclaimed the President in surprise. "How long is
this to continue? Surely not as long as a session of Congress?"
"Perhaps," said Llamkin seriously. "At least until the savants
discover your humorous point of view. But they will certainly
succeed where I have failed."

"Like hell!" exploded Maurice Rynder. "If you think I'm
going to sit around and wisecrack to your five stooges for six
months, you're crazy. I've got to get Three Dimensional
Pictures on the market. I ain't got that much time to give even
to the President of the United States! Why—" Realizing just
what he had said, the cinema magnate broke off in confusion.
The President glanced at the luridly attired little fat man and
chuckled.
"I'm afraid, Mr. Rynder," he said dryly, "that there is little
else you can do—until we are rescued."
Hartman and Thomlinson began to protest angrily to their
apparently omnipotent host. They switched to mention of
money and quickly worked their way up through hints of
punishment to violent threats of reprisal. Llamkin merely
looked from one to the other of the indignant pair in stony
silence. Elaine finally sought to pour oil on the troubled
waters.
"Mr. Lambkin," she said in her most persuasive voice as she
turned the glamor on full blast. "Surely you're not serious
about keeping us prisoners any longer? Why don't you be a
good sport and call all this"—she gestured prettily yet
helplessly with her hands—"this off? There are so many more
interesting things you and I could be doing in New York. And
there are important things the President should be doing."
Llamkin surveyed her soberly. His blue eyes traveled over
her lovely figure, from the sable crown of her head to the satin
slippers on her feet. She blushed rosily, self-consciously under

his inspection, wondering how he had carried her from her
bedroom to the couch upon which she had awakened. She
experienced a little pang of regret that she could not remember
the thrill of it.
At the same time she had to acknowledge to herself his
delicacy and consideration in at least putting her boudoir
negligee over her gown.
"There is nothing as interesting and important, Miss Elliot,"
he answered in cold courtesy, "as the outcome of this
experiment. And need I remind you that it is no longer
necessary for you to exert yourself in order to be kind to me?"

It was like a dash of cold water in her face. She stamped her
foot indignantly.
"Oh-h-h, you!" she cried. "I'm not trying to be nice to you
for any ulterior reason. It's you I'm thinking about. Haven't you
sense enough to realize what it's going to mean when the
President is missed today? Your very life is going to be the
price!"
"I scarcely see what difference today will make. There has
been a great deal of excitement for the past three weeks, but
nothing critical, according to my radio reports. The vicepresident is handling things quite nicely. Am I to infer that you
are interested, in me, then, for myself alone?"
"Why, you—you conceited animated cartoon in technicolor!

I wouldn't turn my head to look at you if you were the last man
on Earth."
"We are not on Earth," he assured her gravely. "However, if
I owe it, I thank you for your commercial interest in me while
there."
Elaine was healthily normal. She had a mind and a will of
her own. She couldn't resist the impulse that seized her.
Lifting her slim white hand, she slapped him squarely across
the mouth.
Llamkin's head bobbed back, and an expression of
astonishment crossed his features. Then his brows drew down
level in anger. His hands darted out, grasped her roughly, and
crushed her against his broad chest. She gave vent to a little cry
of alarm as his hands bruised her. It was Shayne who laid a
remonstrating hand upon Llamkin's shoulder.
"Nix, Kid," the reporter said reprovingly. "Gents don't
manhandle ladies. They either spank 'em or kiss 'em—or
nothing. Elaine's not to blame for stringing you along. She was
told to do it, or else. Lay off the gal, and I'll feed a line to your
five fugitives from a freak show until their ears drop off. Why
not? I've had plenty of practise with you."
Llamkin's face became tranquil again.
He released Elaine as swiftly as he had grabbed her.
"Of course," he said. "Thank you, Louis." Then he addressed
all of them. "Come. I will show you your living quarters for the

time you will be with us. A room has been prepared for each of
you. And while it is true that I abducted all of you without your
consent, I was set the example by two of you. I am sorry if you
resent it, but it is too late now. All I can do is entertain you to
the best of my ability and pledge you my solemn word of
honor that you will be duly returned to Earth, safely and
unharmed. I am sorry I lost my temper just now. You see, I had
never been struck by a woman before."

He turned and led the way out of the laboratory. In a sort of
chastened silence the six Earthlings followed him.
Impersonally, but solicitous of their comfort, Llamkin pointed
out their private rooms.
"Your quarters are windowless, of course," he said. "But
they are lighted and air-conditioned, and there is a bath
adjoining each one. Whenever you like, I will gladly show you
over the entire part of this building, which is Earthconditioned. Every effort has been exerted to safeguard you
from all possible danger. I do not think an accident can
happen. But I must warn you not to attempt to explore or to
escape without my permission.
"As I told you before, once outside of the boundary of these
artificial Earth conditions, even I would succumb. You people
couldn't withstand the physical change, not to mention the
thousand other perils of a strange planet."
And that was distinctly that. Hartman and Thomlinson, the

boldest and most resentful of the group, learned it within the
next forty-eight hours.

CHAPTER XX
The Funny Catalyst
There was no exit or opening of any kind from the part of
the building of which the Earthlings were permitted the run.
The various rooms and corridors were on one floor, and it was
impossible to ascertain whether there were floors above or
below them. The only exit they could find was the door to the
laboratory where they had met the funeral five, as Shayne
dubbed the somber scientists. Even this door they found
impossible to open when Llamkin was not with them.
So life settled into a queer routine of two hours of oral
examination and four hours off. As the quizzes proceeded, they
found themselves feeling less and less like doing anything
between save resting. For the examinations became
progressively harder. By the third one, the Martian savants
began using various strange machines to check reactions. It
became more like going through an exhaustive clinic each
time.
And still the five pale giants were not satisfied. In
desperation, Shayne and Rynder put on a vaudeville sketch to
make them laugh. When that didn't work, they staged an act

with Elaine in it. Still the sober-faced Martians did not even
smile. It became a game and then a point of honor to make
these queer beings laugh.
Even Llamkin grew soberer and more anxious with each
meeting. Twice he had Shayne give a dissertation on wit,
humor, and point of view. The President, who was used to
applause and laughter at his bon mots, tried everything he
knew from parody to political speeches, and failed miserably.
Then one morning when Llamkin went to awaken Elaine,
the girl did not respond to his knock. He called her name and
received no answer. But he heard a furtive sort of movement
within, and he opened the door. An amazing scene met his
eyes.
Seated languidly in a Martian chair was Elaine. She was in
the grip of two huge green Kanobian servants, one of whom
was holding her right forearm and was on the verge of making
an intravenous injection from a hydrosylph—a Martian syringe
plant which contained the nidir drug that produced a hypnosis
and a complete paralysis of the brain.
"Stop!" cried Llamkin in a terrible voice. He sprang forward.
"By what authority do you dare invade—"
He could get no further.
"The masters ordered it," articulated the second Kanobian in
a hissing, sibilant voice, while the first green man simply
jabbed down with his deadly needle bulb.
Furious, Llamkin whipped a slender ray gun from his

blouse, aimed it, and pressed the finger stud. A thin lance of
fire shot across in front of the indifferent girl and struck the
Kanobian in the stomach. The huge green man winced and
then simply exploded in a puff of billowing gas. He vanished
into nothingness. Llamkin swung his deadly weapon at the
second Kanobian who promptly fell to his knees and began
babbling for his life.
Llamkin hesitated. He examined Elaine quickly and saw that
she was not yet harmed, having merely had the first
inoculating dose of the drug which would soon wear off.
"Very well," he said grimly. "Get out of here, and take this
message to Dneirf. I will not permit the slightest harm to come
to any one of our guests. I will not tolerate the smallest
dangerous experiment. We do not know how Earth beings will
react to Xzorculuan drugs. Now, go!"
The green giant fled precipitantly from the chamber.
Llamkin glanced to see that the ventilating system was
properly removing the gaseous cloud that had been the first
Kanobian, and then he set about reviving the girl. When Elaine
came out of her stupor she had no recollection of what had
passed. Sighing in relief, Llamkin forebore telling her. There
was no need alarming her, and it was up to him to see that
nothing of like import happened again.
He intended speaking to Dneirf about the ugly occurrence,
but he did not have the opportunity to do so before the next
period of interrogation.
It was on the third day—about the tenth or eleventh

consultation—and everybody was desperate. Mentally
exhausted, deathly weary of talk and argument and experiment,
the nerves of the prisoners were worn almost to the snapping
point. The game had gone stale.
After about an hour of futile questioning, which did not
elicit even a civil reply, the five giants solemnly shook their
heads. They had been growing sadder looking by the minute.
They withdrew to one wall and conferred in low tones.
"If we only had a blackboard, we might give them a chalk
talk," said Shayne wearily. "We've tried everything else."
"What is that?" Llamkin asked anxiously.
Shayne sighed. "Okay, here's another lecture, folks. A chalk
talk is one of the things vaudeville artists starve at in this
enlightened era. A man gives a nonsense lecture as he draws
pictures on a blackboard. Then suddenly he turns the picture
upside down, and it's something altogether different from what
he has been drawing and talking about. And I feel like a chalk
talk illustration right now."
To his mild astonishment, Llamkin grew overwhelmingly
interested.
"That is supposed to be funny?" he inquired. "If I follow
you, it is building up one point of view in the audience and
then suddenly switching them to another without warning?"
"I didn't mean it, Kid, but you get the idea."
"It is the most sensible thing I have yet heard any of you

mention as being considered humorous on Earth. Your
suggestion has possibilities. And I have a medium with which
you can work in my boyhood classroom. Excuse me for a few
minutes."
"Mad Anthony—riding to the hounds again," groaned
Shayne as Llamkin strode rapidly out of the laboratory.
"He's not mad!" said Elaine in quick resentment. "Your
wisecracks are beginning to sound like Joe Miller to me. And
you've talked yourself into a square corner this time. I only
hope you can draw."

Before an argument could take place, Dneirf and Bllyna
came forward to rejoin them. The other three scientists
wheeled out a queer and ponderous machine they had not used
before.
"We have come to the conclusion," said Dneirf gravely,
"that we have been applying the wrong method: Instead of
exhausting you with trying to formulate into spoken language
such an obviously intangible and elusive thing as humor, we
have decided to use this machine. In English, it might be called
a decalculator. This machine—you can see our colleagues
adjusting it there—is a sort of psycho-analyzer.
"Electrically impulsed, it probes to the bottom of a mind and
transcribes every process of thought and memory upon a set of
metal plates. By using the decalculator on you in this fashion,
we can consult the plates without troubling you any further

with questions. It will only take a few minutes for each of you.
The process is painless. All you have to do is seat yourself
there under the head-cap and relax. I will ask Miss Elliot to
oblige first."
The girl looked uneasily at the machine. It faintly resembled
a barber chair crossed with a hair permanenter. Instead of a
number of wires ending in curler attachments, a veritable forest
of wires ran into a shining, inverted metal bowl above the
chain. The bowl looked like a sun-lamp or a hair dryer. The
wires led to a battery of dials and complicated recording
equipment.
"It looks like an inventor's nightmare, doesn't it?" said the
President. "But no harm has come to us yet."
"I'll do it," Elaine said wearily. "Anything for a laugh."
"That smells like an old gag to me," said the disgruntled
reporter.
Elaine did not deign to reply. She walked across the floor
and seated herself as the three giants at the machine directed. It
was a comfortable seat at that.
One of the trio spun an adjustment wheel. It lowered the
gleaming bowl until it covered and encircled her head down to
the line of her eyebrows. Another took up his station by the
recording apparatus. The third moved over to a panel board of
studs and switches and looked expectantly at Dneirf.
At that instant, Llamkin returned to the huge chamber. He
took one look, and his eyes widened in horror. He dropped the

paraphernalia he was carrying and cried out sharply in the
weird chattering that passed for language between the giants.
"Hold!" he said. "What are you doing?"
Dneirf looked at him sadly.
"We are forced to the last resort, my son. There is nothing
left but to use the decalculator."
"The decalculator? No! You can't do that, Dneirf!"
"It will explore the deepest nooks of the human mind,"
replied Dneirf. "If the explanation of humor is there—and it
must be there—we will find it."
"But you know the subject will come from the decalculator a
babbling idiot!" cried Llamkin. "That would be worse than
murder. We can't do that."
Dneirf shrugged. "It is harsh, but it is certain."
"Have you told them what it will do to them?"
"No," admitted Dneirf honestly. "It would only cause
possible violence."
"And rightly," Llamkin cried angrily. "Xyttus, don't you
dare depress that primary switch! Elaine," he burst into
English, "get—"

"Silence!" Dneirf almost shouted in cold fury, still speaking
his native tongue. "What has come over you, Llamkin? Your
whole life has been dedicated to this sacred purpose. The very
life of our planet depends on waking our people from their
apathy. We ask nothing of other worlds. We have the means of
working out our own salvation. All we need is that tiny leaven,
that minute spark which will rejuvenate the stagnant and
passive minds of our race. What are the brains of six Earthlings
weighed against the entire world of Xzorculu?"
"What are they? I pledged my solemn word that they would
be returned to their native planet unharmed. You promised me
that when you sent me to Earth. And that's the way it shall be if
the whole Solar System perish! Zarcol, get that Earth woman
out of that chair!"
"No!" countermanded Dneirf in a commanding voice.
"Instead, start the generators of the decalculator."
The tenseness of the situation communicated itself to the
Earthlings, though they could not understand a single word of
what was being said. But they could read actions, and Llamkin
was giving them plenty to read. He leaped forward to the
center of the chamber, made a lightninglike move of his hands.
From inside his blouse he brought forth a glittering, needlelike
tube.
"Touch that starting switch," he said in a terrible voice, "and
I will blast all five of you out of existence as I would a
Krulogru monster!"
This was a showdown with a vengeance. The five giants

stared at Llamkin in calm horror. It was obvious that their prize
pupil was suddenly bereft of his senses. They must consider
this new complication and their own imminent annihilation
with philosophic abstraction. There was neither panic nor
excitement in their attitudes. They simply stood there, arrested
at the crucial point of their experiment, while they
contemplated this alarming development.
"Llamkin," finally asked Dneirf mildly, "are you mad?
Would you turn upon your own kind, your only friends—your
entire race—for the sake of a few alien folk? Put away that ray
tube, my son, and listen to reason."
"The only reason I'll listen to is your command to release
that Earth woman from that decalculator, Dneirf. You are mad!
Deliberately to make an imbecile out of that girl after pledging
your sacred oath to protect each of these Earthlings from all
harm. Release her now—or die!"
There was utter silence for the space of a score of heartbeats
while Dneirf reflected on this ultimatum. Then he calmly
raised his hand to give the starting signal to Xyttus.
"I will die," he chose, without the slightest emotion in his
voice. "We will all die. And the blood of the entire world of
Xzorculu shall be upon your faithless, renegade head."
At this fateful instant Bllyna caught Dneirf's arm.
"Wait! I see it. Llamkin has fallen in love with this Earth
woman!"
Dneirf started slightly. He looked swiftly from his mutinous

pupil to Elaine Elliot and back again. For the first time he was
visibly perturbed.
"Llamkin!" he cried, aghast. "Is this true? Has Bllyna read
you aright? Do you love this woman?"

Startled, Llamkin stared at the compassionate face of Bllyna.
Then he turned and looked at Elaine.
The girl was watching him intently, uncomprehendingly,
with steady, level eyes as she strove to understand what was
taking place. The meeting of their glances was like an electric
shock to Llamkin. A queer dizziness, and a sense of exaltation,
seized him as Bllyna's accusation and Dneirf's question burned
in his mind. Did he love Elaine Elliot—an Earth woman?
"By the elder gods of Xzorculu!" he cried in a strained and
husky voice. "I do! I, a son of Xzorculu, a servant of science
dedicated from infancy to this magnificent attempt to save my
planet and my people—I have fallen in love with a woman of
Earth who despises and laughs at me."
Slowly he lowered his head and covered his face with his
trembling hands, the ray tube forgotten. Hot, stinging tears of
grief and shame and mortification burned his eyes. The five
giants waited patiently, making no overt moves at all. It was
like a slow-motion dull spot in a movie scenario instead of a
moment of sheer, tense drama.
It was like aiming a cannon that squirted water....

The incongruity, the ironic jest, the stark insanity of the
thing abruptly smote him. Llamkin experienced an
uncontrollable impulse. Something Puckish, impish, perverse
and devilish seemed to burst in his heart and well up through
his brain in wave after wave of ironic glee. The queer and
unpredictable god of laughter suddenly had him by the throat.
Llamkin lowered his hands, threw back his head, and laughed.
For the first time since Louis Shayne had known him, the
Kid from Mars was shouting with laughter!
But the stunned perplexity of the Earthlings was nothing,
compared with the sheer incredulity of the five giants who
knew what the situation was all about. They simply stood like
cigar-store Indians and gaped at the man who laughed.
"Can't you see?" gasped Llamkin, going into a fresh gale at
sight of Dneirf's ludicrous face. "The incongruity of it all? I—a
son of Xzorculu—with fifty million miles of space and twenty
thousand tenarcks of evolution between us—in love with a
woman of Earth. Can't you see it's screamingly funny? Louis
Shayne was right— He explained it to you yesterday— It's all
in the point of view!"
Llamkin grew so weak that he collapsed upon the floor to lie
there and shake with helpless mirth.
Slowly the idea dawned upon the Martians. Bllyna was the
first to smile. Kartyl let out a yelp like a kicked pup. Zarcol
uttered a croaking sound like a bullfrog in the marsh. Xyttus
cackled shrilly, like an old maid in a village choir.
Dneirf snorted. That snort did it. It seemed to clear away the

cobwebs of five thousand years.
"That's it—that's it!" Dneirf shouted, his words racing
hysterically ahead of his willing mirth, idea clouds scudding
before the wind of laughter. "We sent Llamkin to bring
Earthmen to us for study, but first we made an Earthman out of
him. We see their comic point of view, not through their
analyses, but through Llamkin's eyes. He is the catalyst which
presents their point of view!"
Instantly a chorus of Martian voices took up the song of
laughter. For the first time in five thousand years, men of
Xzorculu were shaking and rocking in hilarious mirth. They
lay down on the floor in their hysteria, and rolled in
Gargantuan glee.
Six bewildered and perplexed Earthlings sat
uncomprehending in their seats and stared blankly....

CHAPTER XXI
The Point of View
Llamkin recovered first. He got to his feet and wiped the
tears from his eyes. While the five scientists continued to shout
with laughter, he motioned the five Earthmen to withdraw.
Then he soberly approached the decalculator and raised the
metal bonnet from Elaine's head with his own hands. He was

grave now as he looked deep into her eyes, which were like the
heart of a Kolsord blossom.
"Come, Elaine," he said in a tender voice, holding out his
hand to her. "You are going back to Earth."
"I am going back?" she said, laying her slim hand in his as
naturally as if it belonged there. "And what about the others?"
"They are going with you. Your mission and mine have been
accomplished."
"Then—then you are going with us?"
"Only to take you home."
"You are coming back to—to this place?"
"Of course. It is my home."
"They laughed. Lambkin, what made them laugh? I never
heard you laugh before."
"Would you really like to know?"
"Yes, I would. I don't understand. It—it seemed terrible, in a
way. For a moment I thought you were going to kill them."
"It was terrible, what they were going to do to you. And then
Bllyna discovered for us that I love you."
He said it in such a matter-of-fact way that its significance
was not apparent to her for a minute.

"They were going to do something awful to me, and you—
you stopped them because you—loved me?"
"Yes. And that was funny, so we laughed. And now they
know how to laugh and what makes them laugh. Since they
understand it themselves, they can teach it to all our people."
Tears sprang to Elaine Elliot's eyes. She placed her other
hand in his.
"I don't think it's very funny, Lambkin," she said in a low
voice. "I love you, too. I knew it when I slapped you."
This was a right to the heart and a left to the solar plexus.
Llamkin's blue eyes widened in wonder and frank disbelief.
Yet there was a dawning hope, a sort of reprieve-from-hell
expression there that made Elaine want to cry. So she did.
"Elaine? Elaine!" he murmured softly as he gently enfolded
her in his strong arms. Then, after a precious moment: "Shayne
said a gentleman either spanks or kisses a lady, or does
nothing. What must I do?"
Smiling through her tears, she raised her face toward his,
and Llamkin did the proper thing.
"To think," she whispered, "that you couldn't figure things
out for yourself. One of those—those giants had to discover it
for you. How could Bllyna have seen what your own heart
didn't know?"
"I guess," Llamkin answered softly, "because Bllyna is a
woman."

Elaine stared at the smallest of the great, bald-headed
creatures. The Martians' raucous mirth had subsided. Still
smiling, they gathered around Llamkin and Elaine, clucking
and talking together in soft, marveling tones.
Impulsively the Earth girl reached forth her hand and laid it
upon the hand of Bllyna. The giantess responded with a
caressing squeeze. A bond of feminine understanding which
recognized no caste, no creed, no world, was cemented
between them.
"Go, Elaine, with the other Earthlings who linger at the
door," said Dneirf kindly. "We must confer with Llamkin."
Elaine looked up at Llamkin. He swept her boyishly up into
his arms and smiled tenderly and then kissed her lightly upon
the brow.
"I will join you soon, beloved Elaine," he assured her.
At the doorway Maurice Rynder voiced the opinion of all
the Earthmen.
"Now if that ain't a helluva thing to laugh at. These freaks
are crazy!"
"Yes, wasn't it?" agreed Elaine calmly. And that was all they
got out of her.

It was late when Llamkin entered the wing of the sleeping

quarters in search of Elaine. The others had long since given
up the puzzle and gone to bed. Elaine was wide awake and
waiting when Llamkin tapped gently at her door. Quickly she
admitted him.
Advancing with shining eyes, he kissed her heartily. Then
he placed her in a chair and dropped down upon a hassock
beside her and began to laugh quietly.
"Well, it's all settled," he finally explained. "I know that
Louis Shayne and all the rest still do not believe they are on
Mars. They do not believe any of us are Martians, and it's just
as well. It is very funny, and it makes no difference. Don't
wrinkle your own fair brow in perplexity, my darling. I know
that you have your own moments of doubt, but you alone of
them all shall have proof that your mind cannot refute. We are
returning to Earth in the morning just as we came to Mars.
"Dneirf and the others are already placing your slumbering
compatriots in a renewed state of suspended animation. They
shall be returned to their own beds in their own homes exactly
as they were when I abducted them. It will all seem like a
dream to them—as if they had taken an overdose of those
absurd Rainbow Slumber Vitamin Pellets."
Elaine wrinkled her nose prettily at this thought and began
to laugh. Llamkin, having discovered the magic secret of
laughter, experienced no difficulty in joining her.
"Wouldn't it be funny if they gave testimonials to the
Rainbow Company?" and Elaine. Then, swiftly sobering: "But
how about me?"

"You, my sweet, shall return to Earth in full consciousness
of the voyage. Dneirf is taking us back so he can return the
gravity ship to Mars. I shall remain on Earth."
"But, Lambkin, I thought you were going to give plans and
inventions and scientific knowledge—the secret of your space
ship to mankind. What about the gifts and honors your guests
were to take back?"
Llamkin's face grew sad again.
"After I related in detail to Dneirf and the others all that
happened to me, it was decided that Earth is not yet ready for
such tremendous advances in science. Only when all mankind
has grown together in a bond of brotherhood and common
humanity will it be safe to give men greater weapons than they
already possess. Minor scientific achievements, yes. I am to
work them out gradually, as though I were developing them
upon Earth. I shall feed them to my adopted planet as my
judgment tells me they are ready to receive them.
"Of course, I will secretly build a radio-penetrision machine
so I can keep in touch with my mentors here on Mars. Who
knows, soon perhaps, men of Xzorculu will again return to
Earth bearing even greater gifts that I have promised. In the
meantime, it must be as though my trip had never been. In all
my conscious moments I shall blot every reference to Mars out
of my speech and out of my mind. Elaine, Elaine, for your
sweet sake I am renouncing my own world for yours.
"My mission has been accomplished, thanks mainly to you
and Louis Shayne, and I am free to go. I am virtually an

Earthman in everything save the incident of birth. I know I'll
be dumb in many ways until I catch on. But, Elaine, will you
have an Xzorculuan redhead? Will you marry the—Kid from
Mars?"
"Will I? Will I?" cried Elaine fiercely. "Just let anybody try
to keep me from it! We can live on my income until you adjust
yourself to our way of life and make a place for yourself. But,
darling, you say we have been absent a month. How are we
going to clear you of a kidnaping charge? How—"
Llamkin interrupted her with a kiss.
"Don't worry your lovely head about that for a minute," he
said, chuckling. "They'll be returned as mysteriously as they
were taken, and no harm done. Do you think these men are
going to tell such a wild story as theirs to a disbelieving world?
As for income, John Hartman has a fortune in uncut diamonds
that belongs to me. There are a thousand things I can turn my
talents to on Earth.
"But always my most important task will be that of loving
you. Come, my beloved, and I will show you how Dneirf is
putting our friends in cold storage for their voyage—putting a
few jokers in a cold deck, as Confucius would say."
*****

It was dusk when Louis Shayne awoke. He roused himself
with a start and glared wildly about him. He rubbed his eyes
and looked around disbelievingly. He was in his own bed in

the pent-house suite of the Telecast Plaza.
Uttering a wild cry, he threw aside the bedclothes and
bounded to his feet. He rushed madly into the living room,
halted in amazement.
Sitting in an easy-chair, properly dressed for the evening,
was a perfectly calm Llamkin. He was reading the newspaper
accounts of the mysterious reappearance of the President of the
United States, the eminent capitalist, Colonel Thomlinson, and
the well known publisher, John Hartman, after an inexplicable
absence of nearly two months.
He looked up quizzically at the sports reporter.
"Better hurry and get dressed, Louis," he advised. "We have
a dinner date with Elaine."
"You—what—huh?" spluttered Shayne. He was all but
speechless while incoherence and chaos battled for possession
of his mind. "I—how— Hell, that wasn't any dream! Or—or
was it?"
"Get dressed," repeated Llamkin, stretching and yawning in
a completely normal fashion. "I've been waiting for you."
Without another word, Shayne turned and stumbled toward
the bathroom. He turned on the cold shower and stepped into
the stall without removing his pajamas.
He was still in a daze an hour later when he sat in the
cocktail lounge of the hotel in company with Llamkin and
Elaine. With the third stiff drink he began to thaw out. He

started to talk.
"There's no use trying to pass this business off as a joke," he
said in a weary voice. His sharp eyes were looking searchingly
from Llamkin to Elaine. "I know damned well that was no
dream. You pulled a fast one on us all, Lambkin. But be a good
guy and tell me how you did it. Were we cooped up out on
Long Island somewhere? But no—the papers say Hartman and
Thomlinson were missing two months. And the President!
"The F.B.I. boys would have found us long before this. We
must have been on some desert really. Yes, that's it! That
desert scene of red, burning sands we saw. Where were we,
Kid? In the Arabian Desert?"
"No," answered Llamkin, exchanging smiling glances with
Elaine.

The orchestra began playing a request number, a number
requested by Elaine. It was "Stardust."
"No, of course not!" went on Shayne, knitting his brows in
intensive thought. "The architecture of that place—that crazy
laboratory—these giants from a movie set—they were so real.
I— Oh, hell, Lambkin, I give up! Tell me the truth. Are you
really from Mars? I won't laugh, and I swear I'll believe
whatever you say."
Llamkin got to his feet and held out his arms to Elaine. She
rose to dance with him.

"Louis," said Llamkin solemnly, "I wouldn't kid you for
anything in the world. Of course, I'm the Kid from Mars! Mars
—Arizona."
Then he and Elaine looked into each other's eyes and burst
into a gale of laughter. Still laughing, they moved arm in arm
out to the dance floor.
Louis Shayne stared after them, his jaw slack, his eyes
blank. His right hand was clutching his half-emptied liquor
glass.
"I don't get it," he said at length. "It must be the point of
view."

[The end of The Kid from Mars by Oscar J. Friend]

